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Preface and
Acknowledgments

T

his book is a revised and expanded version of A Biologia
Militante: O Museu Nacional, especialização científica, divulgação do conhecimento e práticas científicas no Brasil (1926–1945), published in 2010 by
Editora UFMG. My overriding objective in undertaking these revisions was to
bring concepts, argumentation, and the narrative itself into sharper focus. New
primary and secondary sources were incorporated as I refined my conceptualizations and analyses, lending greater cohesiveness and strength to the book’s
overall argument. I expanded on my discussions of the historical, political, and
social context, especially regarding the National Museum, the First Republic
(1889–1930), and the Vargas era. I also added a timeline and a chronological
table that delineates the phases of the Republic addressed in these pages—
information that will be especially helpful to the non-Brazilian public.
Expressing gratitude should be more than an act of mere formality, for it
derives from the certainty that we are not alone. Over the years, I have relied on the immense support of many people, and my list of acknowledgments
could be endless. I will begin with the public institutions in Brazil that welcomed and supported me: the Escola Estadual José Bonifácio, where I learned
to read; the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (UFMG); the Universidade
Estadual de Campinas; the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico (CNPq); and the Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de Minas Gerais. I am especially grateful to the CNPq, which funded this
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research, and to the Instituto de Estudos Avançados Transdisciplinares, where
I had the privilege, as a resident scholar in 2008, of spending a period of study
and intellectual fellowship that was vital to this project.
I received invaluable help from Vilma Carvalho de Souza, of the Biblioteca
Prof. Antônio Luiz Paixão; from the whole team at the Seção de Memória e
Arquivo do Museu Nacional; from Hermínia Ferreira, of the Academia Bra
sileira de Ciências; from Juliana Amorim, of the Arquivo Múcio Leão at the
Academia Brasileira de Letras; and from the staff at the Museo Nacional de
Historia Natural in Montevideo. My thanks go as well to my colleagues and
students and to the staff at the UFMG Department of History. My participation in the Coleção Brasiliana research group, led by Eliana Dutra, greatly
influenced my decision to research this particular topic—to all my brasilianos
colleagues, a huge abraço.
Lise Sedrez and Chris Boyer gave my work a warm welcome in the University of Arizona Press’s Latin American Landscapes series. Kristen A. Buckles,
also of the University of Arizona Press, was extremely zealous in her guidance
of the editorial process. The reviewers of the original manuscript offered valuable suggestions, and I am deeply indebted to them for their thoughtful readings. Diane Grosklaus Whitty translated the book, and I learned much from
her about the elegance and exactitude of the English language. Her exacting,
tireless, and skillful work greatly enhanced the final text. Our joint labors and
discussions of details of the English version behind us, I realize I have a fine
new friend and cohort.
Any words of thanks to my family are far from enough: to my mother and
father (for whom I’ll always be their little girl); to my brothers and sisters,
nieces and nephews. To Tom, my lifelong love, who is always there for me with
words of encouragement and affection. Life with my sons, Antonio and Manoel, has been a perpetual joy. They taught me to like Radiohead, Pearl Jam,
and Nirvana and enjoy every last episode of Breaking Bad and Game of Thrones
(guilt free), while I in turn introduced them to those inimitable old-timers:
Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, and David Bowie. To you, my little boys—now so
grown up and independent, off conquering your own worlds—I give thanks
from the bottom of my heart.

Translator’s Note

T

he book you are about to read is far from a straightforward
English version of the original Portuguese. Regina Horta Duarte made
a series of revisions to the manuscript before delivering it to me, as she
explains in the preface. Thanks to the rich collaborative relationship the author
and I developed, I had the liberty to suggest other adjustments, always reviewed
by Regina, for example, the rearrangement and relocation of paragraphs here
and there, very minor cuts, a few notes to point out errors detected in primary
sources. Citations of Foucault and Mayr in Portuguese were replaced by their
classic English versions (a task Regina graciously insisted was hers), ensuring
that the present audience has access to the most appropriate bibliography.
The outcome is a highly domesticated text. In my view, the content itself
abounds in foreignness, and I could best do my job by smoothing the reading
process as much as possible. This at times led to what we might call “activist
translation,” where I retained a semblance of invisibility while posing as the
author. For instance, the cultural and historical gaps unnoticed by the Lusophone reader are filled in not by translator notes but by direct intervention in
the text, and so “the place where the cross had first been planted” becomes “the
place where the cross had first been planted by the Portuguese discoverers of
Brazil on April 26, 1500.” Similarly, the linguistic subtleties of Roquette-Pinto’s
distinction between brasileiro and brasiliano are explained as if in Regina’s voice.
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You will hear another constant voice, or set of voices: those of the scientists
of the National Museum and their contemporaries. In these cases, I have stayed
as faithful to the original as possible. This includes moments when Regina steps
unobtrusively into the background to give her subjects the narrative stage, accounting for some uses of non–gender neutral patterns. The author and I were
also in accord about respecting the historicity of proper names, which thus are
spelled as they were in their day, despite any subsequent orthographic changes
to Portuguese.
A hybrid approach has been applied to book, article, and film titles. Most
are followed by literal parenthetical translations, but these have been omitted
where it was felt a description would suffice. To facilitate the researcher’s access
to documents, original titles can be found in the notes when they do not appear
in the text.
Lastly, all names of institutions, agencies, conferences, and so on appear in
English, with their originals supplied in a list at the back of the book. A few
common nouns have been retained in Portuguese. These are defined upon first
occurrence in the text.
In closing, deepest thanks to my husband, and first reader, who saved me the
embarrassment of inadvertently nailing a taxidermied jaguar carcass to a wall.
Without Michael, no oeuvre is possible. My gratitude as well to skilled translator Kim Olson, who put on her copy editor’s hat and went above and beyond to
chip the rough edges off my prose. Lastly, my immeasurable thanks to Regina
Horta Duarte, gente finíssima, who has graced my work life with her good humor, boundless patience, and, now, friendship. I am grateful for the privilege of
sharing with English-speaking readers her nuanced analysis of three exemplary
Brazilian scientists who endeavored to forge a new field and a new nation.
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T

out of São Luís,
capital of Maranhão, where the beaches have been declared off-limits.
On January 7, the local papers announced that researchers at the Federal University of Maranhão had detected fecal coliform levels twenty-five
times above acceptable limits.
With the sun straight overhead, the vacationers point their car toward the
town of Barreirinhas, not far from the promised paradise of Brazil’s Lençóis
Maranhenses, a national park since 1981. The road is nearly deserted, the landscape dotted by only a few villages, some scattered adobe houses, and a bar here
and there. Large expanses of land have been burned off to give way to subsistence farming.
Their rental car starts acting up, and the tourists scramble for their guide
book, where they locate the lone gas station along the 100-mile stretch of road
between them and the park. Worried they’ll find themselves stuck in the middle of nowhere, the tourists press on—and breathe a heavy sigh of relief when
they reach their unplanned stop. Their happiness, however, is short-lived. The
gas station proves as forsaken as the rest of the area, and the attendants know
nothing more than how to fill a tank.
A native bird hangs in a locked cage outside a humble house nearby. Three
men have just finished their lunch and throw what little is left to two squalid
mutts, followed eagerly by some pigs and a chicken. One of the men goes back
he year is 2008. A group of tourists heads
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to building a birdcage. A TV set hooked up to a satellite dish is playing a movie
that stars Denzel Washington. The nearest public phone is almost nine miles
away. Luckily, one of the travelers’ cell phones picks up a signal and comes back
to life, so they call the rental agency. Help will arrive in two hours.
While they wait, the tourists amble over to the nearby house, where lettering painted on an outside wall advertises a bar inside. It’s closed, but the nextdoor neighbor is selling beverages and cookies. There’s a pool table and some
chairs on the porch. The family has an old jalopy, likely a sign of great prosperity in these parts. Every once in a while, dogs and chickens at their heels, a few
curious children scurry in and out of the house to peer at the strangers. One
of the tourists asks if there’s a restroom she can use. Yes, around back. As she
crosses the room, she sees men, women, and children crowded around another
TV. The bathroom is outside, surrounded by chickens, pigs, and dogs. There’s
a porcelain toilet but it doesn’t flush; a big bucket of dingy water and a small ba
sin make up for it.
The other tourists—all men—are too embarrassed to breach the privacy
of the home, so they go back to the gas station and ask to use the bathroom
there. The fellow says they don’t have one. “If you gotta take a dump, it’s a little
ways out back. But if you gotta pee, well, it’s back over there too.” He points
to the woods behind the station. There, in the spot where the call of nature is
answered, the visitors run into the same pigs that had been fighting over the
lunchtime leftovers, now wallowing in a rather questionable puddle.
Help finally comes. The tank is filled, but the invoice will have to be issued
in the town of Humberto de Campos, nine miles away, because the attendant
doesn’t know how to write.
The tourists continue on toward Barreirinhas, just outside the famous Lençóis Maranhenses and its dazzling display of undulating sand dunes ribboned
with blue waters. The Lençóis lie in a national park that has no entrance gate
and no supervision or form of control whatsoever. The lush plant life leading
up to the dunes is marred by areas of burn-off and cropland. The park itself sits
amid villages that lack safe drinking water, sewer systems, or garbage service.
Its pathways are cluttered with plastic bags and bottles and beer cans routinely
tossed away by tourists. Naked children with protruding bellies wander around
among scruffy dogs and pigs, waving at the folks in passing cars, on their way
from their luxury hotels or resorts to the region’s magnificent (really?) tourist
attractions.
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The National Museum
This was my own family’s little adventure—but it was something that could
have happened in many places in Brazil, where poverty, government neglect,
unhealthy living conditions, illiteracy, consumerism, and tourism live side by
side. When I saw the television set with its excellent reception and sharp images, blaring away in a lost corner of the country where life is so brutally harsh,
it immediately brought to mind the history of a certain period of Brazil’s National Museum. In the 1920s and 1930s, the scientists who worked at this institute in Rio de Janeiro hoped to transform it into a hub that would radiate
knowledge to the farthest reaches of Brazil. During those years, the museum
staff devoted itself tirelessly to re-creating the National Museum and staking
claim to a new role for it. They couldn’t begin to imagine television or satellite
dishes, but they trusted in print, movies and radio, exhibits, and educational
methodology as efficacious methods for disseminating the new knowledge and
new practices that they were convinced would transform Brazil.
The National Museum already had a long history behind it by then. King
Dom João VI of the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil, and the Algarves
had founded it in 1818. His court had fled Lisbon shortly before the city was in
vaded by Napoleon’s troops in 1808, and once settled safe and sound in Brazil,
Dom João VI did his best to prepare Rio de Janeiro for its new status as the
political and administrative center of the kingdom, a process that transported
the seat of the European empire to the heart of the old Portuguese colony. The
Royal Museum—as it was then known—emulated Old World museums by
gathering collections representative of the entire globe. But the spotlight was
on the Portuguese Empire, spread across the European, African, Asian, and
South American continents. From its founding on, the museum played a decisive role in the development of natural history in Brazil.1
The establishment of the museum figured into a broader nineteenthcentury trend around the world to set up natural history museums as “cathe
drals to science.” By 1910, there were some two thousand museums of its kind.2
In Latin America, natural history museums enabled exchanges between naturalists while connecting different points of the globe. In cities like Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Santiago do Chile, Montevideo, Bogotá, and Caracas, new
institutions continued to open their doors throughout the nineteenth century,
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almost always concomitant with processes of achieving independence and na
tion building. They were home to enlightened elites who combined their experience as locals with intellectual training in Europe, but they were also frequented by foreign naturalists eager to research the flora and fauna of South
America. National governments wanted to undertake inventories of “their” na
ture and would often hire teams of foreigners to lend impetus to natural history.
The daily routine at nineteenth-century museums in Latin America reflected the challenges specific to the continent’s historical context. Foreign scientific expeditions often took everything they gathered back to Europe, leaving
nothing to the institutes that had welcomed and aided them, much to the discontent of local science communities. The piecemeal nature of local collections
left Latin American naturalists at a tremendous disadvantage vis-à-vis their
foreign peers, whose institutes boasted enviable collections. Latin American
museums also had to cope with periodic political turmoil, which occasioned
wild fluctuations in government funding and other support. As Nancy Stepan
has said, a great deal of progress came thanks to the individual efforts of naturalists in the absence of any collective, institutionalized, stable climate. Teaching institutions emphasized a liberal arts education in a framework where there
was no real way to train researchers in scientific work. There was a paucity of
equipment and bibliographic material, scientists enjoyed little prestige, and agricultural and industrial modernization was not yet hardy enough to provide
new sources of support for science.3
Many aspects of the history of these museums give nuance to the traditional
view that naturalists working in Latin America were members of cloistered
scientific communities.4 Over the course of the nineteenth century, while Brazil’s National Museum was becoming a place for public exhibits, it was also
making room for new fields of knowledge in its various departments—like paleontology, anthropology, comparative anatomy and zoology, botany, mineralogy, geology, and archaeology—reflecting the institution’s attention to research
and its tendency to develop specialized fields. From 1876 to 1893, during what
was known as “the golden age of the National Museum,” the institution saw
substantial changes under the direction of the naturalist Ladislau Netto. Its col
lections grew through exchange programs with European and Latin American
counterparts and thanks to national expeditions financed by the imperial government. The old monarchical tradition of handpicking personnel by appointment was replaced by the requirement that new hires take qualifying exams
on scientific topics. Foreigners like Charles Hartt, Fritz Müller, Hermann Von
Ihering, Emílio Goeldi, Carl Schwacke, and Orville Derby were recruited and
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had plenty of opportunity for the rewarding exchange of experience and knowledge with Brazilian scholars.5 The establishment of a laboratory for experimental physiology and the launching of a science journal in 1876 (Arquivos do Museu
Nacional ) energized the museum and cleared the path for its naturalist members to advance in their professionalization.6 The institute’s collaboration with
the Brazilian presence at universal exhibitions was also important. The country
wanted to make a place for itself on the world market and to be counted as a
civilization in the tropics. It was not just its commercial interests that were at
stake; so too were the exchange of scientific and technological know-how and
interaction between the National Museum and foreign science institutes. No
less important was the organization of Brazil’s National Anthropological Exposition in 1892, where the exhibiting of hundreds of ethnographic objects fed
the lively contemporary debate on race, people, and the Brazilian nation.7
Like other museums in Latin America—for example, the Argentina Museum of Natural Sciences (now the Bernardino Rivadávia Museum of Natural
History), in Buenos Aires, headed by Hermann Burmeister—Brazil’s National
Museum experienced such profound changes during these years that it was almost like starting over. As naturalists reclassified nature, as knowledge grew
more specialized, and as scientists and observers began relating to collections
in new ways, these collections underwent extensive reorganization. In pursuing
this new vision, the museum entered into the wider debate about “national being” and introduced a state “optic”—to use Andermann’s term—of the items on
display, thereby transforming a tour of the museum into a civics lesson.8
In 1889, the army, with the backing of the agro-exporting elites, toppled the
monarchy, and Brazil became a republic. As much as civilian republican groups
had hopes for a new democratic order, the institutions of the fledgling republic were predominantly individualist and liberal in nature, and most citizens
were denied their political rights, since illiterates were prohibited from voting.
Although slavery had been abolished under the monarchy, in 1888, the early decades of the republic witnessed no advances in civil and political rights; instead,
it was an era of “exclusionary liberalism,” or “oligarchical liberalism,” marked by
political accords between powerful elites, underwritten by fraudulent elections.
The Constitution of 1891 delegated broad fiscal and administrative autonomy to
the states and territories, benefiting the chief commodity-producing states, like
coffee-rich São Paulo and the rubber centers of Pará and Amazonas. Under the
influence of some republican sectors, the nation’s charter also bore the imprint
of positivism, translated into a complete separation of church and state and the
absence of any official religion. The republic would recognize marriages, births,
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and burials as civil processes, and religious teaching would no longer be mandatory in schools.9
In the early years of the republic, the museum faced several hurdles. The new
government abolished the post of traveling naturalist and demanded the daily
physical presence of all researchers. In practical terms, this meant naturalists
could not make research trips and instead had to stay in their offices. Some
of the top staff left, Fritz Müller among them. A number of wealthier states,
like São Paulo and Pará, opened their own natural history museums and managed to attract naturalists like Goeldi and Von Ihering. The federal government
itself established applied research institutes, which became the country’s first
centers for biological research, such as the Oswaldo Cruz Institute in Rio de
Janeiro and the Butantan Institute in São Paulo. Shortly after the Proclamation
of the Republic, the National Museum saw its prestige enter a period of steady
decline, while other centers began their ascent, offering bigger budgets and additional amenities that could attract the most eminent researchers—a status
quo that was not to change until the late 1920s.
The 1920s indeed brought change to Brazil. World War I had ended, as had
the optimism of the Belle Époque. The coffee glut and the demise of the Amazon rubber boom in the face of stiff competition from Southeast Asia spelled
economic hardship. Anarchist and communist union movements were on the
rise, alongside conservative Catholic movements. Modern Art Week, an arts
festival held in São Paulo in February 1922, signaled artistic restlessness. Young
military officers joined the armed movement known as tenentismo, while the
Prestes Column engaged in guerrilla warfare and cangaceiro bandits ran rampant in Northeast Brazil. In 1922, this turmoil was reined in by a governmentimposed state of siege; the press was censored, and the various movements that
opposed the oligarchical Republican project were repressed.
From September 1922 through July 1923, the city of Rio de Janeiro was the
site of the International Exhibition in Celebration of the Centennial of Independence. Organized by the federal government, which built sumptuous pavilions for the event, the exhibition was intended to convey an image of progress
and national union. The government had designed the show in hopes of garnering legitimacy at a difficult time, but by instigating reflections on Brazil’s past,
present, and future at a moment of serious political crisis, the commemoration
in fact seeded unease. Visitors grew more aware of conflict and social tension
because the exhibition triggered concern about national construction and about
Brazil’s place in world civilization. What, after all, was being celebrated? What
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brand of independence? What kind of nation? What kind of Brazilian people?
What type of republic?10 The exhibition may to some extent have been a paean
to the ruling order, but it also awoke society’s latent expectations and desire for
change. As Hoffenberg has noted, “Exhibitions were meaningful events for participants struggling with the social, political, and economic dilemmas and opportunities of their era.”11
From the very dawn of the twentieth century, countless intellectuals had
criticized the reigning oligarchical regime, holding it accountable for the highhandedness of local authorities and the fact that people had been left to fend
for themselves. More voices entered the debate about the roadblocks to nation
building. Attention became focused on the vastness of the Brazilian land, on its
people trapped in misery, illiteracy, and disease, and on the wholly irrational destruction of its natural riches. The prevailing political and economic liberalism
was called into question, decried as excessive, and critiqued for motivating selfishness, while centralization of power was posited as an alternative raised above
individual interests. Solutions were proposed for a political and institutional
system that demanded more than the mere consensus of the elites and that
would transform Brazil’s near nomadic population—until then rebuked as inferior—into healthy, educated, and hard-working people, indispensable to the
building of a nation. These intellectuals urged society to adopt new attitudes
toward nature; Brazilians needed to learn about their country’s flora and fauna,
its water resources and landscapes—and learn to value them—while the state
had to effectively regulate environmental protection areas and national parks
and exercise control over the exploration of natural resources throughout the
national territory. Based on an authoritarianism characterized by voluntarism
and an obsession with education, they believed that if the Brazilian people, in
its most genuine expression, could be brought onto the stage through suitable
measures, the result would be the emergence of a popular culture duly civilized through learned knowledge and superior reasoning—to wit, “authentic”
nationality.
From 1926 to 1935, the National Museum regained momentum under the
leadership of Edgard Roquette-Pinto. The institute modeled itself as a prime
space for educational intervention and for the coordination of pedagogical projects for the people of Brazil, as well as a place where knowledge was produced.
It introduced and enforced a bold and experimental multimedia project. As urban life and consumption became increasingly sophisticated in the city of Rio
de Janeiro, where the museum was headquartered, its staff members embraced
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the era’s new means of communication, optimistic that new technologies would
allow them to span the chasms yawning between them and Brazil’s ordinary
men and women, lost in the vastness of their country.
The National Museum was home to a collaborative effort that drew researchers from an array of fields; they engaged in surprisingly varied initiatives that were not confined to the premises of the museum but reached into
other institutional and social domains. Staff members like Roquette-Pinto,
Alberto Sampaio, and Cândido de Mello Leitão organized public exhibits unprecedented in the history of the institution. They threw themselves into the
Biblioteca Pedagógica (Educational Library) editorial project, headed by Fernando Azevedo, and particularly into its Brasiliana Collection, whose ultimate
purpose was “to reveal Brazil for Brazilians.” They launched the journal Revista Nacional de Educação, a forum for science communication aimed at the
broader public, whose circulation reached 15,000. They set up a radio station
specializing in educational programming and ventured into cinema and the
production of educational films. They organized notable events like the First
Brazilian Congress for the Protection of Nature, in 1934. They led prolific scientific lives, participating in cultural exchange and attending international congresses. They helped make public policy, including the draft bill for the Game
and Fish Code, which lay behind the law decreed by President Getúlio Vargas
on January 2, 1934. They joined science associations and other civil society organizations. In fulfilling their “pedagogical mission,” the museum staff relied
on a range of media, including print, photography, exhibits, movies, and radio
programs. Its scientists also maintained close relations with the ruling powers
and with other spaces that generated knowledge. Throughout their experiences,
these men of science worked and thought collectively, constructing knowledge
through frank dialogue. Moreover, they worked to accrue the technical expertise essential to the practical realization of these manifold projects.
The organizational heart of the activities and exhibits at the National Museum was certainly “the Brazilian nation,” and the burgeoning of biology as a
fully established discipline figured largely in this work. Although the field had
existed in Europe since the mid-nineteenth century, it was only in the early
twentieth that biology laid down roots in Brazil. The troublesome presence of
sick, ignorant, rebellious people was a quantitative and qualitative problem beg
ging for a solution, and biology, as a “master of life,” was capable of addressing
these ills. It lent itself to a variety of nationalistic practices fashioned within an
authoritarian, salvationist political culture.
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In the eyes of the museum staff, the field of natural history could describe
and name things but could not address the full complexity of life, so it was unable to confront the challenges of Brazilians in distress. Biology, on the other
hand, was a decisive form of knowledge, which supported scientific medicine
and was based on scientific laboratory practices in the fields of physical anthropology, entomology (especially as applied to agriculture), eugenics, the theories of evolution and genetics, and even phytogeography, zoogeography, and
ecology.
At a time when biology was taking shape as a field of its own, separate from
(but not better than) natural history, the National Museum endeavored to renew its practices and present itself as an institution in step with the changing
world of science. Some of its members also belonged to the Brazilian Academy of Sciences, founded in 1916, which valued specialized experts more than
wise generalists, and they worked hard to earn esteem as scientists from specific
fields. Yet in its practices, the museum displayed a dynamic and contradictory
tendency: although many of its members wanted very much to become specialized scientists, their work with different media formats and with science
communication took place in an atmosphere of blurred boundaries between the
disciplines.
While striving to make a name for themselves in scientific circles, these scientists also sought government backing for their projects. Most importantly,
they wanted themselves and their institute to play an active part in public policy making, and in this way their scientific activities constituted veritable political strategies.
This book explores the budding role of biological knowledge in the construction of Brazilian society from 1926 to 1945, focusing on the National Museum
as a strategic institution where a gamut of social actors deployed a distinctive
set of practices. It centers on three of the most illustrious among these actors:
the arachnologist Cândido de Mello Leitão, the botanist Alberto José de Sampaio, and the anthropologist Edgard Roquette-Pinto. The first year in our timeframe, 1926, sees Roquette-Pinto appointed director of the National Museum.
The last year, 1945, coincides with the end of the fifteen-year-long presidency
of Getúlio Vargas and with Brazil’s return to democracy. It was also the year
Mello Leitão, at the apex of his renown as an arachnology expert, made his
last trip as a cultural envoy for the Brazilian government on a Latin American
mission. That Mello Leitão could win such national and international acclaim
lends validity to my proposal to explore the effective specialization of biology
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as a science and the genesis of activist biology even before biology had been
formally recognized as a profession and before there were any special courses
for training as a biologist in Brazil.
The investigators at the National Museum identified themselves as biologists well before the field had become established in Brazil, a country where
universities came into being rather late. The earliest colleges established in Brazil were the University of Paraná (1912), the University of Rio de Janeiro (1920),
and the University of Minas Gerais (1927). Rather than participating in a larger
project to inaugurate universities in Brazil, these first institutions merely unified a number of preexisting courses under one formal roof. It was only in the
1930s that broader projects surfaced, like the University of São Paulo (USP),
the University of the Federal District (abolished shortly after its creation in
1935), and the University of Brazil, in Rio de Janeiro (1937). The first courses in
zoology, botany, and general biology only began at USP in 1934 in the School of
Philosophy, Sciences, and Literature, later spreading to the University of Brazil
in 1939.12
How did the National Museum go about formulating a strategy to reinvigorate its presence on the national political stage? What explains its scientists’
success in forging ties with the political powers in place after 1930, within the
Provisional Government of Getúlio Vargas? These questions are the guiding
thread of the first chapter. My purpose is to understand the overall historical framework and what it was that incited this search for new paths and new
practices, with museum scientists as spokespersons. The point is to ask why, and
whether, these actions were necessary at that specific moment in history and to
explore the demands behind them and the battles in which they were crafted.
It is my contention that men like Roquette-Pinto, Mello Leitão, and Alberto Sampaio were able to represent themselves as scientific authorities in the
field and to occupy strategic decision-making positions because the Brazilian
state found itself up against the growing challenge of controlling the populations within its territory and because biology came forward as a discipline that
could contribute significantly to the solution of political problems. Moreover,
these scientists were advocates of tremendously eclectic theories, woven out of
eugenics, Mendelism, and neo-Lamarckism; and their anti-Darwinism meshed
well with the Vargas government’s corporatist political view, which rebuffed
class struggle, promoting instead the idea of a harmonious, organic society as
the foundation of a new day. Bringing together biology, educational initiatives,
and the rejection of social conflict, the National Museum proved successful
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in its bid to become a respected partner of the government, and particularly
of the Ministry of Education and Public Health (MESP) in the early 1930s.
Furthermore, the demarcation of biology as a specific field dovetailed with
the era’s growing nationalism. Biomedicine—where medicine delves into biological investigations and uncovers scientific proof in the laboratory—joined
hands with the exercise of biopower. I draw inspiration here from Foucault,
who conjectures that matters of life have been of special concern in the exercise of contemporary political power in the West and that power began taking
into consideration the biological traits of the human species and formulating
strategies for the political management of population phenomena like birth,
reproduction, disease, and death. In Brazil, the act of governing came to include
the life problems faced by people scattered across a vast national territory, while
biology firmly established itself as a source of indispensable knowledge.13
The quest to understand the circumstances under which the National Museum and its scientists developed their practices uncovers a political skirmish
over which social rules and which institutions would hold sway. If the National
Museum was going to portray itself as an institution that should have a say
in deciding the direction of the nation, its scientists would have to negotiate
around the many other political projects on the agenda. Numerous victories
ensued but so too did crushing defeats, evincing the historical complexity of
those years. In some cases—such as the eventual enactment of the Game and
Fish Code—the museum’s scientists ended up having much less influence over
government decisions than they would have liked.
The second chapter explains how some members of the National Museum
set their sights on entering the game of politics and realizing their dream of actively assisting in the education of the Brazilian people. The Vargas Provisional
Government (1930–34) warmly welcomed the work being done at the National
Museum. At the museum, the new government encountered a sophisticated
framework of science communication and education, organized through the
museum’s Assistance Service for the Teaching of Natural History, a department
created by Director Roquette-Pinto at the outset of his mandate, in 1926. One
of a kind in its emphasis on popular education, the National Museum presented itself as a strategic setting for educational action. It proved to be in tune
with the government’s desire to mold a new “Brazilian man” and received broad
government support through the MESP.
The use of new technologies and the diversity of media were central features
of the museum’s activities during those years. As mentioned earlier, the museum
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participated in radio programs; organized exhibits, courses, and workshops;
utilized slides for educational purposes; produced and screened educational
films; and published magazines and books. Treating patrons to interactive experiences on its own grounds, the museum also breached its institutional walls
and went directly inside public classrooms. Through these initiatives, and by
devising new practices for producing and disseminating knowledge, the National Museum negated the prevailing notions of what natural history museums should be.
During the period bracketed by these halcyon days and by the mounting
challenges faced when the Vargas administration altered its educational policies, the museum played an ambiguous role. Its members moved easily between
natural history and biology and between scientific specialization and knowledge
built at the intersection of different fields, through hands-on interaction with
technical and artistic techniques. While these practices quite likely account for
the rich tapestry of accomplishments at the National Museum in those years,
these same factors were the chink in its armor when Gustavo Capanema, as the
new minister of education and public health, launched an educational reform
and spurned the museum as a locus for the production of knowledge. When
the government headed in these new directions, the scientists at the museum
fell out of its favor, and the work being done inside the museum’s walls lost
steam. Enthusiasts like Roquette-Pinto and Mello Leitão had to relinquish
their posts and find new routes for carrying their activities forward.
The third chapter illustrates how biological knowledge and practices played
a weighty role in the game of politics during this period. Brazil offered no biology courses at that time, and biology was not even a formal profession. It is not
my intent to define the precise moment it did emerge as a field. Rather, I want
to show how biologists were formed where webs of relationships converged dur
ing a time of evolving practice. As a man of his time, Mello Leitão offers us
a perfect example of the making of a scientist specializing in biology during
those years. Yet he was so unique that he also stands as an exception, a rare
gem. The realization of these two facets of the figure of Mello Leitão leads to
an important observation: when we study history, we discover that social actors,
in the process of confronting diverse interests, defining strategies, and engaging
in dialogue with specific historical conditions, surpass existing determinations.
As they tackle their contemporary challenges in a period of social struggle, they
produce something new and original. In other words, the writing of history
gives us the chance to reflect on the creation and transformation of human
societies.
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Mello Leitão, Roquette-Pinto, and Alberto Sampaio were amazingly creative in their professional lives. We will find them busily involved in political
projects and in countless civil and scientific associations of weight, while they
deftly carved out an innovative niche for the National Museum. They were attentive to the question of nature, receptive to new technologies and means of
communication, and open to different fields—even as they yearned for specialization and invested in it. And yet, by idealizing the Brazilian people and
hoping to mold them to their own expectations, they reinforced authoritarian
perspectives.
It is tempting to see these scientists as the pioneers behind many of our
contemporary practices. It would be no stretch to paint them as trailblazers
in a wide variety of arenas: environmental education, the renewal of museums
through connections with universities and extension work, science communication and the establishment of public science projects, distance education,
transdisciplinarity, the creation of university radio and television networks, the
struggle for social inclusion through education, and advocacy of the sustainable exploration of nature. But this would mean ignoring or glossing over the
authoritarianism inherent in their practices and possibly being induced to slip
into the same logic. And we would be eschewing Marc Bloch’s invaluable insights about the need to scorn myths of origin, examine our differences in relation to the past, and see the potential for inaugurating new practices.14
It is precisely from the perspective of difference that the history of the National Museum during these years should be researched and studied. If we
weigh what distances us from the actions of these scientists rather than simply
singing their praises, we improve our own chances of acting creatively in the
present and of making a real break with the authoritarian tradition they reaffirmed—their incredible talents for innovation notwithstanding. Writing history can be an exercise in political praxis while also being motivated by a desire
for social transformation.
And so it was that the idea for this book was born, when I, both moved
and stunned, waved back at the destitute children who dwelled alongside the
breathtaking tourist attraction called the Lençóis Maranhenses.

1
Activist Biology
Today we breathe easier. The laboratory has given us the argument we so
eagerly sought. Grounded in it, we shall counter Le Bon’s sociological condemnation with the higher voice of biology.
—M o n t e i r o Lo b ato, P r o b l e m a v i ta l , 19 1 8

A Republic of Scientists

I

the front page of Rio de Janeiro’s newspaper A Noite fea
tured an interview with the zoologist Cândido de Mello Leitão (1886–1948),
one of the authors of a bill to regulate hunting and fishing in Brazil. The
Ministry of Education and Public Health (MESP) had assigned this task to
a committee comprising Mello Leitão and two other members of the Na
tional Museum: the botanist Alberto José de Sampaio (1881–1946) and the an
thropologist Edgard Roquette-Pinto (1884–1954), the museum’s director.1
As Mello Leitão explained in his interview, “all cultured peoples” had made
the defense of fauna and other natural riches a priority, and Brazil would be
taking the same path by following through on this government initiative. Of
course, the zoologist admitted, the proposed measures would displease those
who “exterminated birds” and the merchants who put their “own, limited interests
ahead of the name and interests of Brazil.” But it was a time of “patriotic re
construction,” as he saw it, and everyone had to think first of his country and
only second of himself. While the law could not completely disregard economic
interests, its chief concern had to lie with protecting fauna—“the nation’s heri
tage” and the “charm of its landscape.”
The 1920s had been years of major upheaval and great expectations in Brazil,
with its oligarchic republic suffering serious blows. Coffee prices fell, opposition
n February 1933,
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groups formed among both the military and the urban middle classes, and there
were pockets of more militant social unrest. At the close of the decade, a politi
cal and military movement that proclaimed itself the Revolution of 1930 swept
Getúlio Vargas into power. The Vargas Provisional Government was quick to
promise deep change, even while grappling with the ideological differences that
arose among its backers. The regime fed hopes for national construction and for
the settlement and true conquest of Brazil in all its immensity; it vowed to
work for the benefit of those living in urban and rural Brazil alike, and to afford
those in the farthest reaches of the land a healthy life of labor and civic par
ticipation—all orchestrated by a strong, central, organizing state. The new gov
ernment won the support of intellectual groups long critical of the oligarchic
republic and its failure to cure the woes of the ailing, illiterate people spread
across Brazil’s untrodden sertões (hinterlands), strangers to the lavish life of Rio
de Janeiro, then the nation’s capital. Furthermore, the republic had failed to steer
urban workers away from the dangers of communism.2 The state set its sights
on organizing Brazil’s citizens, its land, and everything it held: people, land
scapes, soil, water, flora, and fauna.
This was the “patriotic” backdrop to which Mello Leitão was alluding in the
newspaper interview when he highlighted two key benefits of the bill submit
ted by the National Museum committee. In the first place, the bill itself would
stimulate the production of scientific and zoogeographic knowledge, which
could be used to guide future improvements to the law. In the second place, the
bill valorized Brazil’s national scientific institutions by assigning them a pri
mary role in the collection of the country’s fauna treasures and by controlling
the activities of foreign scientists. After all, Brazilian researchers were tired of
having to travel abroad to study their own country’s fauna, gathered by foreign
naturalists and then unceremoniously hauled off to Europe’s great museums.3
The interviewee also advocated the urgent adoption of other measures in ad
dition to hunting regulations, in step with the example set by other countries
where fauna was protected in nature parks.
The MESP had asked the National Museum to draw up the bill in Au
gust 1932. Roquette-Pinto submitted the draft two months later, prefaced by a
twenty-four-page document laying out the presuppositions of the three scien
tists. In their prologue, they argued that hunting laws were indispensable and
that Brazil was among the most backward of the major countries in this area.
They warned that merely handing down decrees would not suffice; implemen
tation had to be guaranteed on two fronts: first, the General Directorate of
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Public Instruction had to make the protection of nature a top priority; second,
enforcement had to be stringent, given the mammoth size of Brazil and the
short-term impossibility of “taking the benefits of protective laws into the faroff sertões.” For the drafters, the most efficacious, modern example was in Italy,
where Mussolini had instituted the Italian Forestry Militia, a military-like unit
commanded by a general and under the direct supervision of Il Duce.4
According to the bill, because hunting provided an important food source
for inhabitants of the sertões, it was connected to the issue of health and there
fore should not be banned outright but only regulated. Regulations should
stipulate hunting seasons in accordance with each species’s breeding cycle but
should also take into account which animals might be considered beneficial
resources and which were nuisances. Regionally, certain species would also have
to be monitored for overpopulation. All this would require scientists to furnish
ongoing input as consultants and participate directly in decision making, since
“research on the protection of nature is an educational and scientific specialty.”5
The bill was published in Brazil’s Federal Register (Diário Oficial) one month
later, in November 1932, without the preamble. The general public was invited to
offer suggestions to the MESP.6 The document assembled by the three scien
tists was rather bold, in that it ran counter to economic interests and claimed a
decisive role for the National Museum and its members. The commission gave
as its paramount justification for regulating hunting the fact that Brazil’s wild
fauna was thinning out and its national forests needed protecting. Under the
new law, all animals and birds within Brazilian territory would be the property
of the state, and there would be a nationwide ban on hunting animals that were
deemed beneficial resources. The National Museum would draw up a list of the
latter, along with a list of nuisance animals whose killing would be allowed un
der the law. Hunting would be banned inside urban and suburban areas whose
populations numbered more than 15,000. All hunters would have to carry li
censes. Municipalities would issue seasonal licenses for sport hunters, while the
National Museum would be responsible for issuing scientific licenses. A special
license, valid for a limited time only, would be required to stalk big cats.7
Hunting seasons would be stipulated according to the preservation needs of
the various species. The sale of weapons, certain ammunition, and hunting dogs
would be banned outside of these seasons, as would the sale of wild animal pelts,
hides, feathers, or horns along roads and railways. There would be an immediate
five-year ban on the hunting of endangered species, such as otters, egrets, rheas,
capybaras, seriemas, and deer, and no products from these animals could be sold,
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transported, or exported for the duration of the ban. The capture of diurnal but
terflies in the Federal District would also be prohibited for five years. Lastly, the
government was to sign treaties with bordering nations to help foil the illegal
export of products from any animals protected under the law.
The bill provided for a number of educational initiatives tailored to the public
at large. Ecological stations were to be set up at national parks so that the ecol
ogy and etiology of wild animals could be studied. From elementary through
high school, curricula were to include studies on wildlife and its protection,
while radio stations would be mandated to broadcast a weekly program on the
conservation of Brazilian fauna, especially birds and mammals with resource po
tential. Minors were also expressly banned from taking part in hunting.
As audacious as the bill was, it was not without precedent in Brazil. From
the dawn of the republican period, a number of scholars who were outraged
about the slaughter of certain species had demanded that authorities do some
thing to protect the country’s fauna. In 1895, writing as director of the Pará
Museum of Natural History and Ethnography—a post he held from 1894 to
1907—Emílio Goeldi filed two complaints with the governor of Pará to protest
the “barbarian annihilation of egrets and scarlet ibis.” These birds—described
by Goeldi as “captivating adornments of nature from the majestic Amazon
River”—were being decimated by hunters who would ambush them in their
breeding grounds, such as Marajó Island, “in order to rip from them their few
feathers, thousands of which are needed to make one kilogram of this heinous
merchandise.” Goeldi asked for a ban on the hunting of egrets and scarlet ibis
from June through January, the protection of nests on public land, and the levy
ing of hefty taxes on the sale of feathers. He also issued a special plea for the
government of Pará to pressure Congress to approve hunting regulations.8
Hermann Von Ihering, director of the Paulista Museum from 1894 to 1915,
had been another proponent of a federal law against predatory hunting. He
was in favor of maintaining a list of animals that could only be hunted during
specific months of the year. He also backed an outright ban on the hunting of
birds that were deemed of potential benefit, a ban on the sale of feathers, pelts,
and hides, and a minimum hunting age of eighteen, since he felt that hunting
could jeopardize the character formation of minors.9
The discourse of these two foreign-born scientists—both naturalized Bra
zilians—also encompassed the idea of nature as a national asset and the need
for a kind of “pedagogy of national nature.”10 In the early days of the republic,
these arguments carried political overtones, because they called attention to how
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these hunting practices were affecting the Brazilian nation and criticized the
era’s prevailing liberal models. In Goeldi’s opinion, these were “shocking crimes,
committed against the nature of this beautiful Country”; the vile feather trade
brought about the moral downfall of its accomplices, lost to barbarity and guilty
of “heinous murder” and the looting of “the sacred, intangible heritage of our
Nation.” Von Ihering condemned the orthodox liberalism of the federalist re
public and called for stringent federal laws to defend the “true interests of the
Nation” and for the creation of biological reserves, stations, and parks, following
the examples set by other countries.11
The bill as finalized by Roquette-Pinto, Mello Leitão, and Sampaio in 1933
thus incorporated themes and ideas already on the scholarly agenda. But it was
completely unprecedented in one regard, which had to do with the context of
Brazil’s post-1930 republic and the process of building a strong central state.
Goeldi and Von Ihering had written in scientific journals or had addressed let
ters to government authorities expressing their indignation over what they saw
happening. But the text by the three scientists from the National Museum was
published in the Federal Register as an MESP project, open to suggestions from
the public—in other words, it was an official document that had originated
from a government agency. So while there was nothing extraordinary about what
the three of them said as scientists, it was quite an achievement for them to be
saying it from this platform.
There is no doubt that hunting remained unrestrained in post-1930 Brazil, as
confirmed by a glance at some of the era’s most popular magazines and news
papers. Stories of the hunt were recounted in a tone of dramatic adventure in
Noite Ilustrada, a supplement of the Rio de Janeiro newspaper A Noite. News
reports covered the busy, profitable trade in hides, leather, and horns. In 1931, for
example, the export firm Casa Mastwyk sold a single shipment of lizard skins,
jaguar hides, and hides of other wild animals to Europe for 380 contos de réis,
an astonishing sum.12 In the accompanying photograph, a group of men seated
on large bales readied for shipment abroad show off a sizable number of hides
and pelts (figure 1). Other news stories extolled the virtues of hunting as a sport
that demanded and developed character traits distinctive of a certain type of
masculinity, like courage, skill, and cold-bloodedness. There was much fanfare
about the 1931 visit to Brazil of Alexandre Siemel, a veteran European jaguar
hunter who ventured into the hinterlands of Mato Grosso on what promised to
be his greatest adventure. The young man was photographed next to the trophies
of his bravery: large slain jaguars (figure 2). In Mato Grosso, planters were famed
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Shipment of hides and skins for export. A Noite Ilustrada, May 20, 1931.
Courtesy of Hemeroteca da Biblioteca Pública Luiz de Bessa.

for their hunting feats, like Jacques Ribeiro da Luz, who had killed thirty-nine
jaguars in less than two years and had them stuffed to decorate his manor in
Santa Maria.13
Signs of the hunt were visible in the most sophisticated settings of Brazil’s
cities too. Jackets and hats fashioned from animal pelts, adorned with feathers
or stuffed birds, and wallets and belts of exotic leather were coveted by the ur
ban middle classes, who wore them to proclaim that they belonged to the world
of chic.14 By associating the sport with a life of nobility and luxury, the appeal
of the hunt was directed at city dwellers, far from the backwoods. During the
decades that separated Goeldi’s and Von Ihering’s protests from the bill drafted
by the National Museum scientists, the representatives of major manufactur
ers of hunting weapons, like Winchester, Standard, and Hunt, had entered the
market, and greater attention was paid to hunting for sport. Advertisements fea
tured photographs and prints of hunters decked out in their gear, posed against
peaceful countryside backdrops in the company of handsome hunting dogs
(figure 3). Hunt clubs organized hunting parties on planters’ lands. Hunting
manuals, filled with descriptions of remarkable exploits through the forests of
Brazil, proffered detailed instructions on trapshooting and the use of guns and
ammunition. This is probably one reason why the definitive version of the bill
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“In the jungle of Mato Grosso, Alexandre Siemel, jaguar slayer.”
A Noite Ilustrada, January 28, 1931. Courtesy of Hemeroteca da
Biblioteca Pública Luiz de Bessa.

Figure 2.

felt it had to discourage gentlemen hunters by banning hunting in larger urban
centers; this same interdiction was meant to curb the actions of the poor who
tried to fatten their larders by hunting small animals or birds.15
The image of the hunt as an exciting adventure was directed toward a diverse
audience. In 1933—the year the final touches were put on the hunting bill—the
writer José Bento Monteiro Lobato published a popular children’s book entitled

Ad for hunting rifles. Fon-Fon! 3:33 (1909): 6. Courtesy of
Hemeroteca da Biblioteca Pública Luiz de Bessa.

Figure 3.
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Caçadas de Pedrinho (Little Peter’s hunting adventures), part of a multivolume
series devoured by generations of young readers. Lobato was a highly influen
tial writer, journalist, and publisher and had an active voice in the day’s political
and social debates, but his greatest and most enduring success was his literature
for children and young adults. In Caçadas, the biggest, mightiest jaguar from
the woods near Yellow Woodpecker Farm succumbs to a sequence of assaults
by memorable characters: the Viscount of Sabugosa strikes him with a buc
caneer’s sword; the ragdoll Emília uses a shish kebab skewer as her weapon;
young Narizinho attacks him with a knife; Narizinho’s pal Pedrinho thunks
him with the butt of his shotgun (it had misfired first time around); and the
piglet Rabicó shoots him point-blank. At the end of the battle, the heroes cel
ebrate the mighty cat’s death to the sound of hurrahs and war songs. Those
were indeed other times, when we had very different feelings about animals.16
The proposal to effectively control hunting would step on the toes of pri
vate interests, as Mello Leitão had pointed out in his interview. In addition to
the countless hunters across the sertões and woodlands of Brazil, there was a
complex web of buyers and intermediaries involved in trading pelts and hides,
mostly for illegal export. But the measures would also have a marked impact
on buying habits that were fast becoming ingrained among the most privileged
elites and even among the rising middle classes, avaricious for status symbols.
Hunting regulations would affect the expanding trade in imported weapons
and ammunition in Brazil. Furthermore, they would likewise affect the world
of fashion, where upscale stores did a brisk business in fur coats and stoles and
in hats embellished with animal parts (figure 4). Other industries, like manu
facturers of horn combs, depended on the byproducts of slaughtered wild ani
mals. In 1930, there were some 3,500 Brazilian businesses making leather goods
such as belts, wallets, handbags, bridles, suitcases, and steamer trunks (con
sumption of the latter climbed as tourism to Europe rose). Hides, pelts, and
leather ranked third on the list of Brazilian exports from 1898 through 1918 and
second from 1919 through 1939.17
More to our point, the bill addressed the nation’s interests and its natural
heritage. It assigned the National Museum a place that raised its scientists to
the status of agents qualified to watch over this public asset, side by side with
the state. The bill also reflected the dream of a “republic of scientists,” where
knowledge of nature would be seen as indispensable to the Nation. But the
question becomes: what made it possible for these scientists not just to offer a
systematization of protection measures—as Goeldi had done in 1895 and Von

Ad for a women’s clothing store. Fon-Fon! 13:30 (1919): 9.
Courtesy of Hemeroteca da Biblioteca Pública Luiz de Bessa.
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Ihering, in 1902—but to work inside rather than outside the framework of in
stitutional political power? What compelled these men to wager so heavily on a
bill that clashed with conventional habits and sentiments, and with entrenched
economic interests? What gave them enough confidence to believe they might
upend Brazil’s destructive and shortsighted exploitation of its environment and
mandate new parameters, in consonance with the post-1930 administration’s
agenda of “patriotic reconstruction,” as Mello Leitão put it? Biological knowl
edge had begun to attain political status in Brazilian society in the early twenti
eth century, thanks in part to the work of scholars like Goeldi and Von Ihering.
I will argue that from the time these two men lodged their demands to when
National Museum scientists began working alongside the Vargas Provisional
Government, biology had achieved firm footing in Brazil as a specific field of
knowledge. It had earned its place as a “master of life,” qualified to provide the
country with decisive knowledge, and had come to play a truly notable role in
Brazilian society, owing to factors both at home and abroad.
This chapter begins by exploring the emergence of biology as a field distinct
from natural history, starting in the early years of the twentieth century when
a series of circumstances fostered the valorization of biological knowledge and
the growth of institutions dedicated to its study in Brazil. Next it examines how
scientists submitted their demands to the government while also defending the
centralization of power in the hands of a state that appreciated their knowledge
as a public policy resource. Because the National Museum played an important
role in this process, our focus will be on this institution and three of its most
eminent scientists with ties to biology—the same three who were on the com
mittee that drew up the hunting and fishing bill. All three were of authoritarian
bent, with similarities in their intellectual backgrounds as well, particularly the
fact that they were staunch anti-Darwinists. Their fierce rejection of the no
tion of the struggle between species and their vision of a harmonious, organic
society formed the basis for their deep affinity with the Vargas regime and the
path it was taking—a clear example of how scientific reason has its own history.

The Age of Biology
The term “biology” was introduced around 1800 by three scholars working
independently of each other, the most famous of whom was the Frenchman
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. Yet as Ernst Mayr has pointed out, biology, in the con
temporary sense, simply did not exist as a field of knowledge at that time.
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Rather, it evolved over the course of the nineteenth century as its main areas
were systematized: embryology, cytology, physiology, evolution, and genetics.18
Michel Foucault argues that we can write no history of biology prior to the
nineteenth century because it simply did not exist until then. He cautions
against any history of science that detects supposed linear paths between forms
of knowledge, chaining them together in a kind of progressive unfolding of
truth. He instead proposes a genealogy that detects discontinuities and high
lights turning points and the disintegration of lines of thought. The French
philosopher believes that biology, as the science of life, differs radically from
natural history. In his mind, the latter came into being fused with the meticulous
morphological description and classification of living organisms; as a branch of
knowledge dedicated to naming what was visible, natural history intermingled
knowledge about plants, animals, and minerals. It surfaced out of accounts by
travelers who journeyed long distances and trekked through unknown lands to
then return to their museums and botanical gardens, their trunks packed with
faded exsiccatae and animals that had been stuffed or preserved in glass jars,
along with samples of rocks, stones, skulls, and indigenous artifacts, all carefully
transported across oceans.
Other epistemological conditions would give birth to biological knowledge.
Foucault identifies these conditions in the comparative anatomy of George Cu
vier, who “was to topple the glass jars” at the National Museum of Natural His
tory in Paris so that he could dissect “all the forms of animal visibility that the
Classical age had preserved in them,” investigating the hidden function of or
gans and their anatomy with a special emphasis on the organism and its inner
logic.19 This set the stage for Charles Darwin’s breakthrough. Systematized some
decades later, his theories revolutionized our understanding of life by positing
the study of populations as a unique source of insight into the bonds between
environment and organism.20 Biology thus appeared as a field broader than nat
ural history, even though the latter was often described as the “origin” of the
younger science or was even viewed as a subfield. Biology began coming into its
own in the mid-nineteenth century and continued its journey throughout the
twentieth as part of a process where scientific practices became interwoven with
complex social relations.
One of Foucault’s main goals was to criticize the linear view of the history
of science, which sees a continuous progression from natural history to biol
ogy, and he therefore laid great emphasis on the disjuncture between the two
fields. Yet he erred when he disregarded the dynamic nature of natural history,
the potential for natural historians to act not as amateurs but as scientists, and
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the field’s relevance to biology not only through the twentieth century but even
today.
Some authors have questioned the division between a natural history writ
ten by amateurs, antiquated and destined to fade away, and a “scientific” biology,
developed by professionals, experimental and technological in nature. As these
scholars have it, there is greater continuity between the two fields than meets
the eye. Biology could be metaphorically represented as a landscape “in which
territory is contested, divided, reunited, and its boundaries redrawn over time
by competing (and sometimes co-operating) groups.”21 Natural history would
thus continue to stand as one of the distinct elements within this landscape.
Although we cannot claim a linear scientific progression from natural his
tory to biology, this viewpoint nevertheless predominated among the scientists
who emerged as the “new” biologists in the early twentieth century; further, it
was the narrative underpinning the quest for a new status on the part of scien
tists devoted to the study of life. This was true as well in Brazil, where touting
biology as a field superior to and distinct from natural history was common prac
tice among scientists who wished to valorize their own knowledge and distance
themselves from the image of “mad” naturalists or mere amateur collectors of
natural objects.
In 1918, Roquette-Pinto observed that in Brazil the study of species was
growing more specialized and acquiring a physiological outlook; scholars were
no longer content with just “describing the forms and groupings . . . of plants
and animals” but were striving to learn “the secrets of the dynamic existence of
each.”22 And while biology was thus developing into a distinct discipline, its re
lations with political and cultural life were no less important than the framing
of its theories, supporting the idea that the history of a science is necessarily a
history of the society in which this science comes to life.
The persistent effort to distinguish biology from natural history was part
and parcel of the endeavor to make the world at large value the biological sci
ences. Researchers like Roquette-Pinto at natural history museums worked to
dispel the notion that they were mere collectors of exotic things. The idea of
rupture with past knowledge was often emphasized as a strategy for persuad
ing the world that the knowledge produced at museums was entirely new and
compatible with the paradigm of scientific research conducted in laboratories.
Yet in practice, morphology and classification remained the fundamental sub
areas of botany and zoology, while natural history delved into evolution, pale
ontology, ecology, and biogeography. Only much later would biologists realize
the importance of this overlap. In the first decades of the twentieth century,
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naturalists anxious to be identified as scientists rather than as collectors of taxi
dermied animals or preparers of dried plant specimens sang the praises of biol
ogy—tantamount to a rejection of natural history.23
If natural history helped prop up the great modern empires,24 biology lent
itself well to nationalist longings, starting at the end of the nineteenth century.
In large measure, relations between biology and society revolved around nation
building. At the outset of the twentieth century, an intellectual movement in
the United States unified biologists, educators, media moguls, political leaders,
and publishers in support of the role biology should play in building modern
American life, conjoining scientific understanding, philosophical convictions,
and a stalwart nationalist outlook. Among the most influential of these thinkers
was John Dewey, an advocate of a pragmatic brand of education. Biology was
heralded as providing a strong basis for the nation’s foundation, one that could
help develop the intelligence and skills of U.S. youth and produce aware citi
zens. U.S. scientists and intellectuals criticized classic education and deemed it
incapable of coping with the complex needs of modern-day life or with future
challenges. They championed Dewey’s pragmatic education, grounded in life
itself, and believed few fields could serve the cause as proficiently as biology. It
was the “age of biology,” binding together life, nature, land, and the formation
of future citizens.25 Leading researchers in the United States reached out be
yond the ivory tower to join with high school teachers in science education ini
tiatives, determined to make biology a vital field in the daily lives of America’s
rising urban middle classes. They devoted themselves to schools for the young,
founded educational magazines, enlisted in local, state, and national commit
tees to value biology in education, published textbooks, debated pedagogical
practices, and redesigned the physical spaces inside natural history museums,
turning them into sites for experimental teaching.
By the 1920s, much of mainstream America had become familiar with no
tions of biology. The movement’s greatest expectations were that biology, as
“master of life,” would supplant superstition and folk wisdom; demonstrate the
unity and interdependence of animal, plant, and human life; and equip citizens
to adapt to a vast array of circumstances and transform their environments. Bi
ology presented itself as the “promise of American life.” The “gospel of biology”
offered sure tenets for guiding human behavior, based on the belief that nature
was normative. The biologist came on the scene as a kind of “prophet” or even
“healer,” who revealed nature’s moral teachings and its political and ethical les
sons to the rest of society. Teaching and research institutions in New York, like
DeWitt Clinton High School and the American Museum of Natural History,
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lent new impetus to biology.26 Anísio Teixeira, the first translator of John Dewey
in Brazil and pioneer of the Escola Nova movement, studied at the Teachers
College at Columbia University from 1928 to 1929.27
In Latin America, the formation of biology as a specific field was also linked
to larger historical and social processes, particularly to nation building in lib
eral states in the early decades of the twentieth century. Colombia, Venezuela,
and countries in Central America and the Caribbean were enjoying fast and
hardy development thanks to commodity exports, like coffee, bananas, sugar,
tobacco, and rubber. Public authorities celebrated the wealth and excitement
engendered by this scenario, while local elites demanded that the government
safeguard the continued profitability of the agricultural and extractive indus
tries, threatened by frequent environmental catastrophes.28
For Brazil’s biomes, these years witnessed a formidable increase in farmable
land and the concomitant destruction of expansive swathes of forests to make
way for plantations. Experimentation with seedlings and seeds also increased, as
did their circulation, and so diseases caused by insects and fungi readily erupted
into epidemics, often times wreaking not only economic damage but social and
political damage as well. Both planters and public officials, in their recurrent
attempts to defeat the serious crises triggered by the pathogen-caused destruc
tion of agricultural landscapes, often consulted with scientists experienced in
botany, entomology, epidemiology, and ecology. Although individual nations
faced these repeated epidemics alone, there was a transnational component to
the spread of disease and pests and to the search for solutions. During times of
crisis, top U.S. research centers became major reference points for a number of
Latin American nations, spurring intense exchange of biological knowledge
and helping boost appreciation for this field of science.29
In Brazil, biology continued its development as a new field, with its hands
in an increasing number of projects for the benefit of society. However, all this
transpired under highly contradictory conditions, of which historical research
affords us only a fragmented and not always coherent picture, testifying to the
complexity of the history of Brazilian society during this time.

Eugenics and Miscegenation
Biology’s emergence in Brazil was entwined with the reception of eugenics,
which began winning favor in Brazilian intellectual circles during the final de
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cades of the nineteenth century. There were heated debates over the inferior
ity of the country’s mixed-race population and the possible solutions to this
so-called problem. Mendel’s theory was repeatedly invoked to justify racist
determinism but likewise to argue in favor of the genetic advantages of misce
genation. A major point in the spread of these ideas was the First Brazilian Eu
genics Congress, held in Rio de Janeiro in July 1929. Roquette-Pinto, a noted
participant at the event, stated that eugenics always fueled fiery discussions be
cause it stood at the intersection of biology and “social, political, religious, and
philosophical issues and . . . prejudice.” His criticism of his contemporaries’ de
terminist stance notwithstanding, he recognized that, “for modern nations,” no
issue was more important than that of population, for everything depended “on
people, on their number and quality” (emphasis in original).30
Francis Galton, the father of eugenics, was not a true biologist but rather
a polymath who worked in a number of fields and made major contributions
to statistics, meteorology, and geography. A cousin of Charles Darwin’s, he was
active in the heated debates over evolution that followed publication of On the
Origin of Species (1859). Based on a loose interpretation of the book’s first chap
ter—where Darwin looks closely at the practices of breeders of domestic species
who try to develop predetermined characteristics—Galton organized ideas on
the hereditary character of human abilities and applied statistical methods to
individuals and, most importantly, to populations. Yet he cannot be called a dis
ciple of Darwin, because he espoused a number of contrary views, such as the
concept of evolution by jumps, along with formalist and essentialist notions. He
argued that the quantitative measurement of variability and the definition of
statistical laws could be applied to a wide range of social issues. He also rejected
the idea that an individual’s moral and educational formation could supersede or
even temper his or her innate traits. Galton believed that by confining and ster
ilizing some people and stimulating others to reproduce, it might be possible to
shape populations that boasted superior hereditary and biological traits.31
The penetration of Galton’s work into Brazil added new fodder to the racial
debate in that country, where the question of the inferiority of some popula
tions had long been discussed. The topic can even be viewed within the broader
framework of the “New World polemic,” dating back to the ideas of naturalists
like the Comte de Buffon, Johann F. Blumenbach, and Louis Agassiz.32 In the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the urgent need to respond to
serious labor problems revived the racial tone of the discussions; voices were of
ten heard defending “whitening” and population control as ways of perfecting
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Brazilians—to use the language of the day. In 1888, in the midst of impassioned
debates about replacing African slaves with white laborers, Brazil became the
last country in the Americas to abolish slavery. There was profound pessimism
about the potential of the black and mixed-raced populations, who were seen as
degenerate, impossible to civilize, and condemned to decadence. Deeply rooted
social practices became the target of criticism, like reliance of well-to-do white
women on wet nurses, who were generally black. As physicians resolutely com
bated the practice, maternal care became a matter of public debate in which
mother’s milk assumed a symbolic dimension.
In this context in the 1910s and 1920s, eugenics won many followers among
Brazilian intellectuals. One of its most radical proponents was the physician
Renato Kehl, whose controversial suggestions included amending the civil code
to control marriages between people deemed “biologically imperfect.” Mello
Leitão was another zealous disciple of eugenics in the early 1920s. He expressed
his vexation over how hard it would be to achieve this “splendid utopia,” whose
greatest roadblocks were love, ambition, and democratic regimes. The necessary
reforms were unpopular, he said, and government leaders who depended on the
vote would be unable to implement them.33
Other views, however, came along to counter the eugenicist argument. In
1918, Monteiro Lobato wrote that he was relieved to say that the “higher voice
of biology” had saved Brazilians from the obstacles inherent in the notion that
miscegenation condemned a society. Curiously enough, he himself had con
tributed to this fatalistic vision of the Brazilian population a few years earlier,
in 1914, when he wrote the short story “Velha Praga” (Old pest), published in O
Estado de S. Paulo, then one of Brazil’s most influential newspapers. The tale
drew a detailed portrait of the Brazilian mestiço (person of mixed descent) as a
“woodlouse,” personified by the character of Jeca Tatu, a backward man, physi
cally and morally incapacitated, for whom there was no hope and no future.34
Monteiro Lobato was soon to reverse his stance, however, and recant his earlier
argument that mestiços were inferior by nature. In 1918, also writing in O Estado
de S. Paulo, Monteiro Lobato declared that—loosely translated—“Jeca is not
the way he is by nature but by nurture” ( Jeca não é assim, ele está assim). Flying
in the face of the pessimistic predictions of the apostles of Gustave Le Bon,
Monteiro Lobato wrote that all the Jecas in Brazil could successfully transform
themselves from poor, sickly denizens of the interior into prosperous planters,
given the right conditions, the practical application of the results of medical
experimentation, and sweeping government initiatives in basic sanitation. The
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lack of health care and rampant illiteracy became the standard explanations
for the physical and mental weaknesses that the day’s intellectuals and doctors
attributed to Brazilian populations, particularly those in rural areas. The micro
scope promised the redemption of Jeca Tatu.35

Microbiology and Public Health
The steadily growing importance of biology in Brazilian society also owed
much to microbiology’s success in solving public health and hygiene problems
and to medicine’s adoption of the biological method of experimentation.
The successes of microbiology and the recognition of Pasteur’s discover
ies by the scientific community brought a late nineteenth-century renewal of
Western medical practices. An outgrowth of biology’s experimental methods,
scientific medicine was grounded in laboratory research and formed the ba
sis for studies in immunology, biochemistry, parasitology, and bacteriology, to
name a few; biology had anointed the living organism as an object, “be it a su
perior organism or a microorganism, man or cell.”36 It presented itself as a stra
tegic ally to public authorities grappling with the serious problems caused by
population growth, urban crowding, and new environmental conditions, which
bred epidemics and their chaotic consequences. Alongside the hospital, the
laboratory was now a prime setting in medical practice.
In Brazil, the first medical schools appeared in the nineteenth century: in
Salvador in 1808, Rio de Janeiro in 1808, and Porto Alegre in 1898. At the dawn
of the twentieth century, schools of medicine were founded in Belo Horizonte
(1911), Curitiba (1913), Recife (1915), and Belém (1919). Microbiology had been
a specialized field in Brazil since the twilight years of the empire. In 1888, Dom
Pedro II inaugurated a Pasteur Institute, attached to Santa Casa de Misericór
dia in Rio de Janeiro; the only work done there, however, was to replicate the
French rabies vaccine. The Bacteriological Laboratory opened its doors in Rio
in 1892. Headed by Domingos Freire, professor of biology and organic chem
istry at the Rio de Janeiro School of Medicine, the purpose of the lab was to
conduct bacteriological research. It was there that the scientist Oswaldo Cruz
picked up the basics of microbiology as an assistant specimen technician (ajudante de preparador).37
In São Paulo, the Vaccinogen Institute and the Bacteriological Institute
were established in the early days of the republic, in 1892 and 1893, respectively.
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The former made vaccine while the latter, headed by Adolpho Lutz, advanced
the fight against diseases such as yellow fever, typhoid fever, the bubonic plague,
cholera, and smallpox. These institutions played important roles at critical
times, for example, during cholera, typhoid fever, and yellow fever epidemics.38
The port of Santos, in São Paulo, was evolving into a major trading hub, but
poor sanitary conditions hampered work there. Frequent quarantines caused
serious confusion, and foreign crews were leery of catching diseases. The gov
ernment was alarmed when a large number of rats died in Santos in 1899. Two
scientists called in from São Paulo’s Bacteriological Institute, Lutz and the
physician Vital Brazil, were quick to recognize the onset of a plague epidemic.
Oswaldo Cruz, only twenty-seven years old and just back from Europe, was
commissioned by the federal government to issue his professional opinion. Ef
fective biological control measures were adopted to cope with the crisis, and
prominent institutions for researching and making serums and vaccines were
created in the epidemic’s aftermath. The state began to rely heavily on microbi
ology in its public health policy.39
The government of São Paulo purchased the Butantan farm and equipped a
laboratory to make antiplague serum there. First attached to the Bacteriologi
cal Institute, the laboratory became an autonomous institute and was renamed
the Serum Therapeutics Institute in 1901, headed by Dr. Vital Brazil. It was
the site of basic research in scientific medicine and also produced vaccines and
serums. In a few short years, Vital Brazil would earn world renown for his pro
duction of anti-ophidic serus, or snake antivenom.40
In 1900, the Federal Serum Therapy Institute was established in Rio de Ja
neiro on the site of the Manguinhos farm, and Oswaldo Cruz was put in charge
of operations. The institute started out as a laboratory for the production of
plague serum but soon diversified to include research and instruction in a wide
array of disciplines, while also building relations with the fields of public health,
veterinary science, and botany. It became a center of excellence in the study and
prevention of parasitic diseases and the home of research in serology, hema
tology, bacteriology, parasitology, entomology, and anatomic pathology. Man
guinhos—as it was popularly known—was a “kindergarten of the sciences,” in
the words of Director Cruz.
From 1908—when the Federal Serum Therapy Institute was renamed the
Oswaldo Cruz Institute—to 1922, the institute organized nine scientific expe
ditions to regions such as northern Minas Gerais and the Madeira, Amazonas,
São Francisco, and Tocantins River valleys, as well as to a number of states in
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the Central-West and Northeast, blazing trails into Brazil’s sertões. Reports
were issued by several of the missions, but the one that garnered the most at
tention was written by two physicians, Belisário Penna and Arthur Neiva. Re
leased to the mainstream press in 1912, their report depicted Brazil’s interior and
its inhabitants as backward, abandoned, and diseased. In 1917, Penna launched
a “medical crusade for the Fatherland.” One year later, the Pro-Sanitation
League of Brazil was formed and served as the catalyst for various endeavors to
“redeem” the people of the sertões; in the thinking of the sanitation movement,
these people, reviled by many as inferior, could at long last be rescued from
their frailty and infirmity thanks to public health campaigns.41
In a series of essays published in O Estado de S. Paulo in 1918, Monteiro Lobato
declared that “the microscope had spoken,” lifting a veil that had screened the
country’s biggest problem. Now the causes of the endemic diseases that raged
across the land were visible, he explained: “Seventeen million creatures live to
be used and enjoyed by the hookworm; three million pay stiff taxes in blood,
life, and intelligence to a miserable bedbug; ten million shiver from the con
sumptive fever of malaria.” In a country with a population of some 25 million,
these figures only make sense if many of the sick harbored all three illnesses.
Added into the bargain were Hansen’s disease (leprosy), syphilis, leishmaniasis,
and tuberculosis, which were also endemic.42
At institutes dedicated to research and teaching and to making serum and
vaccine, scientific medicine was formulating new practices, while public poli
cies were being designed for inhabitants in both urban and rural Brazil. Cor
roborating the notion of “illness[es] as phenomena affecting a population,” the
focus was now not solely on epidemics but also on endemic problems. If sud
den death was the brutal fate of those in certain areas of the country during
outbreaks of plague, smallpox, cholera, or yellow fever, endemic diseases meant
that “death was now something permanent, something that slips into life, per
petually gnaws at it, diminishes it, and weakens it.”43
The battle against hunger, neglect, and endemic disease took place at the
crossroads of scientific medicine and biopower, connecting microbiology, med
icine, territory, and nation. The population issue was at one and the same time
scientific, political, biological, and a question of power. Medical authorities re
sponsible for public health measures and urban reforms at times seemed to act
as a “fourth power of the Republic.”44 This issue was crystal clear to the men of
the era, like Roquette-Pinto, who believed that the central problem of modern
nations was population—not just in quantitative terms but above all in qualitative
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terms, an aspect vital to worker efficiency. Unpopulated, the land lay useless, for
only people, imbued with intelligence and might, could instill things with their
due value.45

Entomology and Agriculture
If the Pasteurian revolution and the discovery of microorganisms had lent mo
mentum to scientific medicine, the late nineteenth-century discovery of how
insects figured as vectors for countless diseases truly ushered in the “golden age
of entomology.” In turn, the identification of animals that were hosts for worms
and microbes underscored the importance of zoological research. The problem
of disease demanded knowledge of entomology, fauna, and ecology, and physi
cians and biologists teamed up to study the morphology, physiology, life cycles,
and geographic distribution of vector hosts.46 Tropical medicine, ecology, zool
ogy, entomology, and zoogeography pooled resources, targeting not just human
populations but populations of bacteria, insects, and mammals.
The rise of biology in Brazil was also attributable to the strategic importance
of this kind of knowledge in a country whose economic mainstay was the ex
port of agricultural commodities. The creation of the Paulista Museum, in 1893,
and the reactivation of the Pará Museum of Natural History and Ethnogra
phy, in 1894, were both initiatives undertaken by state governments whose local
economies depended on the era’s chief exports: coffee and rubber.
The Paulista Museum got its start through the donation of a sizable private
collection by Joaquim Sertório to the São Paulo state government. Hermann
Von Ihering, an internationally admired researcher and member of leading
scientific societies, was invited to head the new museum. Based on its initial
collection, the museum seemed destined to mimic traditional natural history
museums, but what Von Ihering had in mind was a specialized institution, in
step with the experimental character of biology in his day, offering a privileged
place for scientific research in a country that had no university courses for the
study of nature. Guided by this ideal, the Cajuru Biological Station—the first
of its kind in South America—was founded in 1909 as a natural laboratory for
the investigation of animal behavior and plant development.
The government of the state of Pará first proposed establishing a natural
history museum in 1861, but did not do so until 1871, under the name of the
Pará Museum of Natural History and Ethnography. Still, the institution was
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practically a nonentity until 1894, when the state invited Emílio Goeldi to di
rect it. During the rubber boom, the city of Belém underwent urbanization
and intense demographic growth, and an affluent elite who wanted its town to
become the “Paris of Sun” poured generous funds into the museum, which then
experienced some of its most vibrant years.47
Goeldi worked hard to fashion a new kind of museum, envisioning institutes
that would boast laboratories and equipment, led by great scientists. He hired
staff, refurbished facilities, published scientific journals, and made systematic
additions to the museum collections—all in pursuit of creating a paradigm of a
new kind of museum and in repudiation of the outdated notion of museums as
warehouses of musty old things. As a reputed zoologist, Goeldi wanted to build
something akin to an institute for experimental biological research, linked to
other international science centers through exchange, specialized publications,
and interaction among researchers.
The museum created a number of biological stations and built a zoo that
housed myriad Amazonian species; it also had a botanical garden, whose high
light was experimental research on rubber trees. Goeldi launched initiatives to
breed animals in captivity, such as egrets, a pet concern of his and the motive
for the protest he had lodged with Pará officials. The museum’s scientific pro
duction was primarily biological, represented by its two principal researchers:
Goeldi himself, a zoologist, and Jakob Hübber (1867–1914), a preeminent bota
nist and expert on rubber plants. When Goeldi left the museum in 1907, Hüb
ber stepped in as director and stayed until 1914, which coincided with a period
of increasing economic hardship in Brazil prompted by stiff competition from
Asian latex.48
In the realm of biological research for agricultural purposes, applied ento
mology played a major role. It was taught as a course at the Higher School of
Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine, founded in 1912, but it was not
until the early 1920s—when the coffee berry borer was detected in the Campi
nas region of São Paulo and a grim epidemic ensued—that applied entomology
moved onto the national stage. Previously, Brazilian coffee growers had been
enjoying a period of remarkable prosperity precisely because the borer had de
livered a crippling blow to competing growers in Southeast Asia. At the first
signs of an outbreak in Brazil, the state government asked the entomologists
Costa Lima, of the Higher School of Agricultural Science and Veterinary
Medicine, and Arthur Neiva, then head of the National Museum, to join a com
mission of consultants. Costa Lima had just returned from a long mission to
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the Northeast, where he had led the fight against the pink bollworm (Pectinophora gossypiella).49
State officials also called in the agronomist Edmundo Navarro de An
drade, who years earlier had warned of the danger presented by the coffee berry
borer.50 The commission was charged with studying the biology of the insect,
ascertaining what regions had been affected, and coming up with solutions.
Informational campaigns were organized, flyers distributed, and educational
films shown widely in rural towns and even on some plantations. Under Neiva’s
leadership, the commission drafted a proposal to establish a permanent insti
tute, a request that was initially vetoed by São Paulo’s lower house but then
approved in 1927. Thus was born the Biological Institute of Agricultural and
Animal Defense, in the city of São Paulo, with Neiva as its first director.51
Neiva had headed the National Museum from 1923 to 1926, and during this
period he had worked to modernize the institution in scientific terms. Experi
mentalism was then holding sway in biology research, and revisiting museum
practices was a top concern. The previous director (from 1876 to 1893), Ladis
lau Netto, had already started moving in that direction. He had advocated the
creation of laboratories and dreamed of opening a marine aquarium, botanical
garden, and zoo; he had reshuffled the museum’s departments, shifting research
emphases and introducing new fields, like applied zoology and botany. In 1880,
he founded a laboratory for experimental physiology, where research was con
ducted on toxic substances, particularly snake venom.
In 1909, the museum was transferred from the Ministry of Justice and Inter
nal Affairs to the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, with the
intent of making it an advisory agency on technical matters. The laboratories
for analytical chemistry, plant chemistry, phytopathology, and agricultural en
tomology were added in 1911 as a resource for agriculture. In 1922, during the
centennial of Brazil’s independence, an official museum publication stated that
the institution no longer filled the “outmoded role of collector, closed to schol
ars and indifferent to the nation’s economic development” but instead sought to
contribute to progress, just like the “most diligent research establishments.”52
It was in this context that Neiva took charge of the museum, enthusiasti
cally pursuing the goal of adapting the institution’s practices to the standards
of cutting-edge research centers. His actions were limited, however, since much
work was required to beat the coffee plague, and he also had to devote signifi
cant energy to setting up the Biological Institute of Agricultural and Animal
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Defense. His successor was Edgard Roquette-Pinto, who, as head of the Na
tional Museum from 1926 to 1935, instigated a new phase in its activities.53

Scientific Expeditions and National Territory
Roquette-Pinto had previously been directly involved in an endeavor that
helped revitalize biological research at the National Museum: the Strategic
Telegraph Commission of Mato Grosso to Amazonas. Inaugurated in 1907, the
initiative was part of a larger project to carry Brazil’s republican nation into the
interior; its strategy was to unify the country territorially by hanging telegraph
lines to ensure communications and make nationwide surveillance possible. Yet
the work of the scientists on the commission was no less important; indeed, it
has been said that “scientific exploration was one of the goals of the Strategic
Telegraph Lines”—and a strategic one at that.54 João Batista de Lacerda, direc
tor of the museum from 1895 to 1915, repeatedly called for reinstatement of the
post of traveling naturalist—abolished with the Proclamation of the Repub
lic—arguing that fieldwork was crucial to replenishing the museum’s collec
tions. Brazilian president Afonso Pena granted his request, and the museum
joined the telegraph commission in 1908, surveying and studying the flora and
fauna where the expeditions ventured. At a time of national efforts to painstak
ingly assess Brazil’s available natural resources, its agricultural potential, and its
animal resources, as well as to measure the dangers posed by poisonous animals
and insect vectors of tropical diseases, these territorial explorations spawned
numerous investigations, with biology at the forefront. Through its collabo
ration with several of the expeditions, the museum invigorated its collections
with new material while its scientists broadened their knowledge. A number
of its top scholars in biology took part in these journeys, including Alípio de
Miranda Ribeiro, Frederico Carlos Hoehne, João Geraldo Kuhlmann, and Al
berto Sampaio.55 From 1908 to 1916, the institution received 17,886 new items:
8,827 botanical, 5,637 zoological, 42 geological, and 3,380 anthropological. These
additions breathed new life into the collections and generated a multitude of
studies and publications.
The scientists’ experiences in far-flung corners of Brazil were pivotal in in
tertwining the construction of biological knowledge with the construction of
interpretations of Brazil. Telegraph lines were the threads of the republican
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government’s strategy to establish its presence in northwestern Brazil and thus
allow for the incorporation of isolated lands and populations. This would not
be done without exposing enormous contradictions within Brazilian society,
however.
The government had appointed Cândido Rondon to lead the telegraph en
terprise (which has become commonly known as the Rondon Commission).
Rondon had been a republican activist in the army under the empire and was a
fervent positivist. While working on the lines, he spent long stretches of time in
the sertões and forests of Brazil, where he made contact with indigenous peo
ples living in complete isolation. He fought to protect them and defend their
land against the local rubber barons and traders. In 1910, the Indian Protection
Service began official operations with Rondon as its director. He and the other
expeditioners lived tense moments in the interior of Brazil; their meetings with
indigenous peoples and the rural poor revealed how hard it would be to en
force republican practices across Brazil’s vast territory, where private interests
wielded unbridled power.
In 1914, Roquette-Pinto accompanied one of Rondon’s expeditions as a re
searcher with the National Museum, an experience that would later prove de
cisive in his work as director of the museum. He was struck by the violence and
lawlessness that reigned in the regions they traveled. In Corumbá, in the state
of Mato Grosso, he was told that people there had their own law for resolving
conflicts: “article 44, paragraph 22”—an allusion to the caliber of a rifle and a
handgun.56 Reminiscent of the warning sounded in reports by the Manguinhos
scientific missions, Roquette-Pinto’s account of his trip describes a forsaken
people, consigned to misery and illiteracy, their social relations grounded in self
ishness and violence—the counterpart of a weak state and the consequent need
for regular, ongoing attention.
In tandem with these endeavors, there was a growing awareness that a no
table community of Brazilian scientists was taking shape. Scientists like Os
waldo Cruz, Carlos Chagas, and Vital Brazil won major international awards.
As Mello Leitão was to write in 1937, Manguinhos had shifted world opinion
about Brazil, and its scientists were now recognized for their skill in under
standing and resolving scientific issues. Men of the stature of the physician and
botanist Francisco Freire Alemão had previously been asked by foreign natu
ralists to ship them material for classification in Europe, but it was a new day
now and scientific exchange took place on an equal footing. A slew of institu
tions solicited Neiva’s opinion on Triatomine bugs, Costa Lima received flies
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from around the world for analysis and research, Lauro Travassos was invited
to teach at the University of Hamburg, and Mello Leitão himself, an arach
nid expert at the National Museum, networked with institutions in Barcelona,
Buenos Aires, La Plata, and Montevideo. In short, Brazilian scholars of biology
won prizes, received invitations, and were invited to add their perspective to
international debates as peers and even as mentors.57
In sum, as Brazil struggled with its great problems in the early decades of
the twentieth century, biological knowledge was developing hand in hand with
the country’s strategies for national salvation. Biology informed eugenic argu
ments during the debate over the alleged inferiority of the Brazilian people. It
explained that devastating epidemics were caused by bacteria and microbes. It
pinpointed insects as vectors of endemic diseases, and animals and people as
the hosts of maladies that left millions of Brazilians invalids. It clarified the
connections between invertebrates and crop destruction. It traced out possible
paths to building a renewed nation. It gained strength from the establishment
of research institutes and the revitalization of existing natural history muse
ums. It saw a number of Brazilian researchers propelled into the international
spotlight because of the quality of their intellectual production. It guided pub
lic health and sanitation policy that affected both human populations and the
animal and plant kingdoms. And in a feedback loop, just as the Rondon Com
mission benefited from the acquisition of biological knowledge—one of its
goals—biology drew its own rewards from participation in the telegraph en
terprise. In short, biology was a wholly strategic and, above all, political form of
knowledge with the potential to help a nation and its people come into being.
To return to the original matter at hand: The audacity of a bill to regulate
hunting, which challenged entrenched economic interests and practices and as
signed a decision-making role to the scientists at the National Museum, must
be understood against the historical backdrop of the early decades of the twen
tieth century. As I have argued, biological knowledge was playing a vital role in
a number of the biggest controversies surrounding national projects. The ac
tions of Roquette-Pinto, Mello Leitão, and Alberto Sampaio reflected an at
mosphere of optimism. The very fact that they presented their proposal tells
us they were confident that the suggested measures had a real chance of being
implemented; indeed, their very assignment to the task by the ministry was an
acknowledgement of their status as authorities. This of course is not to say that
it was all smooth sailing for the scientists, who at times faced opposition or felt
snubbed or underappreciated. The proposal to enact controls on hunting was
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in fact a steep wager—almost a bluff—in the tense political game being played
out under Vargas’s Provisional Government, a game in which various groups
faced off in a fierce struggle to define the new directions the nation would take.

In Search of Protection
The role that biological science assumed in nation building in Brazil was not
without profound paradoxes. At no level did the government display regular,
predictable support for either scientists or their institutions. During the early
decades of the republic, the flow of public funds to museums and institutes was
very uncertain, as was the real status of the researchers in the eyes of the public.
Given institutional hardships, tensions between the federal and state govern
ments over competing jurisdictions, and the sharp social, economic, and cul
tural differences between the states, support for scientific activities rode a roller
coaster of steep ascents and dives. Added to this was the political and financial
volatility of the period, which saw major outbreaks of inflation, swinging com
modity prices (including the 1912 collapse of rubber production in the Brazil
ian Amazon), internal battles in the sertões that prompted forceful responses
like military campaigns, and expenditures on European immigration to rescue
coffee from its labor shortage. Brazil was a poor, indebted country, and public
funds went where they were needed most, oftentimes eaten away by corruption.
In this thorny context, scientists and institutions—especially those less directly
involved with pressing public health issues—often lacked support and were un
dervalued by society and public officials.
In a 1914 article on the need to protect birds, Hermann Von Ihering be
moaned Brazilian officialdom’s disdain for nature and science. He felt the
Paulista Museum exemplified this well; although the institution offered fine
information services and extensive, well-studied zoological collections, few
sought its assistance. Among these were public health physicians, “sometimes
in need of biological information, sometimes inquiring about the classification
of animals harmful to health or of interest because of their parasites or para
site transmission.” Agricultural scientists also contacted the museum fairly fre
quently. But apparently neither the Chamber of Deputies nor the Senate was
aware of any of this activity, since, the director complained, both houses fired
off harsh and baseless criticism and even discussed the possibility of shutting
the place down. Because of the lack of staff and money, the priceless natural
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treasures of Brazil stored at the museum were not properly preserved. In Brazil,
the dominant attitude toward science was utilitarian; it was valued solely when
its practical results were urgently needed to respond to some disaster or blight.
Government action was necessary if the country’s natural wealth were to be
defended steadily and systematically, and Von Ihering argued that “it is biology
that should guide us with its teachings.”58 In 1915, in the climate of World War I,
Von Ihering became a victim of the animosity directed toward Germany: fol
lowing a series of controversies over his administration of the Paulista Mu
seum, his public opinions, and his dreams of founding a specialized mollusk
institution, he was removed as the museum’s director. He chose to leave Brazil
and continue his career elsewhere.
The decline in the rubber trade also spelled a rough period for scientific
work at the Pará Museum of Natural History and Ethnography. In 1907 Goeldi
went back to Europe. He was replaced by Hübber Snethlage, who passed away
in 1914 and was succeeded by his wife, Emília Snethlage. As funds dried up, the
place fell into a state of neglect that was much lamented by Brazilian biologists
of the day. The zoo wasted away, its birds were sold to an institution in New
York, and precious pieces were destroyed by insects. A sad incident occurred in
1921: the governor of Pará reprimanded Director Emília Snethlage for diverting
food meant for the zoo animals to the impoverished staff.59
Research institutes received a great deal more attention than museums, how
ever. Not that they suffered any less from the vicissitudes of public policy: press
ing needs were attended to in times of crisis, but these responses were inter
spersed with long periods of government neglect. Arthur Neiva had met with
crushing defeat the first time he tried to establish the Biological Institute of
Agricultural and Animal Defense, in 1926; he decried his failure as a clear sign
of government disregard for science.60 Despite Vital Brazil’s resounding suc
cess with his own research and other initiatives, the Butantan Institute battled
mightily for funding. The institute distributed almost all of its products for free,
even when demand rose. Vital Brazil’s repeated requests for authorization to
market the products fell on deaf ears and he left the institute. Although this au
thorization was eventually granted, the situation worsened after Vital Brazil’s
departure, and subsequent directors complained repeatedly about government
disregard for the institution. In the early 1920s, Butantan lost researchers, its
journal Memórias do Instituto Butantan came out only irregularly, services grew
disorganized as many technical personnel suddenly left, and research was cast
aside in favor of the simple production of serum, vaccine, and drugs. There was
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not enough money to buy corn and forage for the animals that were kept on
hand to be bled for serum, nor was there any way to import indispensable labo
ratory materials.61
Manguinhos went through rough times as well. The 1920s saw a colossal
shortfall of funds. Money earmarked for research was used to pay for basic over
head and infrastructure, and as a result, equipment became obsolete, facilities
deteriorated, researchers’ wages declined, and—mirroring the trend in other
research institutions—staff began working two jobs. Some scientists, “taking
an initiative that was unprecedented in the conduct of the austere and conser
vative members of that community,” publicly denounced the disdain shown by
government authorities and the decay of this celebrated research institution.62
In view of all this, even though biology was seen by intellectuals and policy
makers as providing knowledge essential to nation building and strategic to po
litical initiatives, scientists shared a general feeling that they were undervalued
by public officials and society at large. The Brazilian people had been debili
tated by endemic disease and decimated by recurring epidemics, the country’s
agricultural economy was threatened by devastating plagues, and its environ
ment was being eroded by dubious private interests. Consequently, the idea
that Brazil’s citizens, agriculture, and natural heritage had to be protected was
invariably accompanied by proposals based on the notion that a strong, central
state—motivated by reason of state and guided by the collective interest—was
the agent best geared to pave the way for realizing the nation and electing sci
entists as the guides of this process. And scientists wanted to be protected too.

New Era, New Hopes
In the immediate wake of the so-called Revolution of 1930, new hope was ig
nited that the state would do something to constrain Brazil’s oligarchic elites
and the economic interests working in opposition to the best interests of the
nation’s future. In the case of the hunting bill written by the three members of
the National Museum, the hope was that the Provisional Government would
redress the scientific community’s longstanding grievances about protecting
Brazilian fauna.
The bill had been drafted at the request of the MESP, then led by Fran
cisco Campos, leader of a major educational reform in the state of Minas
Gerais in 1927. Established in November 1930—almost immediately after the
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revolution—this ministry figured strategically in the Provisional Government
of Getúlio Vargas, whose political project was markedly centralizing in nature.63
The protection of nature was thus initially framed as an educational matter,
and this perspective dovetailed with the ideas espoused by the drafters of the
bill. Mello Leitão, in the interview mentioned earlier, posited the protection of
natural resources as the true index of civilization and culture. Likewise in 1932,
during a course given at the National Museum under the auspices of the Uni
versity of Rio de Janeiro, Sampaio cited examples of countries whose education
ministries had special departments that were entrusted with protecting nature
and that advocated instruction in the topic at all levels of schooling. He high
lighted the link between nature and health and argued that appreciating and
safeguarding flora and fauna were the best ways to prevent the starvation and
disease caused by substandard living conditions in rural Brazil.64
The ministry’s request for the bill came during a period when Brazil had
no constitution in effect and the country was ruled by so-called decree laws.
The bill’s authors fervently hoped that a stronger state, following Decree 19.398,
signed on November 11, 1930, which placed both executive and legislative pow
ers in the hands of the head of the Provisional Government, would be able
to rein in powerful and entrenched interests and practices. The text of the bill
argued that its stringency was justified for the sake of the greater good of the
nation. Still, it was open for suggestions from any Brazilian citizen for three
months following its publication on November 22, 1932.
It was a particularly tense time in Brazilian politics, involving redefinition
of the country’s institutional direction. With many projects up for discussion
and multiple sectors of society mobilized to back them, “the government was
operating in quicksand.”65 A sizable contingent, comprising young politicians
and military officers who were members of the tenentismo movement, wanted
the Provisional Government to be extended so that more radical nationalist,
interventionist measures could be implemented in order to dismantle oligar
chic powers and guarantee the ideals of the revolution. This same group also
wanted to install technical councils at different decision-making levels to en
sure that the central concerns of national reconstruction would be addressed in
a nonpartisan, apolitical manner. Another opposing position, which included
the São Paulo elites defeated by the Revolution of 1930, hoisted banners of a
more liberal hue and endorsed federalist practices and the return to a consti
tutional regime. In May 1932, Vargas decreed that a commission be designated
to draft a constitution, while he concurrently postponed elections for another
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year, to the immense dissatisfaction of many. The Constitutionalist Revolution
broke out in São Paulo in July of that same year. The movement was vanquished
three months later, but not before securing the government’s promise to steer
the country back to a constitutional regime. In May 1933, elections were held
for the Constituent Assembly. Members were sworn in on November 15, 1933,
and the definitive charter was enacted on July 16, 1934.66
It was during this period of peak political flux that Mello Leitão, Sampaio,
and Roquette-Pinto were writing their bill. The tenentismo movement was still
highly influential, championing a strong, central, authoritarian revolutionary
government that, with the aid of nonpartisan agents organized in technical
councils, would implement decisive, even daring measures for the nation. The
bill composed by the three scientists undeniably had much in common with
this vision, given that it proposed strict, centralized measures and rules, backed
by a council of National Museum members who, in theory, were in tune with
the real interests of the nation. The deadline for lodging amendments to the
bill was February 1933, prior to the elections for the Constituent Assembly, and
the idea of rule by decree still enjoyed broad support in the halls of Brazilian
politics. In a context of clashing political projects and uncertain courses, the
struggle to protect wild fauna was just one of various initiatives by scientists at
the National Museum seeking the government’s protection in their efforts to
forcefully influence the building of the nation.

Three Stories: Roquette-Pinto,
Sampaio, and Mello Leitão
Writing the bill on hunting legislation was not the only joint project of these
three scientists, and maybe not even the most important or the one with the
biggest potential. If we compare their biographies through 1932—the year they
composed the draft law—we will note that they worked together on a number
of other common fronts and their stories were peppered with shared experi
ences. Rather than examining their backgrounds individually, let us take a look
at how they developed their work and their identities as scientists within a web
of mutually reinforcing activities.
All three had similar professional training and worked at the National Mu
seum, where the staff was relatively small. In 1932, with Roquette-Pinto as
director, the museum had eight professors who served as department heads—
including Sampaio, head of botany, and Mello Leitão, head of zoology—plus
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two assistant professors and two traveling naturalists, in addition to technical
personnel.67
All three had attended the Rio de Janeiro School of Medicine around the
same time: Roquette-Pinto graduated in 1905 and Mello Leitão in 1908, while
Sampaio had enrolled in 1903 but dropped out in late 1904 to apply for a posi
tion as a specimen technician at the National Museum. He later received his
diploma as a homeopathic physician from the Hahnemannian Institute School
of Medicine and Surgery, founded in 1912. From 1880 to 1889, their shared alma
mater had undergone a sweeping reform that introduced new disciplines and
replaced the previous emphasis on theoretical training with practical training.
During their years of schooling as physicians, Brazil was feeling the influence
of the new European tendency to prize laboratories and biological knowledge,
a response to Pasteurian theory. Other changes came in 1891 and 1901, when
courses were reorganized at Rio’s School of Medicine and new attendance rules
put in place. At the dawn of the new century, however, while all three were
studying there, the school hit a rough patch; internal crises left the institu
tion without a board of directors for a significant period of time, budgets were
tight, and laboratories suffered neglect. Recalling his college days, Mello Leitão
had harsh words to say about the classes given by Professor Joaquim Pizarro,
who speechified about “life and death, Haeckel’s monera,” Lamarckism and
neo-Lamarckism, pure Darwinism or Darwinism painted with the brush of
Wallace, Haeckel, or Weismann, in a “barrage of verbal pretense.” Pizarro also
required students to read Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, Haeckel’s The History of Creation, and Albert Dastre’s Life and Death.68 Roquette-Pinto and
Sampaio probably read the same works. For Mello Leitão, Professor Miguel
Couto was the instructor who left the most lasting impression; Couto was also
one of the members of the committee that judged Roquette-Pinto’s medical
thesis (a final requirement for completion of the course) while he was working
as an intern in the professor’s laboratory.69
Mello Leitão had been born in Paraíba, but his family moved to Rio de
Janeiro when he was a child. He began his career as a zoologist in 1913 at the
Higher School of Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine in Rio, which
was forced to shut down in 1915 for lack of funding. At the end of the same
year, he moved to Belo Horizonte, where he taught a class in pediatric medi
cine and child hygiene at the School of Medicine. When the Higher School
reopened its doors in 1916, he returned to Rio and served as its head until 1919.70
In 1916, he also spent a semester at the Rio de Janeiro Normal School, where he
worked with Roquette-Pinto, who taught natural history there. The principal
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was Afrânio Peixoto, an intellectual devoted to building a modern, civilizing
school attuned to issues of hygiene and its biological basis. Peixoto introduced
the practice of rigorous qualifying examinations for candidate professors and
the requirement that their résumés show training in a specialized discipline.
Many of these practices, like the qualifying exams, were discontinued shortly
thereafter but resumed again under the educational reform pushed through by
Fernando Azevedo in 1927.71 During this period, multiple sectors of Brazilian
society were absorbed in debating the question of education, then identified as
one of the most serious issues on the national agenda. Condemning the dreary
way these subjects were presented in the classroom, Mello Leitão called for
changes in the teaching of natural history and general biology. He advocated
lively, dynamic pedagogical methods, with less theory, more practice, abun
dant classroom materials, and a prime focus on the study of Brazilian flora and
fauna. He was an assiduous participant in the debates held by the Brazilian
Education Association (ABE), formed in 1924.72
From 1923 to 1930, Mello Leitão taught natural history at the Rio de Janeiro
Normal School and the Niterói Normal School. Noticing the large vacant lot
next to the latter, he contacted Alberto Sampaio, by then at the National Mu
seum, and together they planted a teaching garden and gave practical classes
outdoors.73 The educational material he produced during this period also re
flected a penchant for experimental teaching: to encourage his student readers
to investigate their own environments, Mello Leitão interspersed 456 prints of
common Brazilian plants in his Compêndio de botânica (Compendium of bot
any), published in 1924. The textbook won critical acclaim, particularly for its
clarity and method.74
In later years, Roquette-Pinto remembered as a student witnessing the first
concrete steps toward creating a course centered on experimental medicine,
when Professor Miguel Couto (“a full-fledged pioneer of this renewed art”)
inaugurated a “modest laboratory for Roentgen diagnosis at his infirmary’s ser
vice.” It was there that Roquette-Pinto and some classmates saw their first vial,
in 1903. “It was also there,” he related, “that for the first time, in a dark corner, a
radioactive substance sparkled before our eyes, well before regular application
of Curietherapy had begun.”75
Roquette-Pinto was a founding member of the ABE and shared Mello
Leitão’s dislike for traditional teaching and his advocacy of urgent change. He
started his career as a professor at the National Museum in 1906 and was a
founding member of the Brazilian Academy of Sciences (ABC), established in
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1916 as the Brazilian Association of Sciences. Sampaio and Mello Leitão joined
the ABC in 1917 and were distinguished figures in the association in subse
quent years.76 Roquette-Pinto took part when the ABC organized Brazil’s first
radio station—Rádio Sociedade do Rio de Janeiro—and served as its secretary
general. The greatest aspiration of the staff and supporters of Rádio Sociedade
was to transform radio into a classroom accessible to Brazilians in the most re
mote corners of the country. Roquette-Pinto and the entomologist Costa Lima
hosted daily programs.77 Sampaio was also active at Rádio Sociedade from its
earliest days and presented a number of broadcasts on the flora of Brazil. He
joined the National Museum as a professor of botany in 1912 and was likewise
an active member of the ABE, attending meetings and debates. Along with
other scientists, Sampaio and Roquette-Pinto welcomed Albert Einstein when
he visited both Rádio Sociedade and the National Museum during his 1925 trip
to Brazil.78
Roquette-Pinto and Sampaio had something else in common: their travels
with Cândido Rondon. In 1910, Roquette-Pinto spent several months studying
collected materials with Rondon. The scientist said the voice of the “master”
was like the “inviting voice of the sertão,” conveying the “rustling of distant
forests” and infusing his thoughts with “the poetry of those distant lands.” But
since Roquette-Pinto was in Europe in 1911, it was not until the next year that
he was able to satisfy his desire to accompany Rondon on an expedition. The
journey left a deep impression, in part thanks to his meeting the Nambiquaras,
indigenous people “secluded in the heart of Brazil.” In 1917, he published an ac
count of the expedition, entitled Rondônia, in honor of Rondon. His purpose,
he declared, was to “document and disseminate,” “record and serve,” because
while he had been fortunate enough to encounter an experienced guide, many
would not be, and through his story they might get to know a Brazil previously
unknown even to Brazilians themselves.79
Sampaio spent 1909 working hard on a major botany collection that had
been gathered by other naturalists in the region of Cáceres, Mato Grosso. His
chance to accompany Rondon on one of his expeditions did not come until
1928, when they traversed the Tumucumaque mountain range between Brazil,
French Guiana, and what is now Suriname. He researched the region’s flora and
published his results in a number of scientific journals; like Roquette-Pinto, he
too published an account of his trip with Rondon.80
Roquette-Pinto cited the Uruguayan José Enrique Rodó in voicing his own
thoughts on how travel shapes people: when men are held prisoner to their
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homeland, they suffer from “expanded solitude,” condemned to live and die
cloistered inside their own customs, thwarted from broadening their empathy—
after all, “living means renewing oneself.”81 During his youth, Roquette-Pinto
was so fascinated with travel that he had thought about enlisting in the navy.
After he graduated from medical school, he took his first trip abroad, attend
ing the Universal Races Congress in London in 1911. He stayed on in Europe,
furthering his knowledge of anthropology and biology, attending conferences,
and taking classes with physiologists, zoologists, and anthropologists—such as
Charles Richet, who would win the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1913; Alexandre
Brumpt, a parasitologist and entomologist specializing in tropical insects; and
Felix Von Luschan, who developed a chromatic scale for classifying human skin
color. In 1920, he spent some time in Asunción, Paraguay, as a guest lecturer in
physiology at the School of Medical Sciences. In 1924, he traveled to Sweden to
represent Brazil at the International Congress of Americanists and there met the
anthropologist Franz Boas. He also took the opportunity to revisit Europe’s sci
entific centers. Soon after, he traveled to the United States.82
Sampaio’s and Mello Leitão’s lives and careers were likewise filled with
travel. In 1913, soon after Sampaio became a professor of botany at the National
Museum, he was assigned to study in Europe, and while there he visited bo
tanical institutions and attended a number of courses. In 1926, he attended the
World Forestry Congress in Rome, and in 1931 he represented Brazil at the Fif
teenth International Geographical Congress in Paris. Over the course of these
European travels, he involved himself in activities at a dozen botanical gardens
and eleven museums, something that would leave an imprint on his writings:
his books and papers always referenced what he had learned and the practices
he had observed at these institutions. His exploration of the intersections of
botany and geography prompted him to specialize in the phytogeography of
Brazil and led to the 1934 publication of his book Phytogeographia do Brasil.83
Mello Leitão first visited Europe in 1926, in his capacity as director of the
Children’s Polyclinic in Rio de Janeiro, before joining the National Museum.
In Paris he did an internship at the Hôpital des Enfants-Malades, but his
afternoons were devoted to studying zoology at the Musée d’Histoire Na
turelle, where he met the zoologists Charles Gravier and Louis Fage and the
distinguished arachnologist Lucien Berland. He also visited a few elementary
schools around Europe to take notes on the study of natural history and biol
ogy, both as president of the ABE and as a professor at the normal schools in
Rio de Janeiro and Niterói. Right after he was hired at the National Museum,
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the minister of education and public health appointed him to represent Brazil
on a scientific exchange trip to Uruguay in 1931.84
Through their travels, all three men forged ties that kept them in contact
with international societies for the defense of nature and with numerous sci
entific associations around the world, including museums and universities. As
members of these global networks, they maintained an extensive correspon
dence, as attested to by the papers stored in the National Museum archives.
On the basis of these foreign contacts and experiences, all three could present
themselves as scientific authorities of international renown, further empower
ing them to offer national policy suggestions. They staked claim to a distinctive
understanding of Brazil—knowledge of its flora, fauna, and people—while they
also kept abreast of trends in other countries and set standards in the realm of
culture and civilization.
All three grounded their authority first and foremost in their knowledge
of biology. Although Roquette-Pinto is remembered as an anthropologist (as
well as a radio broadcaster, educator, filmmaker, and writer), it was his view that
anthropology is a branch of biology. When it came time to choose a career, a
friend of his father’s had advised him to go into medicine, a suggestion he ac
cepted because of how useful “a good course in the biological sciences” would
be. His decision to take up anthropology in college was inspired by his classes
in anatomy, which awoke him to the “interesting science of the human races.”
In 1926, he taught an anthropology course at the ABC; its syllabus leaves no
doubt about his distinctly biological outlook on anthropology, with its classes
on morphology, biometrics, genetics, cytology, comparative anatomy, compara
tive physiology, and paleontology.85

Roquettea singularis and
Tytius sampaiocrulsi
Despite the tremendous challenges that the field faced in Brazil, RoquettePinto felt biology had experienced an “admirable growth spurt” from the late
nineteenth century to the early decades of the twentieth. An unwavering devo
tee of Alberto Torres, he underscored that thinker’s dedication to the study of
biology, arguing that it was this knowledge that had singled Torres out among
so many other intellectuals of his generation who were adrift in the “glitter of
discourse.” Torres was an intellectual, politician, and jurist whose works exerted
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a heavy influence on Brazilian nationalist thought and who contended that a
strong, central state was needed as an agent to act above the fray of conflict and
as the organizer of the nation.86
According to Roquette-Pinto, Torres’s library was “the most profound and
finest that was to be had in the realm of biology,” and when he died, he had
left behind the latest publications ordered from Europe, their pages never
leafed through. The head of the National Museum asserted that if Torres’s
work on social issues was seminal, it was only because he had “a sound founda
tion in biology.”87 Following in his “master’s” footsteps in both ideas and prac
tice, Roquette-Pinto habitually relied on biological concepts. Even when he
ardently disputed theses that blacks, indigenes, people of mixed descent, the
Japanese, and other immigrants were inferior, he did so “without discarding the
presuppositions of physical anthropology and the foundational explanations of
biology,” in the words of Lima and Sá.88 He denounced the flimsiness and sci
entific inconsistency of criticisms of miscegenation and rejected racism, with
out ever abandoning the concept of race or certain notions from eugenics.89
In 1932, Roquette-Pinto was one of those who signed the Manifesto dos
Pioneiros da Educação Nova (Manifesto of the Pioneers of New Education),
which contained repeated references to biology. Published by major news out
lets on March 10, the document was “released in the very midst of disputes
over the conduct of policies by the recently created Ministry of Education and
Public Health in Brazil.” A watershed moment for educational renewal in Bra
zil, the document called for the drafting of a national plan for free, compulsory,
secular public schools that would offer the same education to boys and girls
alike, from the ages of seven to fifteen. Despite its collective allusion to “pio
neers” in its title, the document spoke for a rather eclectic mix of individuals,
all of whom were in accord about the need for educational transformation. The
manifesto itself was not wholly without precedent, since the early decades of
the republic had seen a number of innovative initiatives along these lines, but it
was “a political piece within the educational debate” of the day.90 The manifesto
cites Alberto Torres three times, while the term “biological” appears eleven. Ac
cording to the text, education has a “biological nature” in that it is aimed at a
population; it subordinates itself to the “biological functions” of the collectivity;
it responds to the “biological right” to a well-rounded education; it guarantees
the “biological purposes” of education (free, compulsory, secular); and it favors
the differentiation of skills through “biological action.” Biology is referenced
to the collectivity here, not the individual, and the document evinces the ideas
of biopolitics when it frames population “as a political problem, as a problem
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that is at once scientific and political, as a biological problem and as power’s
problem.”91
At the National Museum—headed by Roquette-Pinto as of 1926—a num
ber of overlapping initiatives had the tenor of political strategies. Because the
institution was deeply involved with initiatives for educational renewal and was
politically engaged with the regime in power, through its more active mem
bers it had its hands in myriad endeavors, including radio, Rondon’s travels,
the ABC, establishment of the ABE, educational film, the Pioneers Manifesto,
international science conferences, editorial projects (like the Revista Nacional
de Educação and the Brasiliana Collection), the formation of nongovernmental
organizations like the Society of the Friends of Alberto Torres and the Society
of the Friends of Trees, the 1934 organization of a national congress for the pro
tection of nature in Brazil, and the proposal of related laws.92 Within the coun
try’s new political context, dynamic and energetic scientists on the National
Museum staff—like Roquette-Pinto, Sampaio, and Mello Leitão—carved out
niches for themselves in countless strategic spaces, relying on a gamut of re
sources to do so and fighting to secure a unique place for the practice of science
and above all of biology.
Over the course of the 1930s, Mello Leitão earned recognition as the most
prolific arachnologist in Latin America; he described many new species and
published 198 papers in specialized science journals from 1915 to 1951.93 In 1931,
the year he came on board at the National Museum and began his fruitful work
alongside Sampaio and Roquette-Pinto, he paid tribute to his colleagues in the
fight for biology by naming a spider Roquettea singularis and a scorpion of the
family Buthidae Tytius sampaiocrulsi. Those were days of big investments and
high hopes. In a way, ascribing such names to species in Brazilian nature was
emblematic of the willingness and indeed yearning of these scientists to play a
decisive role in defining the nation’s future.

Rejecting Conflict
In September 1933, the Revista Nacional de Educação, with Roquette-Pinto
as editor, published a commemorative first anniversary issue and distributed
15,000 copies free throughout Brazil. Featuring prominently toward the front
of the issue was a speech by President Getúlio Vargas delivered at a ceremony
in Salvador, Bahia. The journal entitled the text “Education,” no doubt the
theme to which it wanted its readers to pay special heed.
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Vargas hailed the state of Bahia as the birthplace of nationhood—the place
where the cross had first been planted by the Portuguese discoverers of Brazil
on April 26, 1500, uniting the New World to Christian civilization and estab
lishing the foundational pillars of both the nation that already was and the great
fatherland that was yet to be built. According to Vargas, Bahia brought to mind
the earliest efforts to tame this savage land and transform it into a source of
wealth but, alas, the state also recalled the suffering of slave labor, an indefensi
ble error committed by the empire with catastrophic consequences. Broad areas
of land had been devastated by the “greed of the slave masters,” who exploited
the labor of “submissive,” uneducated slaves. According to Vargas, at the outset
of the republic destitute people roamed Brazil’s rural lands; they were “some
times almost nomads, living from hand to mouth,” practically “anachronistic
vassals of a feudal estate.” A rural exodus had produced a miserable proletariat,
the victim of privileged urbanites, who in turn had been born of an “aristocracy
of the lettered elite” and benefited from the comfort of “government jobs [and]
a life of pomp and lavish idleness.” Vargas wanted to guide Brazil “back to the
good path” by promoting a return to the countryside and by improving both
public health conditions in the interior and the education of rural populations
through elementary and technical schooling. It would therefore be up to the
state to “lend the sertanejo [inhabitant of the sertões] . . . an awareness . . . of his
rights and duties, fortify his soul and convince him that human solidarity does
exist, and strengthen his body through hygiene and labor.”94
This was not the first time the Revista Nacional de Educação had published
texts signed by top officials of the Provisional Government. In its debut edition,
Francisco Campos had introduced the magazine as “the first federal contribu
tion to the work of educating the Brazilian people.”95 The periodical clearly
supported the political interpretation that 1930 had represented a rupture with
the “Old Republic”—“liberal, oligarchic, weak, inept, Europeanizing, and at
a political and cultural remove from the ‘Brazilian people.’  ”96 Campos also
sang the praises of Roquette-Pinto, whose skill and tenacity embodied “a sure
guarantee that the magazine is a work destined to endure and succeed.”97 The
magazine positioned itself as a contact point between the jurist Campos—
responsible for the educational reform in Minas Gerais in the late 1920s—and
the scientists at the museum. Campos and the museum staff also shared an
affinity with the Escola Nova movement; both were active participants in the
ABE and had a common political vision that tended toward bureaucratic cen
tralization and the standardization of education procedures nationwide.98
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The same issue featured the inaugural speech by the new minister of edu
cation and public health, Washington Ferreira Pires. Campos himself had
stepped down as minister just before the first issue hit the stands. Perhaps the
publication of his successor’s speech in the opening pages of the premier edi
tion was part of a strategy to ensure his support for the fledgling periodical.
Be that as it may, in his speech Pires addressed subjects dear to the magazine.
He declared his loyalty to the guiding principles of the Vargas administration
and his staunch pledge to “heal the body and refine the spirit—to eugenize
and instruct,” all in an effort to prepare the Brazilians of tomorrow. Trained as
a doctor, he underscored the various battles being waged against the maladies
then afflicting the Brazilian population, like yellow fever, smallpox, the bubonic
plague, Hansen’s disease, malaria, venereal diseases, and Chagas disease. He de
scribed the government “as a complex living being with a well-organized struc
ture,” damaged every time one of its prerogatives was diminished or any of its
elements torn away.99
The speeches reproduced in the pages of the magazine hold keys to under
standing the rapport between scientists from the National Museum and the
public power structure put in place following the Revolution of 1930. Campos
pressed home the idea of educational initiatives firmly organized by the state.
Pires used the image of a living organism, whose working parts had to be kept
in balance. Vargas evoked images of forsaken rural poor and destitute laborers,
dupes of the selfish elites, whose dignity had to be restored through educa
tion and hygiene under the guiding baton of a protective state so they would
learn to trust in human solidarity again. The scientists at the National Museum
endorsed the same ideas, which were wholly in keeping with their own views
of the importance of biology. The fact that these men of science and the new
administration had certain perspectives in common helps account not only for
this general rapport but also, specifically, for the privileges accorded the former,
like official financial backing for the magazine and the appointment of these
scientists to write bills.
The notion of an organic whole was a consensual cultural allegory of the na
tion, state, and land, where the social classes were represented as interconnected
organs working together homogeneously and harmoniously. As Alcir Lenharo
has pointed out, the metaphor of “the body . . . rich in political implications”
has surfaced time and again throughout history, but at this time it took on a
special meaning and was embodied in the form of corporatism. Alberto Torres
became a lodestar for intellectuals, politicians, junior military officers from the
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tenentismo movement, and scientists. In 1914, when he published one of his
main works—A organização nacional (loosely translated, “Building a national
organism”)—he imprinted a particular political meaning onto the concept of
organism.100
When Vargas, in his cited speech, laid emphasis on the danger of abandon
ing hinterlanders and laborers to the mercy of the rural elites and the bour
geoisie, he was reiterating a longtime concern of many. We should not under
estimate the impact of rural millenarian movements like the Canudos War in
Bahia or southern Brazil’s Contestado Rebellion. In 1912, during a lecture at
the Colmeia—a nationalist propaganda society in Rio de Janeiro—RoquettePinto warned that it was necessary to overcome the “extreme suggestibility”
of the Brazilian people, “evidenced by the religious episodes that have cloaked
forms of collective madness in Bahia and Santa Catarina.” No less worrisome
were the ascension of anarchism, the 1917 labor strikes, the 1922 founding of the
Brazilian Communist Party (PCB), and the news of revolutionary movements
worldwide. A few weeks after the birth of the PCB, Mello Leitão spoke out
about the plight of the Russian people, whose ignorance and naïveté had left
them susceptible to Bolshevist appeals and “wallowing in servitude, suffering,
chaos.” The Communist revolution had been a “devastating, catastrophic” event
that fed “selfish and self-serving designs, veritable nihilistic, terrorist machina
tions.” It was not by happenstance, according to Mello Leitão, that Russian sci
entists had fled after the revolution “like birds chased by a storm” or had died of
hunger, been murdered, or sent to Siberia as “enemies of the proletariat.”101 For
Roquette-Pinto and Mello Leitão alike, the idea that ignorance led people to
succumb to both madness and revolt reinforced their vision of how education
should figure large in nation building.
In 1930, the Provisional Government began enforcing measures to disband
protest movements while simultaneously trying to tempt men and women from
the countryside and from the factories with idealized images of a comfortable
middle-class life and a healthy, hearty body ready for work. In this regard, the
establishment of the Ministry of Labor and the MESP right after the Revolu
tion of 1930 should be viewed as a decisive political strategy. The Ministry of
Labor took up the mission of reconciling interests and preached appeasement
of conflict through state action for the sake of the nation. The MESP sup
ported education and hygiene as definitive solutions, sufficient unto themselves
for redeeming the Brazilian people. Political conflict was thus exorcized as the
perverse fruit of a neglectful liberal state that incited class resentments, which
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would be surmounted in a higher stage of collective life. The objective was to
encourage “the replacement of the negative concept of class struggle with the
positive concept of class collaboration,” effectively depoliticizing society and,
especially, workers. Through a series of gradually enacted labor benefits, labor
unions were yoked to the state and bureaucratized under the management of
technocrats.102
In the years following the Revolution of 1930, the scientists at the museum
were swept up in the possibilities of social transformation, particularly because
they felt they had the chance to lodge their grievances directly before public
authorities, in the context of a new regime that was arrogating to itself the task
of rebuilding the nation. It was all about reaching a stage in the country’s evo
lution, much like an organism reaching maturity through full and harmonious
functioning.103 Change was urgently needed and could not be delayed; the list
of tasks was as endless as the Brazilian territory, as diverse as its people, as
profound as its tragedies, and as rich as its potential. The scientists wanted to
do away with the primacy of personal interests, to which the true interests of
the nation were being sacrificed—epitomized in the slogan launched by Al
berto Sampaio as a cry for cooperation: “Nothing of selfishness; everything for
Brazil!”104
Within this climate of sharp repudiation of the notion that conflict is an
inherent component of social life, and in tandem with the defense of a corpo
ratist, organic society, these scientists developed their positions on evolution
ary theories as an integral part of their commitment to social and historical
endeavors. For this reason, conceptions about life and evolution captured great
attention.

The Web of Life
The early decades of the twentieth century witnessed fierce rejection of Darwin
in Brazilian intellectual circles. His theories had initially received a relatively
warm reception in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. Intellectuals
of the Escola de Recife movement debated natural selection and competition
between species in the 1870s, as did attendees at the conferences sponsored by
the National Museum during the days of the empire.105 But in these milieus,
Darwinism was mixed together with the theories of Haeckel, Spencer, and
even Lamarck, creating a climate of marked eclecticism where theories with
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often conflicting scientific underpinnings were tossed together and various un
derstandings of evolution stirred together in one big pot.106 But as time went
on, a growing rejection of Darwin accompanied the rise and eventual hegemony
of an organic view of society.
The way Mello Leitão saw it, the initial success of On the Origin of Species
could not be attributed to its scientific merits. Even though he ranked Darwin
as one of the foremost scholars of the study of living organisms—alongside
Aristotle, Cuvier, and Mendel—he was convinced that Darwin was thoroughly
outdated. The spread of Darwinist thought was, in Mello Leitão’s mind, due to
three factors. First, “he appeared as the great ally of liberalism because he ele
vated the doctrine of free competition to the level of a natural law,” which could
explain why the elites acted out of self-interest, oblivious to their crushing the
weak and laying waste to the nation’s natural heritage. Second, Darwin’s think
ing served to justify the imperialist actions of aggressive peoples, allowing them
to elect “survival of the fittest as a basic principle of their politics and a pretext
for domination.” In a context of burgeoning anarchist and communist labor
movements, there was undoubtedly a third factor implicit in Mello Leitão’s
argument, and that was the radical materialism of Darwin’s theory as well as its
harmony with the notion of class struggle.107
Mello Leitão counterposed Darwin with the rediscovery of Mendel’s theory,
systematized in 1865 and revived around 1900 by the biologists Hugo de Vries,
Carl Correns, and Erich von Tschermak-Seysenegg. Feeling that Mendel stood
at odds with Darwin, Mello Leitão used genetics to ground his rejection of nat
ural selection as a factor in evolution.108 He did not dispute evolution itself or the
ongoing transformation of living organisms and indeed believed in “the steady,
incessant transformation of nature.” But in his mind, a different mechanism ac
counted for the origin of species: genetic mutations.109 Rebuking the idea of life
as an arena for unending struggle, Mello Leitão—like so many others of his
day—envisioned nature as a holistic ecosystem, a “web of life” in which groups
and species were members of large community units, harmoniously sharing cer
tain habitats. His overriding image of nature was one of a large organism in
balance, comprising networks of interdependent links, grounded in mutual aid,
altruism, and sociability. From this standpoint, struggle and competition were
anomalies; in a vision of nature where species partook “of the sumptuous ban
quet of life,” struggle was a “false, thankless word, which incites appalling mis
understandings.” With evolution thus cleansed of its hard, cruel feature of an
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endless struggle for survival, it could be seen as a linear movement toward the
perfection of interconnected beings within a harmonious whole.110
Roquette-Pinto likewise condemned the notions of the struggle for exis
tence and the selection of the strongest and the fittest through the elimination
of others. According to him, the scientists who followed Darwin were forget
ting “the brilliant constructs of Lamarck,” who had clearly demonstrated “the
irrefutable influence of the environment as it propels the adaptation of organ
isms.” He celebrated the return of Lamarckism to Brazilian intellectual circles
and reaffirmed the hypothesis that species transform without any struggle,
thanks to adaptation; this concept of evolution was quite distinct “from the
fierce antagonism of early times” and from the conflict favored by pure Dar
winism, while it was also the reverse of the determinist excesses committed by
the eugenicists of his day. Citing the biologist H. S. Jennings, Roquette-Pinto
waged war against the notion of an ineluctable genetic heritage and labeled the
distinction between acquired and hereditary traits as artificial. He held that
heritage was no more than a potential or a predisposition that was crucially de
pendent on environment: “Nothing is more changeable than so-called hereditary
traits” (emphasis in original). In the case of human changes, the key process was
education; knowledge and inventions had to be disseminated. Roquette-Pinto
was an ardent defender of a vision of “humanity [as] extraordinarily change
able and thus refinable, so long as living conditions are altered.” The advance of
physiology, his thinking went, would one day show that apparently hereditary
morphological traits were the product of biochemical factors. He also men
tioned Mendel, whose work—contrary to the fatalistic determinism of a num
ber of his contemporaries—showed how new species could emerge “without
struggle, through mutation,” and he cited lab experiments in which fruit flies
modified by X-rays had passed on their acquired traits. From then on, he felt,
the study of nature would reveal the reconciliation of all creation and relation
ships of solidarity among living organisms. In this context, studies of life would
have “a very lofty purpose,” for they explore an “integral history of nature,” in
turn making possible the true study of ecology, which is nothing more than the
science of cooperation among all living organisms.111
There was, however, one exception to this interpretation of nature as a perfect
web: humans. Left to their own devices, they would be guided by selfishness and
competition, and so a regulatory element was needed to restore harmony and
align humans with the rest of creation. The state appeared as this intermediary,
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posited not as the product of a social contract but as the metaphysical mani
festation of an idealized—and above all organic—nation, whose various social
groups would merge their interests for the sake of a higher truth. As we can see,
there was a great deal of affinity between biological concepts, authoritarian po
litical presuppositions, and nation-building projects.
For scientists like Mello Leitão, Roquette-Pinto, and Sampaio, forging ties
with the government reflected their hope of receiving financial support for ini
tiatives to popularize science, which were intended to promote an environment
favorable to transforming ignorant people into civilized citizens, in the finest
style of evolution from a neo-Lamarckian perspective. They were also excited
about the possibility of influencing public policy as consultants in the writing
of bills or as members of decision-making boards. And their tenancy at the Na
tional Museum was the springboard for devising these strategies.
For the Vargas Provisional Government, relations with these scientists had
the potential of shoring up its legitimacy. This kinship would also reinforce or
ganicist, corporatist projects meant to supplant social conflict and seed peaceful
social transformation, all steered at realizing the nation and ensuring a pro
gressive, teleological evolution. This partnership was neither guaranteed nor
absolute, as demonstrated by the process of pushing through the hunting regu
lations, which dragged out from 1932 to 1934. It was a time ripe with new pos
sibilities, where a range of actors threw themselves into the game of politics,
intent on having a voice in the nation’s new directions.

The 1934 Game and Fish Code
On January 2, 1934, Brazil’s Federal Register published the Game and Fish Code
in the form of Decree 23.672. The final version of the law attests to the involve
ment of the National Museum scientists in its drafting. First of all, the two
points underscored by Mello Leitão in his interview found their place in it:
the fostering of scientific knowledge and the valorization of Brazil’s science
institutions. The collection and transportation of the eggs and larvae of aquatic
species were banned, except when duly licensed by the National Game and
Fish Council, provided for under the decree and subordinated to the Ministry
of Agriculture. There was also an effort to keep collections from leaving Brazil
and to control what could be shipped abroad. Foreigners had to file research
requests via their governments and institutions, provide detailed information
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on the nature and duration of their studies, and report their precise fields of
research. Upon completion of their investigations, they were to submit a report
with their conclusions and list all items collected, along with points of ori
gin. They were prohibited from sending specimens of eggs, larvae, or animals
abroad without official consent. Authorizations to do research or animal con
trol work were free and automatic for Brazilian scientists, and the post of re
searcher at national institutes now carried greater weight. Enforcement would
be exercised by the National Game and Fish Council, headquartered in Rio de
Janeiro, whose eleven members would be appointed by the minister of agricul
ture. One of the eleven positions would always be held by someone from the
National Museum.112
That same year, the government put other measures in place as well. The
Forest Code was created by decree a few days later, on January 23, 1934. Al
though Sampaio had not been on the committee that drafted the bill, he had
made a number of suggestions to the original text, not only as a botanist with
the National Museum but also as a member of the Society of the Friends of
Trees. The code defined the country’s forests as of common interest to all Bra
zilians. It also provided for areas to be set aside for permanent protection if
they displayed special features that characterized them as true public assets.
This particular article laid the legal foundations for the creation of Brazil’s first
national and state parks. The code also instituted the Federal Forest Council, on
which the National Museum would likewise be represented.113 Further legisla
tion included the Law on Scientific Expeditions, which covered missions of
any nature within Brazilian territory, the Water Code, and a law that stipulated
a number of animal-protection measures and covered domesticated animals as
well. Through the Law on Scientific Expeditions, the Ministry of Agriculture
enacted controls over botanical, zoological, mineral, paleontological, and his
toric specimens collected inside the national territory. It also regulated the Bra
zilian Council on the Oversight of Artistic and Scientific Expeditions, made
up of seven members, two of whom were required to be professors from the
National Museum.114
Yet if we compare the bill of November 1932 with the final decree handed
down in January 1934, we will note one undeniable element of defeat. As we
know, the bill had been written at the request of Francisco Campos, minister of
education and public health until September 16, 1932. By the time the bill was
published in Brazil’s Federal Register, on November 22, 1932, Washington Fer
reira Pires had assumed the post. But the final decree placed the matter under
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the auspices of the Ministry of Agriculture, then headed by Juarez Távora. So
from the time the three scientists were appointed to draw up the bill until Var
gas signed the final decree, the hunting question was shifted from the sphere
of public policy on education to the more economic, commercial, and logistical
realm of agriculture.115 It would be wrong to say that the Ministry of Agricul
ture was opposed to the bill submitted by the scientists or that the final de
cree was unconcerned with the conservation of nature. However, in its final
form, the law failed to adopt a number of the ideas contained in the initial bill
and also granted the National Museum much less maneuvering room than it
wanted. It should not be said that the scientists did not think the new code rep
resented progress. Nevertheless, they must have been disappointed by the gap
between their initial proposal and the actual code and, above all, by the meager
power ultimately delegated to them.
Government policy thus did not fully embrace the projects advanced by the
museum’s scientists. A few years later, Mello Leitão expressed his chagrin over
the situation at the museum. In an English-language copy of a book by Louis
Agassiz, who had spent the year 1865–66 in Brazil, he ran across a comment
that Emílio Goeldi had written back in the 1880s. In the highlighted passage,
Agassiz described the museum (then under the empire) as antiquated: nothing
was being added to its collections or done to improve them; its taxidermied
animals were shabby; there were few specimens. In the margin, Goeldi had
penciled in the words “still the same today” and signed his name. When Mello
Leitão read those pages nearly half a century later, he concluded that, despite
Roquette-Pinto’s mighty efforts, Goeldi’s words would likely still resonate with
an impartial visitor: “still the same today.” He held Goeldi blameless, because
he had spared no effort in his attempts to modernize and energize the mu
seum—the institution’s print shop had released more publications, the film li
brary had grown markedly, a projection room had been added, and a number of
educational initiatives had been promoted. But the nation’s representatives had
failed to appreciate how useful the museum could be, and its work went unrec
ognized. Mello Leitão called special attention to the obstacles erected by the
“second Minister of Education,” who “deprived the museum of any means for
continuing its work”—an allusion to the loss of the decisive political support it
had received under Francisco Campos.116
When the code was released, it was not accompanied by any measures that
might have ensured its enforcement. Brazilian hunting and fishing practices
changed little, and the scientists continued to bear witness to the tragic fate of
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the country’s wild fauna. In 1937, Mello Leitão took stock of the relations be
tween Brazilian society and its fauna. Fashion trends still dictated the persecu
tion of many species. Feathers were being used less, but chinchillas and otters
paid with their lives to feed the market for fur coats and stoles. On the outskirts
of Rio de Janeiro, butterflies were being decimated to adorn knickknacks, while
birds were stalked for the sheer fun of it. “Deer, tapirs, wolves, otters, and beauti
ful butterflies” were vanishing from Brazil. Although there was now a Game and
Fish Code as well as a Forest Code, both were ignored by woodsmen and hunt
ers, deemed pointless as far as traders were concerned, and the butt of jokes for
politicians, who laughed at the laws as if they were “books of sordid humor.” It is
worth noting that the museum chose Mello Leitão as the scientist to represent
it on the National Game and Fish Council, and he would serve as its chair from
1935 to 1942. But the undeniable reality of the worthlessness of the new code in
controlling illegal hunting was a source of consternation for Mello Leitão.117
In the early 1930s, however, the future was as yet undefined, possibilities
were vast, and the game of politics was intense. In the “age of biology,” the Na
tional Museum had proven successful in its bid to revitalize itself and become
an institution that would have a relevant role in defining the nation’s new direc
tions. The work of scientists like Roquette-Pinto, Mello Leitão, and Sampaio
shaped the museum into a welcoming space for convergent visions of a society
guided by biology. It was to this end that they petitioned to be part of the new
political journey toward “national reconstruction.” And they were able to forge
bonds with the Provisional Government because their conception of biology
meshed well with the organic, corporatist authoritarianism then holding sway.
A second major factor underpinned relations between the National Mu
seum and the Vargas government. Through a well-organized campaign, the
members of the institution were working to transform Brazilian children into
well-educated adults, familiar with their homeland’s territory and riches, its
natural resources, and its fauna and flora. From the moment he took the helm
as director, Roquette-Pinto spearheaded a remarkable educational drive inside
the National Museum, making creative use of new means of communication.
During those years, the museum hosted initiatives that relied on a range of
mass media, all against a backdrop of great indifference toward the boundaries
between disciplines, even as specialized fields were emerging and the notion
of specialization had gained respect. These accomplishments and creative skills
did not go unnoticed by the government, and this was another key reason why
the National Museum achieved prominence soon after 1930.

2
A Miniature of the Fatherland
It is not hard to understand the great, generalized esteem
in which brasilianos hold the old institute.
First of all, it is a miniature of the Fatherland.
—R o q u e t t e-P i n to, i n t r o d u c t i o n to U i á r a , 19 3 7

Brazilian Barbecue

O

n November 11, 1930, the Provisional Government—established on
October 24 following the victory of the self-proclaimed revolution—
gave a barbecue for some of the troops in Rio de Janeiro, then capital
of the Federal District. The venue was the gardens of Quinta da Boa Vista,
headquarters of the National Museum. Director Roquette-Pinto invited the
revolutionaries to visit the museum, where three films were screened in their
honor: Em pleno coração do Brasil (Deep in the heart of Brazil), Nos sertões do
Brasil (In the Brazilian hinterlands), and Carnaúba (The carnauba wax palm),
the latter based on a script by Alberto Sampaio. Five hundred and thirty men,
probably in small groups, watched these motion pictures in the exhibit hall
that the director had built shortly after he came to office in 1926.1
Thirteen days later, on November 24, an even more illustrious guest paid
a visit to the museum: Getúlio Vargas himself, “honoring this institute” and
“leisurely browsing the collections on exhibit.” Roquette-Pinto recounted
the event to Minister Francisco Campos in the annual report of the National
Museum, which had been attached to the Ministry of Education and Public
Health (MESP) following the Revolution of 1930. The director took the opportunity to express his appreciation for having been retained at his post, which
he interpreted as a “lofty vote of confidence.”2 Seven months later, in June 1931,
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both Getúlio Vargas and Francisco Campos attended commemorations of the
museum’s 114th anniversary, evidence of their continued interest in the institution, which had assumed an important role both in the administration’s strategy to strengthen its own legitimacy and also in its project to shape a “new
Brazilian man.” Vargas and Campos, major strategists of this new era, believed
the museum would serve them well in the task of deciphering the complex
hieroglyphics represented by the land and people of Brazil. The museum could
function as a true “map of legibility” in creating mechanisms of control and ho
mogenization. When they scrutinized the museum’s displays, both men were
“seeing like a State.”3
In Roquette-Pinto’s opinion, the main reason everyone admired the museum was that it was “a miniature of the Fatherland.” Few people would ever
be able to travel across all of Brazil, but wandering through the exhibit rooms
was like gazing upon “the portrait of a loved one.” In a few brief minutes, “the
features characteristic of the many regions where our compatriots live, delight,
and suffer” unfolded before the visitor’s eyes, “in collections within everyone’s
reach.”4 As Vargas browsed the exhibits in November 1930, was it a similar line
of thought that prompted him to place the institution under the umbrella of
the newly created MESP? It seems likely. The new government encountered a
sophisticated structure for educational activities at the National Museum. The
building had undergone extensive remodeling in 1927; three new stories housed
a library, the hall for conferences and exhibits, and new workshops (drafting
and modeling, photomicrography, typography, mechanics and electricity, book
binding, carpentry, and painting). The botanical garden had also been redone.5
As argued in chapter 1, the field of biology had been tightening its ties with
government since the dawn of the century in Brazil. But this alone does not explain why the Provisional Government valued the National Museum so much.
There were other institutes with top-quality researchers, like the Oswaldo Cruz
and Butantan Institutes, which had demonstrated their public health policy
skills under critical circumstances. What singled out the National Museum at
that time was its ability to interweave biology and education. Its scientists were
geared to conveying knowledge about Brazil and sharing practices of importance to the nation, not just in the realm of biology—regarding hygiene, flora
and fauna, soil, physical anthropology, and nature conservation—but also in the
social arena, particularly in educating “the people.”
Education was the key for establishing dialogue between National Museum
scientists and the Provisional Government; it was the panacea for all troubles,
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conflicts, and impasses—a “pedagogical illusion.” In the mid-1920s, RoquettePinto had declared that Brazil would not cure its woes “with either the secret
ballot, the organization of political parties, compulsory military service, or a reform of the Constitution.” Such “remedies” would only bear fruit if “the general
mass of people would be able to vote securely, not shirk their civic duty, obey
authority and the law, and work and produce without falling prey to exploitation.” As it was, the “people were in no condition to benefit from methods of
refinement.” No initiative would yield results without “intellectual and moral
trailblazing.”6 Two assumptions underlay these thoughts. First, Roquette-Pinto
discarded outright the possibility that civic participation or the pursuit of the
true exercise of political citizenship could lead to any transformation of Brazilian society in the medium run. Second, in his eyes, an intellectual elite should
guide “the people” where they “ought” to go before they could be deemed capable
of engaging in political life. Through education, Brazilians dispersed across this
huge land would learn to understand and adopt rules of hygiene and scientific
teachings and could then do battle with disease, redeem their spirits and bodies, be integrated into the nation, and change their environment. They would, in
short, fulfill their destiny.
It was with such expectations that these and other scientists engaged in
countless educational initiatives, many with the support of the state and others
with the aid of diverse sectors of society. They cast themselves as the guides of
a susceptible, ignorant, and childlike people, within whose breast beat a “collective soul,” awaiting a summons so that it might reveal itself. In so doing,
these men threw their support behind an authoritarian playbook that gradually
gained hegemony over the course of the 1930s.
No matter how patent the authoritarianism underlying their attitudes, it is
impossible to discount the excitement, passion, and idealism with which these
scientists immersed themselves in so many projects. Likewise surprising are
their versatility and the ease with which they transited between different fields
of learning. Their quest for new media and their bold experimentation with
these new languages were hallmarks of their work; they were determined to “remove science from the exclusivist domain of sages and deliver it to the people.”7
After a period of decay that seemed to presage the end of the “age of museums,”
Roquette-Pinto, from 1926 to 1935, launched a number of initiatives aimed at
turning the National Museum into an intellectual center for debate, research,
and the construction of knowledge. The goal was to make the museum a disseminating hub of information for society at large through projects for national
renewal. The museum brought together scientists from different disciplines to
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begin interacting as a group organized around specific projects. Some came from
Brazil’s schools of medicine or engineering, whereas others were self-taught.
They had read similar works and were in agreement on many scientific ideas.
They had traveled to the interior of Brazil or were familiar with other people’s
accounts of such journeys. Their visions of the nation’s problems and the urgent
need for educational action were similar. They belonged to a range of associations in which they constructed social networks, and they had idols like Euclides
da Cunha and, in particular, Alberto Torres. The National Museum was a fertile
site for a meeting of minds and the staging ground for a multitude of endeavors,
both inside and outside its walls, such as the expeditions led by Rondon, Brazil’s
heated race debate, scientific exchanges, national and international congresses,
the creation of radio stations, and Fernando Azevedo’s Biblioteca Pedagógica
editorial project.
The National Museum was quite adroit at insinuating itself into the process
of reaching a new balance of power after 1930. Its staff was extremely creative
not only in proposing new ideas but also in organizing attractive new ways to
convey this information by conjoining knowledge with intellectual adventure
and inventing fun ways to learn. They devised novel educational methods that
had the potential to affirm the scientific truths they preached, and they were
notable players in the day’s political game and its attendant power relations.8
From their standpoint, to educate was to train workers—good, useful, orderly,
wise, patriotic men—but in order to accomplish this task, educators had to be on
the same wavelength with people of all ages and be able to appeal to the child
within.
These methods were not born in 1930 or invented by the Provisional Government, and they did not simply serve as an “ideological arm” of state power.
Rather, they had been evolving for some years as a byproduct of intellectual
critiques of Brazil’s oligarchies and their disregard for the Brazilian people
and its land. From the inception of the republic, there had been debates about
a Brazilian style of education, based on revised methods that would kindle a
shared sense of patriotism. Examples include José Veríssimo’s A educação na
cional (National education) and Silvio Romero’s A história do Brasil ensinado pela
biografia de seus heróis (The history of Brazil taught through the biographies of
its heroes), both released in 1890.9
One landmark event was the advent of radio in Brazil. In 1923, RoquettePinto assumed a role at the forefront of this enterprise, well ahead of his peers.
Through his contagious enthusiasm over this new technology in mass communication, he persuaded a number of colleagues that radio was a viable means
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of education. He united them around a common project, honed the skills and
strategies essential to enlisting the support of public officials, mastered the technical know-how, and coordinated broadcasts with publishing initiatives. Under
his influence, scholars from different fields placed their scientific knowledge,
time, dedication, political skills, and prestige at the service of the common ideal
of education through radio. For Roquette-Pinto, this was a defining moment in
his process of acquiring skills that would soon prove essential when he became
head of the National Museum.
This chapter begins by exploring the interactions of the group of scientists
who experimented with educational radio and acquired a wide range of technical skills, while at the same time working to establish themselves as experts in
specific fields, effectively engendering a climate of robust interdisciplinary exchange in which scientific and technological proficiency both contributed. We
will see how Rádio Sociedade was a kind of trial run for Roquette-Pinto’s grand
experiment as director of the National Museum, as he negotiated with political
authorities and premiered new media. The chapter next looks at the educational
activities conducted by the museum from 1926 to 1935. While projecting itself
as an interactive space open to visitor collaboration, the institution also emphasized the transmission of established, prepackaged knowledge—laying bare the
authoritarianism inherent in this facet of its educational approach and the ensuing contradiction between this and the touted ideal of participatory transformation of society. The Revista Nacional de Educação was one of these projects. An
outgrowth of the museum’s work in cinema, the magazine was funded by the
Film Tax (allocated by the MESP), and in this sense its existence depended
on the Commission for the Censorship and Selection of Educational Films,
chaired by Roquette-Pinto. The magazine’s ultimate demise, in June 1934, reflects the uncertainty of the political moment as well as the precarious status
of National Museum staff within the political projects then underway. Lastly,
the chapter describes the participation of Roquette-Pinto, Mello Leitão, and
Sampaio in the largest publishing project of their time, the Brasiliana Collection, which secured them a definitive place on the intellectual stage in the 1930s.

Broadcasting
In 1926, the Rádio Sociedade do Rio de Janeiro station, with Roquette-Pinto in
charge, launched the magazine Electron. The first issue offered an explanation
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of the English word “broadcasting,” a new loanword that had its listeners intrigued. The term, said the magazine, was a compound word combining the verb
“cast,” a reference to the agricultural act of sowing, and “broad,” in the sense
of “wide-ranging” or “far-reaching.” Ergo, “broadcasting” expressed the action
of “sowing into the distance, scattering good seeds far and wide.” And since
nobody should sow poor quality seeds, “broadcasting should always live up to
its name.”10 The notion of sowing meshed well with two ideas that RoquettePinto—as the magazine’s director and also as secretary of Rádio Sociedade—
deemed of paramount importance: farming, which he believed was vital to the
achievement of a more authentic sense of nationality, then lying dormant in the
unreached countryside, and ethics, embedded in the distinction between good
and bad seeds.
The Rádio Sociedade do Rio de Janeiro station was inaugurated in 1923 by
members of the Brazilian Academy of Sciences (ABC), which had in turn been
founded in 1916 at the initiative of a group of scientists, some of whom were on
the staff of the National Museum—for instance, Roquette-Pinto, the zoologist
Alípio de Miranda Ribeiro, and the archaeologist Alberto Childe.11 The academy’s mission was to discuss the boundaries between the sciences, cultivate the
so-called pure sciences in an impartial quest for truth, organize courses and
conferences for the scientific community, bring knowledge to wide sectors of
Brazilian society, publish a periodical featuring research findings by its members, and establish scientific awards. At academy meetings, members addressed
each other as “scientist,” a habit that attested to their desire to form a distinctive identity. They also advocated the demarcation of specialized fields, because
they believed that the complexity of each field of science demanded full-time
devotion and a depth of knowledge incompatible with the figure of the multipurpose sage versed in the rhetoric of generalist knowledge.12 Although these
scientists spent their academy meetings talking about the need for pure, impartial science and for specialization, they also placed great value on the dissemination of knowledge to society at large. In this crusade to convey science
information, they worked side by side on collective projects like radio, absorbing expertise beyond the limits of their specific domains.
In its day-to-day operations, Rádio Sociedade had to solve many practical
problems. It became crucial to have both a theoretical and a practical understanding of radio, broadcasting, and equipment and of the challenges of improving reception—the subject of countless articles in the magazines Radio and
Electron. There was nothing irrelevant or boring about it, not at a time when
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radio had come on the scene as one of the most promising modern peacetime
technologies, with an equally powerful potential for times of war.13
Roquette-Pinto’s curiosity about radio broadcasting was first piqued by his
research into physiology. As a medical student, he had attended classes in experimental physics given by Henrique Morize at the Polytechnic School in Rio
de Janeiro. Using the lessons of his former professor, he managed to generate
a small source of continuous waveforms in the laboratory. In September 1922,
when radio was introduced to Brazil at the International Exhibition in Celebration of the Centennial of Independence, he fell in love with its potential as
a form of mass media. In his words, Brazil was witnessing “the dawn of radio”
and the miracle of “mysterious waves that silently transmit harmony through
space.” He compared his emotion to those experienced by the men who “owned
and read the first books.”14
After the initial equipment had been installed, Roquette-Pinto persuaded
Professor Morize to support the radio project through the ABC. First, however,
they had to jump through legal hoops because of the restrictions on these activities. Roquette-Pinto invited Amadeu Amaral, an essayist and member of the
academy, to have a look at the radio in hopes of garnering his support. Amaral
wrote an article in O Estado de S. Paulo describing his surprise at discovering
that “this contraption made from bamboo, a few meters of copper wire, a cardboard spool, and an ordinary telephone apparatus” worked wonderfully. In addition, Roquette-Pinto painstakingly researched how other countries regulated
radio broadcasting and drew up suggestions for a law on the transmission and
reception of radio communications by private parties; the academy then submitted his proposals to the Ministry of Justice and Internal Affairs. Although
Rádio Sociedade was not granted its license until August 1923, its first broadcast took place earlier that year, in April, followed by a series of “experimental”
broadcasts—and let us not forget that the listeners could have been arrested
for possession of galenas, as the crude, homemade crystal sets were known. On
September 7, 1923—Independence Day—the radio began broadcasting legally,
first operating out of the Polytechnic School. In 1924, the station moved to the
spacious Czechoslovakian Pavilion, originally built for the Centennial Exhibition, where studios were set up with equipment donated by the Brazilian postal
service.15
In 1924, Roquette-Pinto and his colleagues at the academy launched the
semimonthly popular science magazine Radio, a complement to its broadcasts.
The publication was replaced in 1926 by Electron, headed by Roquette-Pinto
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and likewise published twice a month. It was no mean editorial challenge. The
editors not only had to compile articles and illustrations and then oversee the
printing and distribution of the magazine but also to coordinate printed matter
with their broadcasts.16
The station also had a library, which in 1926 contained eight hundred cataloged books, along with international magazines on radio and scientific journals.17 The radio had an ongoing campaign to recruit new members, since it
depended on membership fees and on advertising revenue from both on-air
productions and its magazine. As a membership benefit, the society offered to
file the necessary paperwork for members so they could receive a certificate of
good standing from the Ministry of Transportation and Public Works, which
was a prerequisite for anyone wanting to purchase and install a home radio
receiver; the red tape included filing a formal petition and submitting a policeissued certificate of residency. Monday through Saturday, members could also
avail themselves of a help desk manned by members of the technical commission, should they need “information on building or repairing radio apparatuses
or taking care of defects.”18
As part of Rádio Sociedade’s daily programming, major news stories from
Brazil and around the world were read from the daily papers. The schedule also
included a children’s program, classical music, lectures on a variety of topics, and
classes in history, Portuguese, English, French, chemistry, physics, farming, and
hygiene.
Rádio Sociedade avowed its independence from any business or industrial
interest and its commitment to fostering education and public instruction in
Brazil. The station was not supposed to be an end in itself but rather a means for
delivering cultural programming to the public. According to Roquette-Pinto,
radio broadcasting was the “greatest school of tomorrow,” and every home “scattered across the vast land of Brazil” could now receive “the comfort of science
and art.” In the sertões of Goiás and Mato Grosso and on the arid plateaus
of the Northeast, people would now be able to hear music that would enrich,
soothe, and refresh the spirits of young and old alike—straight from Rio’s opera
house. If used “with heart and soul,” radio could transform people in a matter of
minutes. It was a book for those who did not know how to read, and yet it would
also combat illiteracy by awakening within each listener the “irrepressible desire
to learn to read.” When radio had managed to “land in every backyard on the
wings of its infinite flight,” compatriots across the country would start working
better and producing more. Living in the sertões would no longer condemn a
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person to “dying alive.” The radio would be the illiterate’s newspaper, the schoolmaster of those with no school, free entertainment for the poor, and the “spark
of new hope, comforter of the ill, guide for the healthy,” as long as it was utilized
in an “altruistic, lofty spirit.”19
All this optimism about radio undoubtedly reflected a strong underlying
belief in technology as a kind of magic. Roquette-Pinto calculated the number
of receivers in Brazil and estimated how many people were reached by each.
Imagining people gathered around loudspeakers in every single far-off village,
farm, or plantation, he reckoned each receiver was heard by five people, putting
at thousands the number of daily listeners who had the benefit of “lessons, lectures, music, the history of Brazil, hygiene, helpful farming tips, news, and information on science.” He argued that radio’s immense success could be traced
to something deeper: the “organic solidarity” of the human species, whose thirst
for social relations flames “an unbridled desire to communicate with one’s peers.”
It was also vital to instill certain ethical tenets (the idea of planting good seeds) so
that broadcasting stations would not be swept up in “selfish individual interests”
but would instead be guided by the greater good.20
For all these reasons, Roquette-Pinto pressed the government to subsidize
the purchase of radio sets. Once in possession of a modest radio, and even before knowing how to read and write, every single Brazilian—whether he or she
be “barefoot or threadbare, ragamuffin, pallid, languid from disease or ignorance”—could learn that “sloth is almost always disease . . . [and] that to be a
soldier is not to be a slave but rather to receive instruction and an education, in
proper places, led by compatriots fraternally devoted to serving the country.”21
In addition to being a founding member of the ABC and overseeing the
magazine Electron, Roquette-Pinto maintained a busy schedule at the National
Museum. After being appointed director of the museum in 1926, he resigned
from the magazine in August of that year, but he did not abandon his radio
activities. One of his first measures as museum director was to try to establish
a nationwide educational radio system that would involve state and municipal
schools as well as the more educated citizens in communities around the country. After all, every major town has a “worthy Court Judge, [who is] a scholar
in the History and Geography of Brazil,” a “talented young” attorney devoted
to poetry and literature, a physician who could give lessons in natural history
and hygiene, women school teachers, young boys who play piano at church, and
young girls who sing. These individuals could be recruited “for the sake of educating the poor.” A radio station did not cost much, “less than the main altar
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at the town cathedral.” The state should subsidize the purchase of radio sets by
making it possible to buy them at cost—and consider these funds well spent on
popular education.22
The prevailing winds, however, were not that favorable. In 1928, the local
administration of the Federal District asked that Rádio Sociedade move out of
the Czechoslovakian Pavilion. Roquette-Pinto tried to transfer the station to
the National Museum but the costs were prohibitive. Maintaining its independence from the museum, the station leased space elsewhere. With commercial
radio stations multiplying, the government issued a decree in 1932 mandating
that antennas have a power of at least 5 kW, a standard Rádio Sociedade could
not afford to meet. Numerous obstacles notwithstanding, Roquette-Pinto stalwartly led the station until 1936, when it was donated to the government, under
the condition that it remain under the aegis of the MESP (in other words,
outside the domain of the Press and Propaganda Department) and true to its
educational objectives.23
Perhaps foreseeing how hard it would be to keep the station on the air, in
1934 Roquette-Pinto joined forces with Anísio Teixeira, then director general
of public instruction for the Federal District. Together they founded PRD-5,
an educational radio station with modern, powerful equipment, located at the
Rio de Janeiro Institute of Education (formerly the Normal School, which was
rechristened when Teixeira initiated a thoroughgoing reform, reorganizing it
to provide experimental, secular education and undergraduate-level teacher
training). The station’s programming focused on elementary school courses and
teacher training courses. In Teixeira’s plans, the radio would play an essential
role in extension education at the University of the Federal District, whose
mandate included not only teaching but also research and extension. The station was headed by Roquette-Pinto until 1937, when he began devoting himself
exclusively to the National Institute of Educational Cinema.24
In his speech at the PRD-5 inauguration ceremony, Anísio Teixeira said radio
was the medium that would spell the end of the limitations of the past, placing
itself at the service of directed education and making up for Brazil’s shortage of
schools; the microphone was the “classroom for millions of spectators.” On the
same occasion, Lourenço Filho declared that radio and movies might be sources
of corruption but, like fire and water, they could also enrich society by conquering distance, tearing down walls, stealing into all corners, and transmitting “enlightenment and guidance, questions that stimulate and words of comfort.” By
sending in a request, listeners could receive free course programs, drawings, and
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maps that would give them a much better understanding of the courses and
lectures heard on air.25
By working at both Rádio Sociedade and PRD-5, and also as a founding
member of the ABC and head of the National Museum, Roquette-Pinto
served as a key go-between, as did some of the museum’s other scientists. In
his broadcasting activities, he assumed leadership of a collective endeavor that
spawned manifold offshoots. Alberto Sampaio was one of the most important
of the scientists invited to join these efforts, right at the founding of the Rádio
Sociedade station. He gave many lectures—on flowering floss-silk trees, proper
care of trees, the trees at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, the planting of eucalyptus trees in São Paulo, orchid raising, botany in elementary school and in the
Boy Scouts—as well as a complete practical, multi-module course on forestry
in 1926.26 In the early 1930s, when the museum hired Mello Leitão, he was assigned a regular fifteen-minute time slot every Friday on Rádio Sociedade. He
lectured on an assortment of topics, including grasshoppers, spiders, sea serpents, genetics, frogs, Cnidaria, eolites and tektites, plant pigments, meteorites,
and the genesis of the continents and oceans according to Alfred Wegener.27
When Roquette-Pinto took the helm of the National Museum, he launched
an ambitious plan to revitalize the institution, no doubt a product of the rich
experience he had acquired as leader of Rádio Sociedade. The museum metamorphosed into a promising place for experimentation, new modalities of communication, and new uses of technology, where staff members could team up in
a collective effort, obtain government support for projects, and accomplish great
things. The museum provided Roquette-Pinto with a sizable team of botanists,
zoologists, entomologists, anthropologists, archaeologists, and geologists, complemented by a variety of technicians, during a time of smooth give-and-take
between fields (ultimately making everyone a scholar of natural history). Yet it
was also a period of increasing specialization, when scientists were aspiring to
gain recognition in one specific field. Working together and sharing ideals, expectations, and interpretations of Brazil, they designed their projects in frank
dialogue with the political context of their day, blending scientific, technical, artistic, and literary forms of knowledge. This molded an intellectual milieu where
different fields interacted, methodologies were exchanged, and gray areas within
and between existing disciplines encouraged the development of new knowledge. It was a time of specialization yet in a climate of intense communication
among fields. Science, art, and technology all cooperated with each other as part
of the bigger nation-building project.
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This picture brings to mind what we now call “transdisciplinarity”: drawing
a team from different fields to focus on a collective project that conjoins science, technology, and art in an environment where borders between the disciplines blur and where sharing experiences is a priority.28 It might be somewhat
anachronistic but not totally wrong to say that the museum presented itself as
a transdisciplinary space. And, as we will soon see, it was a multimedia space as
well.

The Assistance Service for the Teaching
of Natural History
The Royal Museum was born in 1818 in Rio de Janeiro under an imperial decree
issued by Dom João VI. The institution mimicked the model of Europe’s encyclopedic museums, which sought to offer a “great universal census” by gathering
all they could in one spot and inviting patrons to travel the continents of the
globe by walking just a few meters and peering into a few drawers. Species that
lived at great distances from each other in space and time could “easily show
up among things in one display case and then in the next,” pieces in collections
whose goal was to represent the world.29 The idea of founding a natural history
museum in Brazil was clearly linked to the exercise of power by the Portuguese
Empire, then intent on tightening relations between political power and the
natural sciences. As in other European nations, museums and gardens appeared
as both agents and products of modern history, “as a space in which ideas about
nature, economy, and legitimate authority interacted with concrete policies” of
monarchical power.30
Major changes came to the institution in the 1870s under the leadership of
Ladislau Netto. New fields were consolidated, like paleontology, anthropology,
and ethnology. Anyone applying for a position had to take part in a competitive
public selection process, and the staff became more professional as a result. Exchange agreements were signed with European, U.S., and Latin American museums. The Arquivos do Museu Nacional began publishing research conducted
in Brazil, and starting in 1876, courses and lectures were opened to interested
parties. However, as part of an imperial, hierarchical, slave-based society, the
museum had a very limited target public. According to the Jornal do Commércio,
attendees at its courses and lectures were ladies from high society, men of letters, civil servants, and—not just occasionally—the emperor himself.
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At the dawn of the republic, however, the National Museum declined in
prestige as it encountered competition from new institutions. The Paulista Museum and the Pará Museum of Natural History and Ethnography both came
on the scene, headed by Hermann Von Ihering and Emílio Goeldi, respectively.
Both men wanted their institutes to set the benchmark for excellence and specialization, and they scorned their counterpart in Rio de Janeiro as a “museum
of generalities.” The establishment in Brazil of experimental laboratories and
research institutes concerned with disease control also helped elbow the National Museum into the background.31 Arthur Neiva, renowned in biomedicine and experimental science, tried to enforce a project to make the museum
more dynamic during his tenure as director, from 1923 to 1926. However, he got
caught up in other ventures, particularly the fight against the coffee berry borer
and his effort to create the Biological Institute of Agricultural and Animal Defense, so the museum saw no major changes.
Roquette-Pinto had witnessed these troubles, since he had been on the museum staff since 1906. Twenty years after joining the institution, he accepted
the post of director with the firm intention of implementing new practices that
would authoritatively secure the museum its rightful place on Brazil’s scientific
and intellectual stage. The anthropologist had just returned from a trip to the
United States, where he had visited the American Museum of Natural History,
then one of the main hubs of a broad movement to endorse biological studies
as a resource for forming young citizens and for national renewal in the United
States. The American museum sponsored courses and guided tours, coordinated activities with public schools, and worked in partnership with teachers,
professors, and intellectuals from the fields of biology, philosophy, and education, adopting the practices of the “new museum movement” that had been
blooming in the United States since the late nineteenth century. This transformation was part of the U.S. context, where museums were being taken over
by emerging groups of biologists, eager to foster the public, educational tasks
of these institutions. The chief engineer behind these new museum practices
was George B. Goode, who said that “a thorough education and knowledge of
science and art are vital to the nation and to the place it holds at present in the
civilized world.”32 This euphoric, optimistic climate of belief in the transformative power of a museum that produces knowledge while working closely with
schools and society at large—all as part of a project of national renewal—dovetailed with Roquette-Pinto’s hopes for Brazil. His visit to the United States
reinforced his educational convictions. Soon after he returned to Rio, he was
appointed director and threw himself into a ten-year period of tireless work.
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Roquette-Pinto’s administration was guided by the precept that a museum
should not be a “mere treasure trove of collections” or just a “center for research
into high science, be it in the laboratory or in the field.” These were crucial
tasks, but in addition the “Institute” (the term Roquette-Pinto used whenever he
wrote about the museum) should also devote itself to public education “through
all means within its grasp.”33 By sticking to this path, the National Museum
would leave its past behind, moving beyond the amassing of natural history
collections, and it would set itself apart from other leading research institutions
of its day, like the Oswaldo Cruz Institute in Rio and the Bacteriological Institute in São Paulo. Roquette-Pinto sought to carve out a unique niche for the
museum at the national level. He opened its doors and exhibit halls to visitors
every Tuesday through Sunday, mornings and afternoons. Cleaning services
came in on Mondays, while its scientists and other staff carried on with their
usual activities.
In October 1927, Roquette-Pinto inaugurated the museum’s Assistance Service for the Teaching of Natural History. In his mind, it was imperative to establish laboratories and experimental centers for middle school students. “It’s
time for us to train researchers,” he wrote. Brazilian research institutes lacked
skilled personnel. There was no need for extravagant investments; modest laboratories and a good library would suffice.34 The Assistance Service was an independent department within the museum and was headed by Roquette-Pinto
until August 1935, when staff member Paulo Roquette-Pinto—Edgard’s son—
stepped into the job.
The Assistance Service helped steer and facilitate the organization of “school
museums,” whose holdings included native specimens that had been collected
and prepared by the students themselves under the guidance of their teachers.
There were courses and lectures on how to capture insects and small mammals
and how to gather plants and minerals. Participating schools sent materials to
the museum, where they were prepared, mounted, and classified in the Assistance Service room. The lists of material that was received illustrate the variety
of things sent to the museum, including samples of wood, seeds, insects, stones,
shells, eggs, and bones. Attached to the 1929 report, a photograph of the room
shows boards of butterflies, stuffed animals, shells, and books, as well as bottles
filled with all sorts of substances, assembled in a hands-on environment where
technology, science, and education cooperated with each other (figure 5).35
The Assistance Service also prepared educational guides, charts, slide shows,
and posters for use in schools, along with publications in popular science. During the years that followed, teachers, students of all ages, and Boy Scouts packed
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Room where specimens were prepared, mounted, and classified
by the Assistance Service for the Teaching of Natural History, 1929.
SAE 146.5, Doc. 7.09A, folder 105. Courtesy of SEMEAR.

Figure 5.

the museum rooms for film screenings, slide shows, lectures, and courses of all
kinds. Classes focused on practical museology, taxidermy, histological techniques, the collection of animals, the organization of herbaria, photography
(lighting, picture taking, developing, and printing), drawing, and wax molding.
Given the museum’s stagnant budget, a great deal of creativity was needed to
set up and maintain equipment. For example, a photomicrographic camera that
used natural lighting was fashioned out of “improvised, makeshift equipment on
a rough wooden stand, with a small discarded 9×12 camera” (figures 6, 7, and 8).36
Although the full name of the Assistance Service referred only to “natural history”—which was the term then used to designate the class taught at
schools—the underlying epistemological perspective encompassed the teaching of biology in its broadest sense. The goal was to instill in students the habit
of observing relations of interdependence in nature so they could “better understand our own life,” in healthy contrast to older natural history methods.

Workshop of the Assistance Service for the Teaching of Natural
History, 1929. SAE 146.5, Doc. 7.09A, folder 105. Courtesy of SEMEAR.

Figure 6.

Negatives for educational films, 1929. SAE 146.5,
Doc. 7.09A, folder 105. Courtesy of SEMEAR.

Figure 7.
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Print shop at the National Museum, 1929. SAE 146.5,
Doc. 7.09A, folder 105. Courtesy of SEMEAR.

Figure 8.

Instead of memorizing systems and names, students would take up “the inquisitive study of life, delving into true biology.”37
The Assistance Service also worked with the University of Rio de Janeiro,
founded in 1920; it made use of the college’s facilities and technical equipment
and offered extension courses under its umbrella. In 1932, for example, professors from the National Museum gave the following courses in partnership with
the university, all of which included weekly theoretical and practical classes,
slide shows, and films: Popular Biology (Roquette-Pinto), Spectral Analysis
Techniques Used in Mineralogy (Alberto Betim Paes Leme), Phytogeography
(Sampaio), Scorpions and Other Small Venomous Arachnids of Brazil (Mello
Leitão), and National Studies in Brazilian Ethnography (Heloísa Alberto
Torres).38
Sampaio, who had been with the museum since 1904, shared the director’s
enthusiasm. He pictured museums in every school in the near future, their work
coordinated with scientific institutes and especially the National Museum. This
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would make it possible to track the distribution of species and their frequency
in different botanical and zoological zones in order to arrive at a detailed survey, something that would not have been feasible earlier, since there had been
no way to ascertain “what actually exists in each region.” These school museums
would not only generate local knowledge but also enhance the production of
knowledge at research centers.
Sampaio exemplifies how the National Museum networked with schools
and associations at various levels in a process of mutual reinforcement. The
botanist gave countless lectures at agricultural clubs in schools throughout the
interior, led annual botany contests at schools, was active in lending guidance to
the Friends of Nature Clubs created at municipal schools in Rio de Janeiro, and
was a founding member of both the Society of the Friends of Trees (1931) and
the Society of the Friends of Alberto Torres (1932). He promoted lectures on
nature, botany, and forestry at the Rotary Club and the Touring Club do Brazil (an association to attract foreign tourists and to foster tourism among the
Brazilian elites as well). He worked with teachers from myriad city and country
schools to hold commemorations related to Arbor Day and to gardening and
the planting of seedlings. He tied all these activities in with the museum, which
acted as a source of knowledge and guidance. In his work at schools and with
women’s associations, Sampaio had the assistance of the botanist Bertha Lutz,
a museum staff member since 1919, who had graduated from the Sorbonne in
1918 and was a prominent feminist.39

What Is a Museum’s Purpose?
During one of his lectures on Rádio Sociedade, Mello Leitão, who had worked
as a zoologist in the museum’s invertebrates department since 1931, spoke about
the “Educational Role of the National Museum of Natural History.” According
to the professor, a false notion of museums still held sway: they continued to
be viewed as repositories for rarities and for bizarre plants and animals never
seen before. But, said Mello Leitão, a museum’s mission was actually much different; it should teach and display the “most authentic, truest facets” of nature.
Generally speaking, ninety-nine out of a hundred Brazilians who had visited
the galleries of a museum knew absolutely nothing about the real lives of the
organisms in its collections or about their characteristics or habitats. Museums
had to be maintained precisely with these people in mind—“and that was exactly how things should be.”40
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In order to be the “repository of everything that exists in the country,” the
National Museum relied on the dedication of its scientists. But this was not
enough. So the museum called on the general public to collect small animals
in the region where they lived and send them to the institution; the specimens
should be the most common, the most ordinary, and the least surprising, like
bugs, centipedes, snails, scorpions, and spiders. The museum gave detailed instructions on how to carry out the task: how to protect oneself from any danger
the animals might present, how to choose the right glass jar and seal it hermetically, how to use alcohol to preserve specimens, how to package the specimens
safely, and how to mail them.
Mello Leitão saw this as a two-way street: as a member of the museum, he
wanted to share the knowledge being produced there with the rest of society,
but he also wanted his audience to assist the institution with an educational
project, in which they would become actual collectors for the museum. The exhibits should showcase “what is typically Brazilian,” exploring the structure, mor
phology, and ecology of gathered plants and animals so that “our culture” becomes increasingly “more familiar and more cherished.”
This movement could have an even more dynamic impact: once material
had been received from collaborators nationwide, it could be transformed into
illustrations and prints for publication in textbooks or the Revista Nacional de
Educação, forming a “veritable iconography of Brazilian zoology” and thus disseminating to all regions of the country information on plants and animals from
distant areas as well as those common across the land. Teachers and professors
at schools scattered throughout the nation could then teach biology without
having to resort to “the exotic figures found in European books.” Studies would
be more dynamic, thanks to the readily identifiable images that portrayed plants
and animals well known to students.
The goal of awakening a new vision of plant and animal life in Brazil might
also have been a response to vestiges of the age-old controversy about the value
of the plants and animals that flourished in the New World, and specifically
in Brazil. In the mid-eighteenth century, the Comte de Buffon and Cornelius
de Pauw argued that living creatures in the Americas were inferior and that
nature had degenerative effects in these lands. Such ideas ignited a great polemic. Thomas Jefferson not only contested Buffon in the pages of his Notes
on the State of Virginia but also went to great lengths to send him a giant taxidermied moose as concrete proof of the magnificence of American wildlife. In
the nineteenth century, Hegel was one of the leading champions of the idea
of American degeneration. Thinkers like Humboldt and Darwin contributed
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substantially to quashing these ideas, and slowly the polemic died out. To some
extent, the museum’s overall posture was a rejoinder to the echoes of this debate; it defended the excellence of the animals and plants found in Brazil, worthy of the keenest attention on the part of scientists and of other people as well.
In other words, the museum validated the merit and grandeur of Brazil’s flora
and fauna.41
The museum’s overriding goal was to accumulate a multitude of references
that could be shared, because knowledge of nature stood as a powerful means
of instilling love of nation as part of an educational project that connected the
National Museum, its publications, and its exhibits with schools all over Brazil.
Also featuring prominently was an acute appreciation for experimental knowl
edge, grounded in real life and in everyday experience. The very meaning ascribed to the physical space of the science museum and to its collections underwent a revision.
Roquette-Pinto thought of the museum as a strategic staging ground for
educational action tailored to youth. The exhibit halls allowed young people
direct contact with nature, encouraged them to get to know their own environment, and replaced a natural history of wonders with a natural history of ordinary things out of everyday life—a prerequisite for strengthening their love of
their homeland. In Roquette-Pinto’s opinion, children were like the Brazilian
people in miniature and displayed fetishistic, “wild souls.” They could not be expected to understand their country through abstract notions but only through
“the shaded orange grove and the brook where tadpoles swim about in dark
shadows of schools . . . [and] the land itself, with its scrublands and its birds, its
beaches, sand, and sea.” They needed to learn about commonplace, pedestrian
things and vanquish their ignorance of the names of plants and animals. In the
interior, the use of popular names for living creatures reflected this dearth of
knowledge, for every animal there was “just . . . a critter.”42
It was not enough for the museum to organize exhibits that flaunted the
rich diversity of Brazilian nature. Roquette-Pinto insisted that exhibits should
leave an indelible mark on the patron’s soul. Otherwise, the visitor would stroll
apathetically by the display cases, “like a drop of water rolling off a greasy slide,”
without being moved or transformed by anything. A visit to the museum should
be a powerful experience, absorbing visitors deeply in time and space. They
should linger there awhile, observing objects, attending lectures, looking at
posters, and watching movies and slides—the last two both highly innovative
resources back then. When they entered the building nestled in Quinta da Boa
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Boy Scouts on a visit to the National Museum, December 1927.
Série Documental Museu Nacional. Courtesy of Arquivo
Múcio Leão, Academia Brasileira de Letras.

Figure 9.

Vista, children and their teachers would experience something unique; they
would enjoy a different kind of interlude from their regular school or family
life, for they would discover an environment filled with special objects, and the
museum scientists were sure they would be mesmerized by them. The scholars
that assembled the displays wanted people to make the very most of their time
during what might be their one chance to visit the museum. When the scientists welcomed these guests or when they just walked around the museum
sporting lab coats, they were presenting themselves as laboratory researchers
engaged in experimental science and nourishing the image of the museum as a
research center (figure 9).
Learning was to be facilitated by the use of tantalizing forms of media. Any
excitement caused by an exhibit was not an end in itself but rather a strategy; everything was designed to ensure an effective educational experience. The
exhibits themselves were forms of media, designed for the purpose of communicating. The intent was also to spark a collective experience; the children
walked through the museum and filled its spaces in groups, aided by guides and
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Teachers leading students on a class trip to the National
Museum, 1930s. Revista de Educação Pública 8:33–40 (1951–52): 51.
Courtesy of Fundação Biblioteca Nacional.

Figure 10.

teachers. The goal was to breed a sense of belonging to the nation, to kindle an
identity through the activities that had been devised collectively by the museum
staff, and to mold the young visitors into Brazilians—or brasilianos, as RoquettePinto liked to say, rejecting the much more common brasileiros. In the hallways
and galleries of the National Museum, Brazil was transformed into a showy
spectacle (figures 10 and 11).43
Photographs of exhibits and patrons at the museum show shelving units laid
out in orderly rows, arranged so that lines of students could file by, stopping to
stare at objects through transparent glass. In one of these photos, the students
hold pencils and paper to record their observations. They are looking at material gathered by the traveling naturalists hired by the museum in the second half
of the nineteenth century, as well as at collections of specimens brought back
by the scientists who accompanied Rondon. Roquette-Pinto himself organized
the Hinterland Ethnography collection, selecting the utensils, instruments, and
materials to be included in the display.44 There was a sharp awareness of the
paths these objects had traveled before reaching the museum and how they had
been chosen and arranged alongside other objects. But another important consideration was how they would be viewed and appreciated by visitors.

Anthropology exhibit hall, National Museum, 1929.
SAE 146.5, Doc. 7.09A, folder 105. Courtesy of SEMEAR.

Figure 11.
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Films and slides were shown in the spacious Marajó Hall. Inaugurated
in 1932, it offered comfortable chairs and a décor inspired by Marajoara pottery. There, according to an article from the magazine Cinearte, “a marvelous
Krupp Ernemann apparatus” showed the 150 films “carefully stored in cans and
numbered.” The idea was to optimize visitors’ comprehension of the objects on
display at the museum: after looking at “stationary” shelves, they would witness an “animated exhibit”; after looking at a “cold and lifeless octopus,” they
would watch “moving” images, thanks to the magic of film. “A modern museum without cinema is not a museum,” the director pronounced. Motion pictures transformed a visit to the museum into a voyage through space and time,
freeing visitors from the fate of “living and dying cloistered inside the walls of
their customs and their era.”45 The museum also put great store in the impact
of overlapping media: display cases, slide shows, posters, lectures, guidebooks—
and all of this infused learning with “an iterative renewal.”
The museum was designed as a space for interaction and iteration. Patrons
were meant to lend a hand in constructing knowledge while at the same time
new means of communication and technologies would be used to teach them
established knowledge through repetition, relying on an assorted pallet of tones,
colors, images, and sounds for this purpose.
When Mello Leitão suggested that the public collect material and do the
initial preparation so it could be shipped to the museum for exhibition or to
illustrate magazines and textbooks, he was envisioning listeners, readers, and
visitors taking up the active job of being “voluntary collectors.” As such, they
would view with new eyes the “critters” in their region, now imbued with a cer
tain “aura” and a whole new meaning—after all, these animals had deserved a
scientist’s attention and were worthy of being displayed in a museum. Anyone
would find it wondrous, stimulating, and rewarding to see “their spiders” or
“their critters” duly labeled in Latin and shown off in a display case or transformed into drawings that illustrated the Revista Nacional de Educação or the
pages of a textbook. People would have a fresh new attitude toward the animals
and insects in the places where they lived.46
When Sampaio brought teachers, students, and members of diverse associations together to organize school museums and gardens, he too was interested
in active involvement in the production of knowledge. The same notion lay behind Roquette-Pinto’s proposal for municipal radios. In other words, the National Museum’s introduction of interactivity was a pivotal step in its project of
renewal. These interactions would be bolstered by experimental teaching about
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everyday life, local landscapes, and immediate, palpable challenges—teaching
that at the same time would demonstrate that building knowledge was a collective activity.
Still, the endeavor remained true to the rote learning approach, as RoquettePinto revealed when he used the telling expression “iterative renewal” in his
interview. Content was transmitted via sound waves, in the form of classroom
radio programs, the news, and handpicked music. The same content appeared
in print format in magazines, which featured summaries or full transcripts of
the museum’s courses and lectures. This content could also be seen in the moving images shown in Marajó Hall, in slide shows, and on the printed posters
and charts distributed to schools or included in museum guidebooks. On the
one hand, this rendered each and every object on display more dynamic, since it
became part of an array of networks; on the other, since everything was served
up on a platter of explanations, the result was a passive learning experience that
deprived visitors of the opportunity for true active participation. The logic of
repetition was grounded in the “pedagogical illusion” of a childlike people who
were like blank sheets of paper or lumps of unmolded clay, needing only to
discover what their masters already knew. The emphasis on collective experience was also part of the plan to guide the people. This pedagogical perspective
was thus quintessentially paradoxical: while efforts centered on enabling people
to construct knowledge themselves, the prevailing assumption was that they
would reach foregone conclusions. This reinforced the perspective of a republic
from the top down, with an intellectual crème de la crème at the fore.47 And so
an authoritarian political culture was marched out yet again and gained new
momentum in the early 1930s with the support of the Vargas Provisional Government and the creation of the MESP. No matter how innovative its methods,
the National Museum’s project for renewal was still conservative in its ends.

In Every Home
In October 1932, the hallways and exhibit rooms of the National Museum were
bubbling over with excitement. The first issue of the Revista Nacional de Educa
ção (RNE) was about to roll off the presses, and hopes were high that all 12,500
copies would enjoy wide distribution across Brazil, a Herculean task assigned to
the Directorate of Information, Statistics, and Dissemination, an MESP department. Teachers, schools, mayors’ offices, and cultural and professional associations
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began receiving free subscriptions.48 The magazine was a key piece in the National Museum’s broader crusade to renew Brazilian society.
A lucky recipient of the first issue would see on the cover the image of a
stately yet delicate woman reaching up to touch a radiant source of light.49 Was
this a depiction of Minerva, the protective goddess of all intellectual activities
and particularly of schools? If so, missing were her usual staff and shield—possibly a providential oversight for a magazine published by a government that
touted social pacification. Did she denote the Brazilian nation? The luminous
rays shone across a somewhat obscure landscape, where we can make out the
lines of houses and mountains in a setting perhaps urban, perhaps rural. On the
right side is the title of the magazine and the name “Ministry of Education and
Public Health,” followed by the tagline that would be stamped on every issue:
“ . . . in every home in Brazil, the moral comfort of Science and Art” (figure 12).
The RNE traced its existence to the Instructions to Decree 21.240, of April
1932, which nationalized the film censorship service and instated a “Film Tax
for popular education,” which was levied on the exhibition of movies and calculated on a per meter basis. The Provisional Government felt that motion
pictures—“a form of entertainment the public can no longer do without”—
had great potential in the realm of popular culture as long as they were “duly
regulated.” The tax was intended to fund the following: the establishment and
maintenance of a National Institute of Educational Cinema, the importation
of unexposed film for the production of educational documentaries, a film library at the National Museum, and, last but not least, the publication “of a
popular magazine in science, literature, and arts communication” to be distributed to all public teaching institutions. While the RNE was a direct expression
of the educational concerns and initiatives of the MESP, its history also had
much to do with the government’s newfound attention to cinema, viewed both
as a threat and as a potential educational tool in building and strengthening an
idealized nation.
The same decree also established a Censorship Commission for films, comprising a representative of the chief of police, someone from the Juvenile Court,
the director of the National Museum, a teacher, and a representative of the Brazilian Education Association (ABE). Roquette-Pinto was chair of the hardworking commission, which reviewed 1,200 films in its first year alone; some
were classified as educational, others had scenes deleted or were banned in their
entirety, and still others were classified as inappropriate for children or minors
(see figures 13 and 14). Not long afterward, the government handed down new
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Cover of the first issue of Revista Nacional de Educação, 1932.
Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

instructions that were more standardized and detailed and that established a
Commission for the Censorship and Selection of Educational Films; these instructions were signed by Anísio Teixeira, then head of the Institute of Education. It is important to note that all of these actions were centralized within the
MESP; furthermore, in practice, the commission concerned itself more with
educational matters than with purely moral issues—in fact, it was sometimes
criticized for its excessive lenience with regard to the latter.50
Printed on plain paper, the monthly magazine measured 7 by 10.5 inches and
averaged ninety-six pages. Light and compact, the publication’s physical simplicity was no doubt intentional, with form complementing content. Once its pages
were opened, however, the magazine proved impressive. It offered about sixteen
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Figure 13. “Fox Film salutes the Revista Nacional de Educação and presents an
exclusively educational motion picture, the first and only shot entirely in the heart
of the African desert! The secret of the African jungles unveiled by the derring-do of
men! Watch a white woman do battle with an enraged rhinoceros! Watch a fight to
the death between two gorillas! CONGORILLA! With Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson.
This documentary film was two long years in the making! Special Brazilian edition,
with explanations in Portuguese.” Congorilla poster, Revista Nacional de
Educação 1:1 (1932). Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

articles per issue, most short and always written in purposely straightforward,
educational language. The magazine was supposed to be inviting—the more accessible it was, the more effective as a tool.
Contributors to the RNE were distinguished scientists and intellectuals. A
good share of them were on the staff of the National Museum, like RoquettePinto, Mello Leitão, and Sampaio, as well as Alberto Childe, Carlos Vianna
Freire, Moysés Gikovate, and Raimundo Lopes. The magazine published excerpts by major authors as well, especially Alberto Torres but also great names

“Magic Carpet: The world before your eyes in images and sound! Real
motion pictures that entertain and educate!” Tapete Mágico poster, Revista Nacional
de Educação 1:3 (1932). Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

Figure 14.
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like Euclides da Cunha. Some public officials made their way into its pages too,
in the form of transcriptions of their speeches on educational matters. Educators, teachers, professors, and members of the Society of the Friends of Alberto
Torres also contributed sporadically. Likewise noteworthy were articles on Brazil by eminent naturalists, some of which were rare texts. The twenty-one issues
published from October 1932 to June 1934 offered sixteen excerpts translated
directly from Spix and Martius’s Reise in Brasilien (Viagem ao Brasil) and six
fragments of Viagem filosófica (Philosophical voyage), by the Portuguese naturalist Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira.51
In the quest to win over its audience, one of the magazine’s most successful features—besides its pantheon of authors—was its extensive use of highquality black-and-white images of National Museum holdings or reproductions
of classic works of art from around the world. These illustrations fulfilled a number of purposes. For one thing, they made the magazine more attractive. There
was no effort to catch the reader’s eye with the cover, which—save for the first
issue—was habitually quite solemn. On the left side, there was always a small
sketch of the bust of a countryman in whom Brazilians could take pride, like
Alberto Torres, Euclides da Cunha, Nísia Floresta, Pedro Américo, José Bonifácio, Carlos Gomes, Santos Dumont, or Diogo Feijó (figure 15). But the unpretentiousness of the cover stood in stark contrast to the images and beautiful
photographs inside, which illustrated many of the articles and were printed on
better paper than that used for text pages. The message to the reader was that the
periodical’s outer simplicity belied the profound content concealed inside, since
the RNE had made an aesthetic choice to reject any extravagant or misleading
appearances. Stripped of what Alberto Torres called the “glitter of discourse,”
the magazine wanted to distance itself from the values of so-called coastal culture, whose vanity and ostentatiousness were seen as breeding affectation. Only
when the reader opened the magazine and carefully perused its pages would its
secrets be divulged. This was true even of the cover, because its deeper meaning
could only be found in the Notes and Information section, which offered a brief
biography of the person being honored each month, highlighting his published
works and other contributions to Brazilian society.
One of the photographs showed an indigenous man from Rondônia—taken
by none other than Roquette-Pinto himself. Other photos portrayed illustrious
Brazilians, like the painter Vitor Meirelles and the inventor Santos Dumont.
The magazine also featured photographic reproductions of classic paintings by
masters like Rembrandt, Da Vinci, and Michelangelo, along with works by

Cover of Revista Nacional de Educação 2:6 (1933).
Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

Figure 15.
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Brazilian artists from the National Academy of Art or Itamaraty Palace, such
as Caipiras negaceando (Hinterlanders on an ambush), by Almeida Junior, and
Bandeirantes (Frontier adventurers), by Henrique Bernadelli. Biographic information and the titles of other works by the same artists could be found in Notes
and Information; in the case of Brazilian artists, exhibits and awards were also
listed. The fact that Brazilian artists were intermingled with their foreign counterparts and received just as much fanfare signaled their worth. Another goal
was to foster aesthetic appreciation as the cultural foundation of the new Brazilian man. The magazine wanted to provide what it called “the moral comfort”
of both science and art, firmly coupling moral elevation with the building of a
national culture and sensitivity, in tune with the educational trends of the day.52
The RNE also printed long excerpts from the travel accounts of Alexandre
Rodrigues Ferreira, together with some of his previously unpublished drawings,
such as Índio Cambeba atirando flecha com a palheta (Cambeba Indian shooting an arrow with a spear thrower), as well as other images of his: an armadillo
against a landscape that had obviously felt the human hand, a snake and a capybara, a capuchin monkey, and a hut of Cururu indigenes. These reproductions
appealed to the reader’s aesthetic sensibilities while conveying knowledge that
was invaluable to a society that had learned about Rondon’s journeys and was
still meeting the challenge of integrating the Amazon into the nation (figure 16).
Some images were placed seemingly at random, without any relation to a
specific article—for instance, depictions of Brazilian landscapes like the Tijuca
forest, Iguaçu Falls, and the city of Ouro Preto. Many others were strategically
placed to enhance comprehension of a given text. Biology texts were illustrated
with images of spiders, ants, leaves, stems, and trees, while texts on hygiene
were accompanied by drawings of the human body (figure 17).
In short, between its covers, the magazine delivered a plethora of information. Simple and unassuming on the outside, it disclosed a whole world to its
readers—not a strange and far-off world but a world that would be built into
the nation of Brazil. Harmonizing form and content, text and image, the RNE
clearly intended to construct a shared set of references and address them to a
well-educated public comprising teachers, professors, and cultural associations,
hopefully reaching peer educators in their midst. Published and distributed
free by the Provisional Government, the RNE was most assuredly a strategic
weapon used by the administration to validate its new political project—a project wherein the scientists of the National Museum consciously strove to negotiate a new role for their institution. The government allocated the magazine an

Print from Viagem filosófica, by Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira. Revista
Nacional de Educação 1:7 (1933). Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

Figure 16.

Figure 17.

“Mello Leitão—Spider Webs.” Revista Nacional de Educação 2:9 (1933).
Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.
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annual budget of some eight contos de réis. Factoring in advertising revenue
and outlays on material, plates, editing, and other labor, each issue was estimated to cost five hundred réis, at a time when the price of a daily newspaper
was two hundred réis.53
Brazil’s sheer size and its precarious transportation system were obvious hindrances to circulation, but Roquette-Pinto deemed this problem simply part of
the battle to be won; modern conveniences and ideas crept into Brazil slowly,
and the very vastness of the territory to be conquered indicated the grandeur
of the work under construction. The determination to carry the magazine to
far-flung, forsaken corners of Brazil as a herald of state initiative reinforced one
of the many ideas then being discussed by intellectuals, that is, that the sertões
lay at a great distance from public power and from the government’s modernizing projects. And yet—as the renowned writer Afrânio Peixoto had famously
declared in 1922—Brazil’s sertões also lay right on the nation’s doorstep, just a
little beyond the end of Avenida Central, then a major thoroughfare in downtown Rio de Janeiro, capital of the republic.54
The illustrations in the magazine were a fundamental contribution to the
defense of these arguments because they constructed an image of Brazil. The
inside covers regularly featured information meant to signify a general idea of
the Brazilian nation and its history, people, and territory. In the case of issues
4 to 10, the inside front cover always featured a map entitled “Brazil and Its
Borders,” delineating the country’s boundaries with its Latin American neighbors while simultaneously giving a notion of the vastness of the territory to be
settled and civilized (figure 18). The inside back cover for these issues displayed
a table of statistics on Brazil in 1930. Many in Brazilian society were then calling for data like this, including champions of statistics like Fernando Azevedo,
director general of public instruction for the Federal District from 1927 to 1929,
who organized the first school census in Rio de Janeiro; another was Teixeira
de Freitas, who urged Brazil to get to know itself “in order to become the master of its fate,” saying that the country knew almost nothing about itself or “the
splendid legacy that divine benevolence had bequeathed it.”55 This information
was meant to be a source of inspiration for Brazilians, exhorting them to value
their natural heritage and their potential as a nation.
Issues 11 to 15 featured other images on their inside covers. The inside front
covers showed a map of population zones, drawn up by Roquette-Pinto. These
maps underpinned his argument distinguishing “race” from “people”; in his view,
the cultural and historical aspects of the category “people” made it the preferable

Figure 18.

“Brazil and Its Borders.” Revista Nacional de Educação 1:7 (1933).
Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

Map of population zones by Roquette-Pinto. Revista Nacional
de Educação 2:15 (1933). Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

Figure 19.
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term. Distinguishing between the zones of caboclos (people of combined Amerindian and European descent), those of African influence, and those of European influence, the map was a product of the author’s thinking as laid out in
his article “Brazil and Anthropogeography” (in Portuguese), published in 1927
as part of Roquette-Pinto’s collection of essays on Brazil entitled Seixos rolados
(Rolling stones) (figure 19).
The inside back covers highlighted certain key dates in Brazilian history,
starting with the country’s discovery and then moving on through the French
and Dutch invasions, the private expeditions into the interior of Brazil known
as the bandeiras, independence, the founding of the Brazilian Historical and
Geographical Institute, the construction of the railroad linking the cities of
Rio de Janeiro and Petropolis, abolition, the Proclamation of the Republic, the
work of Oswaldo Cruz, the Rondon Commission, the institution of the Provisional Government under President Vargas, finally culminating in an event
that seemed to lend meaning and hope to this long journey: the establishment
of the MESP.
One inside cover of a later issue featured a geological map of Brazil, related
to an article on the topic by the National Museum’s Moysés Gikovate. Other
inside covers showed images of the Greek alphabet and Morse code—the latter
relevant because of the monumental importance of Rondon’s journeys to the
building of the Brazilian telegraph system in distant reaches of the country.
Over its last six issues, the inside covers of the magazine featured a world map
tracing the routes of the major voyages of discovery. The very last issue also displayed busts of the great navigators, along with brief biographies. These images
offered the reader a range of interpretations about Brazil’s territory, population, natural and physical characteristics, economy, and, particularly, its history,
all from a perspective that blended people and territory, society and nature, to
form a representation of the nation.

The ABCs of Life
When the RNE compiled these words and images as vehicles of knowledge and
then published them in the hopes that they would reach ever wider audiences, its
strategy was to present itself as a kind of school primer that was varied, diverse,
versatile, and grounded in hard facts, unveiling a world of signs to be decoded, as
if Brazil were a giant book to be read and people needed to be properly equipped
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for the task. The articles, many of which were part of sections continued across
several issues, imparted elementary ideas from different fields of science, the humanities, and the arts.
For one thing, the magazine wanted to be a primer on how to interpret Brazilian flora and fauna, a subject in which the National Museum had a timehonored tradition of study and in which its researchers had played a significant
role. A number of contributors worked at the museum, like Carlos Vianna
Freire, who appeared in every single issue, in the section “Elementary Notions
of Botany.” Written in simple language and interspersed with an abundance of
explanatory drawings, the texts in this section provided a thoroughgoing course
on leaves, stems, and roots. Another constant presence was Sampaio, who wrote
about basic principles of botany, the history of plant taxonomy, and methods of
plant classification. Some of his other pieces reflected his involvement with the
National Museum’s film library (which received a portion of the funds allocated
under the same decree that launched the magazine). Writing about babassu and
carnauba, their phytogeography, and their uses and economic potential, Sampaio
explained that his texts were the notes for educational movies to be produced by
the National Museum.56
Much as the RNE promised to decipher the mysteries of Brazilian flora, it
also suggested that it would unveil the secrets of its fauna. Various authors wrote
articles on wasps and ants, always emphasizing that these were social insects,
“beings of the multitude,” whose collective behavior was analogous to “the spirit
of the multitude that characterizes human society.”57 Mello Leitão’s contributions were among the most plentiful and highly diversified. He regularly drew
from elements of daily, commonplace life, using myth, legend, and short stories
to create an engaging educational experience—a goal that took precedence over
specifically scientific considerations.58
Sowing knowledge in every way possible, teaching the “masses” to read “the
great book of Nature,” without which they would never learn “to understand
the ABCs of life”—this was “the most indispensable of literacy training and the
hardest of all.” Such was the goal of the section “Agricultural Matters,” written
by Otto Frensel, which taught rural men proper farm practices, like how to get
rid of mosquitoes and worms, how best to prune trees, and how to observe eggs,
larvae, and cocoons in order to tell the difference between insects that were
pests and those that were beneficial to crops. The weather could also be an object of curiosity and a source of knowledge. The section “Meteorological Dictionary,” written by Joaquim de Sampaio Ferraz, director of the Meteorological
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Institute, taught the basics of climatology with entries in an A to Z format. The
author covered essential practices, tools, and ideas, which were clearly useful in
a nation-building project that was experiencing a growing appreciation for the
countryside and agriculture.59
A section entitled “The Brazilian Sky” was published from January through
December of 1933. It reproduced star charts made by the astronomer Louis
Cruls for the Cruls Mission, one of whose key members had been Henrique
Morize, mentor and friend of Roquette-Pinto at Rádio Sociedade. Originally
published in 1896 under the title Atlas celeste (Celestial atlas), the charts showed
the firmament at the latitude of Rio de Janeiro as visible on the fifteenth of
each month. In the introduction to the series, the RNE pointed out that these
guides would be very useful for engineers, geographers, and explorers by helping them identify the stars and thus determine geographic coordinates. Although the charts were of the heavens over Rio, they could be used anywhere
in the country by making minor adjustments to take latitude into account.60 So
in addition to being a primer on plants, animals, agricultural techniques, and
climate, the magazine also encouraged people all over the country to survey the
heavens and find their spot in the vast territory that was Brazil.
The section headed by Othelo Reis related mathematics to daily life, an approach aligned with the Escola Nova. Concepts like proportion and infinity
were explained, as were the rules for adding long series of numbers, taking odd
measurements, doing sums quickly, and calculating time of day at different latitudes as an aid to travelers. Some of these columns were written by Professor
Jonathas Serrano, who used math to give a better understanding of history—
for example, how to figure out what century a year falls in, how to understand
calendars, and what historical ages are all about.61
The archaeologist Alberto Childe, founding member of the ABC and one of
the magazine’s most steadfast contributors, wrote about ancient cultures, especially the Greeks, Romans, and Egyptians. Did this contradict the proposal of
proffering knowledge about Brazil? Not at all, because there was a larger goal
behind the lengthy explanations of ancient vanities, Greek vases, Roman mirrors, and the reading of hieroglyphics (the author taught readers how to write
“National Museum” and “Quinta da Boa Vista” in Ancient Egyptian).62 After
all, how else could museum patrons understand the multitude of objects in the
exhibit halls devoted to Greece and Rome or in the majestic hall displaying
Egyptian mummies and sarcophagi? How else to lend meaning to their visits?
Childe was doing nothing more than teaching the magazine’s readers how to
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read the museum, arming them to better peruse its halls and enhancing the edu
cational power of its exhibits.
The magazine also showcased the museum’s new trends in anthropological research, particularly through articles on anthropogeography by Raimundo
Lopes. Lopes believed that the debate about the budding science of human
geography had only just begun in Brazil, through contact with the work of
authors like Carl Ritter, Élisée Reclus, and above all Friedrich Ratzel. But the
RNE also featured writings by Euclides da Cunha, who imparted a general
view of the Brazilian land and people, and by Alberto Torres, with his in-depth
exploration of the natural sources of social life. More recently, Lopes explained,
there was the work of Roquette-Pinto—for example, his ethnography of the
rural poor and his studies of Brazil’s sambaqui shell mounds and estearias (the
remains of dwelling sites)—and articles by Heloísa Alberto Torres on the geographic spirit of Marajoara ceramics.63
Another series of articles was likewise intended to teach readers different
interpretations of Brazil. Moysés Gikovate approached the task in a very eclectic fashion, addressing Brazilian geology, the origin of Brazilian legends, and
Brazilian literature and its authors, styles, and eras. He also wrote about the
origin of calendars and gave illustrated explanations of how primitive peoples
made fire.
Keeping pace with these teachings on how to read the nation came suggestions on how to write it, in sections like “Drawing Lessons,” signed by a con
tributor identified only as Seth, and “Lectures on Photography,” by Guerra
Duval. Drawing was considered a tremendous aid to the production of knowledge, one that facilitated its systematization and dissemination, exemplified by
the generous use of illustrations in the pages of the RNE. Roquette-Pinto always contended that drawing could be a central ally to education because it
could hold students’ attention—of special concern given the “impatient, undisciplined” nature of most Brazilians.64 The articles taught perspective, shading,
and other artistic techniques. In the realm of photography, different types of
cameras and methods for developing pictures were presented. Like drawing,
photography was cited as a friend to science, mainly because it allowed movement to be visualized through film, but also because it made it possible for the
microscopic world to be recorded. Furthermore, artworks that previously could
not be replicated were now accessible to the public in the form of faithful reproductions, as featured in the magazine. Lastly, the RNE showed that photography was blossoming into an independent art form, where the photographer’s
work bore the marks of personal interpretation.65 Because these sections of the
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RNE wanted to prove that drawing and photography were within everyone’s
grasp, they urged readers to do their own sketches and take their own snapshots
of landscapes, loved ones, and plants and animals, a task that demanded powers
of observation on top of artistic creation.
In this regard, the RNE was also a guidebook for training the aesthetic sensibilities thought to be characteristic of culturally superior people, capable of
partaking in the construction of a great nation. Alongside popular science articles and reproductions of great artworks, readers found poems and even musical scores, in a country where the piano had been a relatively common instrument since the mid-nineteenth century. These scores were simplified renditions
of patriotic Brazilian songs, like the Independence Anthem, the Anthem to the
Flag, and the Anthem of the Proclamation of the Republic. Published along
with their lyrics, this music taught readers how to play and sing the nation’s
most important songs.
And what about those who knew nothing of music and for whom scores were
unfathomable codes? The magazine had a section just for them: “How to Listen
to Music,” written by Friar Pedro Sinzig at the special invitation of RoquettePinto. In order to “provide the key” so that readers could “step into this immense palace of ‘One Thousand and One Nights,’  ” the magazine gave them a
guided introduction to the universe of music. In order to really enjoy music,
they had to learn its language, elements, words, and grammar. Friar Sinzig wrote
about sound, the timber of different instruments, kinds of interpretation, and the
meaning of terms like staccato, legato, pianissimo, and andante.66
As we can see, the RNE was busy in many different areas, communicating
science and art; coaching its readers to get to know Brazil through the country’s
flora and fauna and its physical, social, and historical features; and instructing
them as well on how to find pleasure in works of literature, the fine arts, and
music. It also sought to transform every reader into a collaborator in the project to educate the Brazilian people and shape the nation. A number of issues
contained samples of literacy posters, which could be utilized by anyone willing
to do battle against illiteracy, perhaps motivated by the challenge posed at the
bottom of the poster in figure 20: “Are you Brazilian? Are you a foreign friend
of Brazil? Don’t abandon the illiterate to their fate. Work for Brazil!”67
The RNE also publicized revolutionary literacy methods, like Utilinda brin
cando (Utilinda has fun), a technique that had been submitted to the MESP by
a public school teacher. Through educational games and flash cards that connected phonemes with familiar images, an older, literate child could use this
method to teach a number of younger ones to read, and the learning experience
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Literacy lesson. Revista Nacional de Educação 1:3 (1932).
Courtesy of Sistema de Bibliotecas da UFMG.

Figure 20.

could be part of enjoyable extracurricular activities or everyday situations. The
magazine featured an article by the same teacher, complete with detailed information and illustrations, along with an enthusiastic appeal to its audience.
The name of the character Utilinda was a play on words that combined the
Portuguese adjective útil, or “useful,” with the adverb ainda, meaning “still” or
“yet”—an allusion to the method’s strong suit: it was useful yet fun. The magazine risked an optimistic prediction: if it managed to print 15,000 copies from
its first anniversary on, and if each one of these were distributed to schools
and associations and reached readers who were willing collaborators, then one
child trained to be an Utilinda could teach ten other small children to read and
write—and soon thousands of young Brazilians would benefit (a figure just as
hyperbolic as the estimates of the reach of radio).68 Here again, we have the image of a people to be “shaped” by educational initiatives.
Printed matter, sound waves, moving images—in these men’s dreams, education should avail itself of every kind of mass media in order to overcome distances, integrate Brazil’s huge territory, and deliver people from their reputed
ignorance, all part of the task of “explaining the nation to itself.”69 Working in
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tandem with the institution’s areas of radio and cinema, its Assistance Service
for the Teaching of Natural History, and its laboratories, workshops, and print
shops, the RNE was one of the strategic initiatives meant to revitalize the role
of the National Museum.

Brasiliana
Roquette-Pinto rejected the term brasileiro to describe the nationality of his
country’s citizens. He wanted to adopt a new term that would induce every last
man and woman born in Brazil to assume a change in attitude, outlook, and
practice. Like the suffix “-er” in English, the Portuguese suffix “-eiro” often denotes a profession. Brasileiro would thus be a harvester of brazilwood, harking
back to the exploitation of colonial Brazil by those who came to carry off the
country’s resources and make a living from a destructive extractivist economic
activity. At the dawning of a new era, as Roquette-Pinto saw it, someone who
had been born in Brazil could only be designated by a Portuguese suffix that
denotes nationality—and thus could only be a brasiliano (much like the English
“-an” or “-ian,” as in American or Brazilian).70
Brasiliana (a term parallel to “Americana”) was the title that Fernando Azevedo chose for a series of books in the Biblioteca Pedagógica (Educational Library), headed by Azevedo himself and launched in 1931 by the Companhia
Editora Nacional publishing house. The Brasiliana Collection set out to be “the
greatest work of Brazilian nationalist culture,” and its tagline gave voice to
Roquette-Pinto’s thinking: “Unveiling Brazil to Brazilians, making it ever more
familiar so that it will be ever more beloved.” There is no way to separate the
history of this editorial project from “a political and intellectual agenda to refound the nation,” which sought to nationalize culture and mold “the political
face of the country in the 1930s.” We can also discern here the ideas of Monteiro
Lobato, first owner of the Companhia Editora Nacional, who once said that “a
Nation is made of men and books.” In the assessment of Minister Gustavo
Capanema, the Brasiliana Collection eventually came to embody these ideals
as “a living portrait of Brazil.” In its first ten years of life, Brasiliana published
two hundred titles, a truly remarkable number for the time. The collection set
about offering information on a succession of topics and “amassing knowledge
and information that open[ed] the way for reading Brazil.” Pointing out “paths
to a rewriting of Brazil,” it stood as a “metaphor of the nation.”71
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The Brasiliana Collection was part of the bigger Biblioteca Pedagógica,
which comprised five series: Scientific Training, Textbooks, Children’s Literature, Education Today, and Brasiliana.72 The solidification and expansion of the
publishing market, urbanization and industrialization, the growth of the middle
class, public teaching reforms, the establishment of new colleges and other institutions of higher learning (including Brazil’s first universities), and the artistic
and cultural excitement of the day formed a backdrop vital to creating more
readers and to this “emphasis on the study and understanding of national reality.”73 More than meeting existing demand, the project was all about blending
educational concepts with editorial strategies in order to “invent” readers. By
standardizing the format, paper, and covers of the books in the collection, as well
as unifying distribution and advertising plans, publication costs were lowered.
The five series in Biblioteca Pedagógica were directed at different audiences.
Children were the public for both Children’s Literature and Textbooks; teachers, for Education Today; and nonstudents, for Scientific Training. Brasiliana
was tailored to an adult audience with a sound intellectual background and was
divided into anthropology and demography, archaeology and prehistory, biography, botany and zoology, correspondence, law, economics, education and teaching, essays, ethnology, philology, folklore, geography, geology, history, medicine
and hygiene, politics, and travel.74
Roquette-Pinto, Alberto Sampaio, and Mello Leitão were in high demand as
authors during the first decade of the Brasiliana Collection, a sign of their stature in the day’s intellectual circles and in the work of constructing knowledge
about the nation. The diversity of the classifications into which their works fell
within the major divisions of the collection also speaks to the enormous interdisciplinarity of their texts.

Roquette-Pinto’s Anthropology
and Sampaio’s Biogeography
Roquette-Pinto wrote three books for Brasiliana. Released in 1933, Ensaios de
antropologia brasiliana (Essays in brasiliano anthropology) was listed in the collection’s catalog under the headings Anthropology and Demography. It contained sixteen texts related to these subjects, including population and nation,
race and education, Brazilian anthropological “types,” hygiene and eugenics,
heritability, trends in eugenics and biology and theoreticians in these fields, and
the First Brazilian Eugenics Congress, in 1929. The book also explored more
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wide-ranging themes, like the thinking of Alberto Torres and his construction
of a national organism, Brazil’s shortage of labor power and internal migration,
debates on Japanese immigration, and the “brasiliano dialect.” Roquette-Pinto
engaged in a dialogue with prominent works and authors from the field of biology, including Charles Davenport, Francis Galton, and H. S. Jennings. The
book included a bibliography, a list of the main topics explored in each essay,
and, unusual for the time, an alphabetical index that allowed readers to locate
authors, concepts, or topics.
In 1935, a third edition of Roquette-Pinto’s Rondônia was published as part
of the Brasiliana Collection, in the category of Ethnology. Recounting the author’s participation on a Rondon expedition in 1912, the book was plentifully
illustrated with photographs, maps, and drawings; it also had lists of indigenous
words, phonograms of songs, and an alphabetical index of authors. A fourth
edition was released in 1938, this time with footnotes written by friends of
the author, including Alberto Sampaio, Mello Leitão, Raimundo Lopes, and
Heloísa Alberto Torres, all from the National Museum. Sampaio and Mello
Leitão carefully edited the scientific names of plants and animals in the book.
Illustrated and divided into three parts, the last of Roquette-Pinto’s contributions to the collection—Ensaios brasilianos (Brasiliano essays)—was released
in 1940 in the category of Essays. Part 1 focused on some of the personalities
admired by Roquette-Pinto: Fritz Müller, Friar Leandro do Sacramento, Alberto Torres, Henrique Morize, Emília Snethlage, Manoel Bonfim, and Miguel
Couto, among others. Part 2 delved into themes from Euclides da Cunha’s classic Rebellion in the Backlands, frontier adventurers (bandeirantes), pure science in
Brazil, settlement, and racism. In the third part, the author saluted the work of
Afonso de Taunay and Miguel Osorio.
Sampaio also wrote three books for Brasiliana, all packed with illustrations
and all listed in the category Geography—even though each book’s opening
page introduced the author as a professor of botany with the National Museum.
The first book, Phytogeographia do Brasil (Phytogeography of Brazil), was the
offshoot of a course held at the National Museum in 1932 in partnership with
the University of Rio de Janeiro. Divided into two parts, the first discusses Brazil’s floral heritage, introduces the concept and theories of botanical geography,
and then explores Brazil’s different plant zones. The second part deals with research and covers bibliographic, methodological, and conceptual debates in phytogeography. The theme of protecting nature is the common thread that runs
through the two sections. In addition to presenting a conceptual and methodological discussion of the discipline, the book also provides much information
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and many suggestions on environmental public policy. Endorsing the rational
use of nature, Sampaio suggested the issue of forestry as a fulcrum for changes
in people’s relationship with nature in Brazil and argued that this would require
the state to approve strict forestry laws. The government should promote forestry as well, so the country’s woodlands would become a source of wealth and
valued as such. Sampaio also called for reforestation and the creation of natural
reserves under the guardianship of the state.75
The second book, Biogeographia dynamica (Dynamic biogeography), released
in 1935, came with a foreword by Roquette-Pinto, who lauded Sampaio’s solid
experience: Sampaio, he says, had visited some of the world’s leading herbaria and scientific institutions, described newly discovered plants, and traversed “leagues of woodlands, fields, and scrubland.” Through his books, wrote
Roquette-Pinto, Sampaio wanted to lay the scientific groundwork for the protection of nature and for phytogeography in Brazil, proposing the latter as a
new field. Moreover, the sociologist could not be separated from the naturalist, so “thoroughly entwined are [his] proclivities.” Inspired by Alberto Torres,
Sampaio should be read “in all homes and all schools.”76
In this particular book, Sampaio offers his observations on the protection
of nature in different countries around the world; he provides information on
international debates, a chronology of conferences on the topic, advances in legislation, interventions by public power, and initiatives by scientific, educational,
and civil societies. He also begins compiling a list of Brazil’s natural monuments,
sketches out some ideas for tourism, gives some suggestions for the government,
argues in favor of more country schools and new reforestation laws and measures, and pinpoints specific regions that he feels warrant official protection.
Published at a strategic time, the book was a centerpiece in contemporary debates. The previous year, Sampaio had served as rapporteur-general at the First
Brazilian Congress for the Protection of Nature, sponsored by the Society of the
Friends of Trees on April 8–15, 1934. In 1935, the National Museum published a
report on the event in two issues of its journal, Boletim do Museu Nacional. The
congress had been sponsored by Getúlio Vargas, and a good number of public
authorities attended the opening session. All science sessions were held at the
National Museum under the chairmanship of Roquette-Pinto. Other museum
members took an active part as well, including Mello Leitão, Carlos Vianna
Freire, Heloísa Alberto Torres, Raimundo Lopes, and Moysés Gikovate. Several
associations were represented there too, like the Society of the Friends of Alberto Torres, the Touring Club do Brasil, the ABE, the ABC, and the Brazilian
Historical and Geographical Institute.77
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The weeklong event included poetry readings and musical presentations and
showcased educational activities that valorized Brazilian nature, like the Friends
of Nature Clubs at Schools. There were assessments of legislative advances in
the protection of nature and recommendations for reforestation initiatives. Papers and conferences were presented at eight sessions: soil and subsoil (caves,
underground rivers, mines, geological monuments); flora (plants, reforestation,
forestry); fauna (rare animals, hunting, fishing, entomology, birds); anthropol
ogy (children, eugenics, rural habitats, the protection of indigenes); sites, landscapes, and monuments (scouting, tourism, roads, architecture); education (rural
education, eugenic education, instruction in the protection of nature); and leg
islation and laws. There was also an accompanying exhibit of movies, radio conferences, maps, and art.78
During the congress, Roquette-Pinto and Sampaio submitted a proposal to
create a national park that would be an especially rich resource for the study of
marine biology and tropical flora and fauna, extending from Guanabara Bay
to the peak of the Serra dos Órgãos Mountains outside Rio de Janeiro. Under
their proposal, the mountains of this Atlantic Forest region would be reforested
with Amazonian species; the National Museum would manage the park and
also set up a few laboratories for scientific research on its grounds. Sampaio
also proposed that a number of parks be established in the vicinity of different
towns for the enjoyment of Boy Scouts. Roquette-Pinto expressed his regret
that nothing was really being done along these lines and pointed out that his
proposals had found resonance among different sectors of society. Along with
the Touring Club do Brasil and other associations, he said, a “chorus” could
be heard “urgently clamoring for brasilianos to quit being men who make or
enlarge deserts.”79
It was a critical time for museum scientists, who were pushing for public policies to protect nature. The Forest Code, the Game and Fish Code, the Law on
Scientific Expeditions, the Water Code, and the Mine Code were all decreed in
1934. Programs and reports from the Congress for the Protection of Nature are
rife with flattering references to Vargas and repeated thanks to the government
for its sponsorship—no doubt a strategy for maintaining and even boosting this
support.80 Sampaio’s book was written and published in the heat of these events
and undoubtedly aimed at reinforcing what he felt was a favorable political climate. He wanted to establish a new field of scientific knowledge at the junction of biogeography and social thought, one that would validate the idea of
strong, centralizing measures to protect the environment and advance efforts
to get the government to do more. As the author proudly said, “The landscape
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has been cleared for the protection of nature in Brazil.”81 Above all, he expected
that scientists at the National Museum would be in the forefront of drafting and
enforcing nature laws and regulations. In the report mentioned earlier, Sampaio stated that the “masses” should be guided by a small number of thinkers.
From his point of view, this actually paid tribute to the people, “pliant to good
teachings.”82
The main theme of Sampaio’s last book, A alimentação sertaneja e do inte
rior do Amazonia (Eating habits in the sertões and the interior of the Amazon), is also the question of guiding the “docile masses.” The book contains
echoes of Alberto Torres in its insistence on encouraging people to remain in
the countryside, valuing rural Brazil, and fostering ways to ensure prosperity
and permanent settlement there. Defining the sertões as an “uncultured, underpopulated land,” Sampaio outlines strategies for securing regional selfsufficiency by leveraging biogeographical knowledge. He evaluates food resources and examines the potential for changing the eating habits of the rural
poor by combating taboos, introducing new crops, and promoting certain dietary and hygienic practices. All of this is pivotal, the author argues, at a moment when public power is concerned with “integrating the nation’s life forces.”
The principal form of action would be to organize a “unit of the Boy Scouts in
the sertões,” which, “through the effect of scouting uniforms, graduation ceremonies, marches, and excursions,” would entice hinterlanders to embrace the
principles being advocated.”83
The second part of the book contains a detailed glossary of the food, beverages, and spices consumed in rural areas, as well as observations about the
food preferred by the more well-to-do living in the interior. It includes a list
of harmful, inebriating, and toxic plants and has a vast bibliography and brief
alphabetical index. Describing the book as a continuation of Biogeographia dy
namica, Sampaio said he found inspiration in the thinking of Pereira Barreto,
Alberto Torres, Oliveira Viana, Alberto Rangel, Cândido Rondon, RoquettePinto, Arthur Neiva, Belisário Penna, and Getúlio Vargas, among others.84

The Brazilian Fabre
Mello Leitão was a tireless author for the Biblioteca Pedagógica; he wrote five
titles for the Brasiliana Collection, two for the Scientific Training series, and
two compendiums for the Textbooks series. His first Brasiliana title, Visitantes
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do Primeiro Império (Visitors to the First Empire), is richly illustrated and has
a foreword by Afonso d’Escragnolle Taunay, then director of the Paulista Museum and a member of the Brazilian Academy of Letters. Taunay compares
Mello Leitão to Roman Emperor Septimius Severus, “who murmured the most
noble of advice as he took his last breath: laboremus semper!” (labor always), and
presents him as an “arachnologist of renown and the author of major scientific
publications and widely used textbooks.” In this book, Mello Leitão collates
countless excerpts from the writings of circumnavigators who were in Brazil
between 1815 and 1840. In so doing, he composes a narrative of the coastal cities
that sheltered the travelers between legs of their journeys—ports like Recife,
Salvador, and Rio de Janeiro. The book is based on works that remain largely
unread today, works the author intended to excavate “from the dust of libraries inside museums and institutes” and make familiar to “those who love Brazil
and are interested in its life”—words in perfect harmony with the goals of the
Brasiliana Collection. According to Mello Leitão, the period in question was
one of the most important in the history of Brazil, which made access to the
knowledge held in these travelers’ accounts especially valuable.85
In 1937, Mello Leitão published three books: Zoogeografia do Brasil (Zoogeography of Brazil), O Brasil visto pelos ingleses (Brazil as seen by the British),
and A biologia no Brasil (Biology in Brazil). Zoogeografia do Brasil, another illustrated work, was no doubt intended as a reference book. It has a lengthy al
phabetical index of cited authors and a detailed index of fauna, with both common and scientific names. In his introduction, the author emphasizes the merit
of the subject matter in an age of “promising awakening to what is ours.” The
book came out after Sampaio’s Phytogeographia do Brasil and claimed to use the
same analytical approach, with the goal of crafting “a harmonious, uniform vision of the whole, representative of the National Museum’s thought on Brazilian Biogeography.”86
O Brasil visto pelos ingleses was also in the line of works meant to disseminate
information from travelers’ accounts of the country, in this case the British. It
was a less ambitious book than Visitantes do Primeiro Império, lacking illustrations, index, and foreword. It had been nearly 130 years since the Portuguese
court had moved to Brazil, bringing waves of travelers in its wake, including a
substantial number of Brits—merchants, adventurers, naturalists, tourists, engineers. The narratives describe aspects of Brazilian nature but also scenes from
everyday life, customs, and political events. Many of the works used by Mello
Leitão were hard to come by and had not been translated.
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A biologia no Brasil has a foreword by Roquette-Pinto, who characterized
the volume as a reliable guide to the history of biology in Brazil, indispensable
for anyone who wants to explore the topic and written by a learned, “top-notch
naturalist,” master of a robust, clear, and graceful style.87 The table of contents
corroborates the author’s intention to demarcate the field of biology in Brazil
by framing it within the nation’s past; it is not a book of natural history but
dares to lay claim to the term “biology.” Yet it does not hint at any rupture
between the two fields; rather, it suggests a link between them, as if—taking
a linear, cumulative view of knowledge—natural history had been a kind of
“childhood” of biology. With chapters on each century in the history of Brazil,
the book traces the roots of the field back to the 1500s. The analysis then moves
on to contemporary Brazil, with special chapters on the state of research in
zoology, botany, anthropology, anatomy, and physiology. The book closes with a
detailed alphabetical index of cited authors, once again laying bare the author’s
and publisher’s shared intention of creating a reference work.88
Mello Leitão’s last title for Brasiliana was História das expedições científicas no
Brasil (A history of scientific expeditions in Brazil), an outgrowth of his work
as rapporteur for the Congress on the History of Brazil, held in Rio de Janeiro
in 1938. The book is devoted entirely to scientific expeditions that sought to
survey and study nature. Its analysis is divided into two parts: “A terra” (The
land) discusses accounts of the discovery and exploration of Brazil’s coastline,
borders, rivers, soil, and riches, while “A vida” (Life) presents botanical, zoological, and ethnological findings from the expeditions. There are no illustrations,
although the book does have an index of cited authors.
In addition to writing these five titles, Mello Leitão collated, translated, and
annotated a collection of texts about the Amazon, written by the Dominican
Gaspar de Carvajal in the sixteenth century and by the Jesuits Alonso Rojas
and Cristobal Acuña in the seventeenth century.89 Mello Leitão also translated
and annotated (with over 500 footnotes) The Naturalist on the River Amazons by
Henry Bates, published in Portuguese under the title O naturalista no Rio Ama
zonas. He stated that the book should “be read and reflected on by all Brazilians,” since it suggested that there was “nothing more agreeable, nothing more
empathetic than our people and our culture.”90
Mello Leitão was one of the few authors who had a hand in other Biblioteca
Pedagógica series, in addition to his five titles for Brasiliana. Under the grouping Textbooks, he published a four-volume basic course on natural history and
a single-volume work on general biology (Curso elementar de história natural and
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Biologia geral ).91 He also wrote two best sellers for the series Scientific Training:
A vida maravilhosa dos animais (The wonderful life of animals) and A vida na
selva (Life in the jungle).
A vida maravilhosa dos animais was released in 1935 to great critical acclaim
and was reviewed in a number of newspaper literary columns. Múcio Leão, of
the Brazilian Academy of Letters, wrote a glowing review in which he said
Mello Leitão had the ability to combine the rigor of science with the pleasure
of learning intriguing facts about the animal world. Lúcia Miguel Pereira, a
reputed writer of short stories, emphasized that the book had prompted her
to ponder how the study of animals could impart lessons on human life and
society. Another, an anonymous appraisal, stated that the book was a voyage
“through the enchanted kingdom of zoology” which entertained as much as it
taught; there was much to praise and much to gain from this “book by the master,” according to this unnamed reviewer, because its explanation of the “complex and harmonious” machinery of life revealed the prima causa—which rules,
foresees, and provides all things. Maurício de Lacerda, a member of the National Liberation Alliance, pointed out how the descriptions of parasitism and
commensalism by Mello Leitão—whom he called “the Brazilian Fabre”—shed
light on various practices of the Brazilian elites, an interpretation no doubt unauthorized by the conservative, religious Mello Leitão.92
Lacerda was referring to Jean-Henri Fabre (1823–1915), the French entomologist famous for his opposition to Darwin’s theory of natural selection. Fabre
tended to indulge in flights of poetry, the key to the popularity of his books.
He was well received among Europe’s conservative and Catholic groups because of his dogmatic apologetics for the humility of intelligence before the
unknowable and his perception of biology as a true and natural catechism of
theology.93 The comparison with Fabre was far from gratuitous—the cover of A
vida maravilhosa dos animais featured a large photograph of the French entomologist (figure 21).
Mello Leitão’s book was a compilation of lectures that interpreted nature
from an eminently political perspective, using scientific arguments to justify certain conceptions about society, the fight against Darwinism, and notions of harmony and organicity. Written in a flowing literary style, the work was a tribute
to erudite learning meant to counter popular misconceptions bred by commonsense beliefs. Observing the social life of animals, Mello Leitão ranked them in a
hierarchy where the level of superiority of a species was associated with its ability
to engage in social life. Ants belonged on a high plane because they were capable

Figure 21.

Cover of A vida maravilhosa dos animais, by Mello Leitão.
Personal files of Regina Horta Duarte.
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of friendship, language, tidiness, solidarity, goodness, and, above all, obedience to
collective rules. “Following the strictest discipline and the most perfect order,”
they sacrificed themselves to a brutal regime. Men should learn from this—and
since men were superior, their inevitable fate was to make pleasure out of work.
Every man was “an anonymous, diligent ant” and should give the best of himself
to his home, city, and fatherland and to humanity, until death laid him to rest.
Rejecting the idea of conflict, the author underscored the interspecies solidarity
demonstrated by birds, elephants, and insects, pointing out that “nature always
displays great harmony, where mutual dependence, aid, and, I would go so far as
to say friendship, are the general rule.”94 While the Vargas administration promoted a subservient brand of unionism paired with social corporatism, Mello
Leitão sang the praises of spiders, which were, “in their patient maneuvers, unflappable worker-bees,” “unassuming and quiet.” He called attention to the sophistication of monkeys and their societies, grounded in the division of labor,
solidarity, feelings of compassion between individuals, and, particularly, “utmost,
blind obedience to their leaders.” Similar arguments were applied to pelicans,
storks, marmots, termites, penguins, sparrows, and many other animals.95
In 1940, Mello Leitão published a kind of continuation of this book, A vida
na selva, which centered on the tropical forest and its plants and animals. One
chapter was devoted to the importance of inaugurating parks and nature sanctuaries, another to a compilation of poems and literary excerpts about forests.
The book was translated into Spanish and published in Buenos Aires shortly
after the author’s death, as part of the collection Biblioteca de Autores Brasileños Traducidos al Castellano (Library of Brazilian authors translated into Spanish), which had previously released works by major authors like Pedro Calmon,
Oliveira Viana, Euclides da Cunha, and Gilberto Freyre.96
As we have seen, Roquette-Pinto, Alberto Sampaio, and Mello Leitão made
substantial contributions to the Biblioteca Pedagógica editorial project, and especially the Brasiliana Collection. In tune with the grand nationalist educational
endeavor promoted by Fernando Azevedo, their contributions fell within the
scope of the National Museum’s projects and activities and were commensurate with what they saw as the institution’s new role in “national reconstruction.”
From this perspective, their books should be understood as manifestations of a
markedly political praxis.
Their books were also interconnected with their scientific research, as exemplified by Mello Leitão’s Zoogeografia do Brasil, which clearly lent continuity to Sampaio’s Phytogeographia and to Roquette-Pinto’s theories on Brazilian
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anthropogeography. They recognized and supported each other as authorities,
as we see in Roquette-Pinto’s foreword to A biologia no Brasil and in Mello
Leitão’s and Sampaio’s painstaking notes and editing of the scientific names
of flora and fauna in the fourth edition of Rondônia. They defined new fields,
worked to launch new disciplines (e.g., Sampaio in his Biogeographia dynamica),
and laid the groundwork for establishing biology as a stage in advance of natural history, as in Mello Leitão’s work. They disseminated the wealth of material
stored in the museum’s libraries, as in Mello Leitão’s three books Visitantes do
Primeiro Império, O Brasil visto pelos ingleses, and História das expedições científi
cas no Brasil. They expanded on debates initiated at major conferences, such as
the First Brazilian Eugenics Congress, held in 1929 and discussed by RoquettePinto in Ensaios de antropologia brasiliana, or the First Brazilian Congress for
the Protection of Nature, held in 1934 and analyzed by Sampaio in Biogeo
graphia dynamica. Each book “is caught up in a system of references to other
books, other texts, other sentences,” within a complex web of discourses, where
“it is a node within a network.”97
These books were written in the heat of the scientists’ enthusiasm about revitalizing the National Museum and engaging it in school outreach work; they
factored into an earnest need to put the institution at the service of popularizing science and to project its scientists as learned authorities well suited to
weighing in on the directions the nation should take. What these men put into
the Brasiliana Collection also reflected their interest in a collection that was
built at the intersection of a number of fields; it was not their goal merely to
“invent” readers but also to invent forms of knowledge built at the convergence
of disciplines and the crossroads of specialties.

The Rise and Fall of the National
Museum in the Vargas Era
Under the leadership of Edgard Roquette-Pinto, the National Museum earned
its place as an institution devoted to producing and disseminating knowledge
and as a space for experimenting with new modalities of communication and
new scientific and cultural practices. During those years, its members worked
assiduously to vanquish any trace of the antiquated image of natural history
museums as deposits for exotic items and dusty objects, frequented by eccentric
collectors. Looked at from today, many of its initiatives still seem robust and
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pertinent. The researchers invested in “scientific popularization” that targeted a
broad, diversified public, and they wanted ordinary Brazilians to have access to
science and art. They offered distance learning, founded educational radio stations, and were pioneers in educational cinema. They were active in the defense
of nature, built knowledge at the crossroads of a variety of fields, and fell under
the spell of the fascinating potential of communication technologies. They participated in international scientific networks by attending congresses and visiting different institutions while also nurturing correspondence with scholars all
over the world. And they endeavored to influence public policy.
For a time, optimism ruled the day. Guided by a “pedagogical illusion” and
a firm belief in the redemptive power of scientific reason, men like RoquettePinto, Mello Leitão, and Alberto Sampaio were confident their work would
help mold a nation befitting their expectations, and they threw themselves into
a task that they thought was only “the start of the beginning,” in the words of
Director Roquette-Pinto.98
The museum’s scientists were convinced they could find a noteworthy spot
for themselves as policymakers in the realms of nature and education, and
they labored for the success of their initiatives inside the world of government
power. From 1930 to 1934, the Provisional Government threw major support
behind these ideas. The scientists were accepted as authorities who deserved to
be heard and consulted, as in the case of the bill for the Game and Fish Code
or the participation of museum members on major commissions. But they were
soon to suffer a series of setbacks.
In July 1934, Roquette-Pinto had to swallow a bitter pill. When the Department of Propaganda and Cultural Promotion opened its doors that year, film
censorship passed into the hands of the Ministry of Justice and Internal Affairs, and the Revista Nacional de Educação became the ministry’s official voice.
A few months later, in a letter to the modernist writer Mário de Andrade,
Roquette-Pinto classified the act as “one of the worst blows that our government leaders, in their unscrupulousness, have ever to my knowledge struck
against the loftiest, purest of ideas.” The magazine was the “apple of my eye,”
“spiritual manna for my poor people.” Although the publication was not making money, Roquette-Pinto was thrilled by the letters of praise (over 2,000)
that had poured in from all over the country, and the government had received
nothing but applause for the initiative. However, he wrote, since the magazine
had published “no portrait of living people”—that is, it had not sought favor
by highlighting influential personalities—and had not “feted” any of that ilk
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who “use power to abuse,” he saw years of labor, and the fruit of his decadeslong dream, suddenly go to waste. The reshuffling in fact signaled the end of
the magazine, and not a single issue came out after that. At a time of swift
change in the direction of the Vargas administration, the decision had a more
profound political significance as well. Communication media were no longer
an educational matter but were now subject to new methods of coercion and
control by the executive branch, allegedly as a matter of national security.99 In
1935, Roquette-Pinto stepped down from his post at the museum to join the
National Institute of Educational Cinema, where he found an environment con
ducive to his work on behalf of educational film.
On October 28, 1936, the title of “professor,” reserved for department heads,
was replaced by the term “naturalist,” pursuant to Law 284. In his annual report, Alberto Betim Paes Leme, a geologist and the museum director, lodged a
protest against the new law with the education minister, Gustavo Capanema,
on behalf of his colleagues at the museum. According to Paes Leme, the exhibits organized by the museum were living lessons for the public at large, as
were the classes and lectures offered there. The title of professor placed staff on
equal footing with their colleagues at other natural history museums around
the world, and now they had been stripped of this “true right.”100 The law was
specifically meant to target the museum. Capanema intended to deny museum
researchers the status that recognized their efforts to renew natural history and
make it an integral part of the biological sciences. The minister used the term
“naturalist” pejoratively, belittling the institution as if it were a mere storehouse
for collections and its members, antiquarians.
Radio projects were also abandoned. In 1936, having absolutely no funds
to sustain it, Roquette-Pinto donated Rádio Sociedade to the government,
with the caveat that it remain under the aegis of the MESP. In 1937, he also
abandoned the educational radio station PRD-5, at a time when Anísio Teixeira, its cofounder, had become a persona non grata in the political arena, now
dominated by Catholic groups and harsh critics of the Escola Nova. Under
Roquette-Pinto and Teixeira’s original plans, the radio would have extended a
vital hand to the University of the Federal District, which was supposed to provide research, teaching, and extension work.
In 1937, Mello Leitão left the National Museum as well and went to teach
at the Higher School of Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine. His
book   A biologia no Brasil, published that same year, lamented the museum’s precarious facilities and collections, the premature demise of the Revista Nacional
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de Educação, the end of many other exciting initiatives led by Roquette-Pinto,
and—above all—the way the MESP, with Capanema at its helm, was treating
the museum.101 Sampaio stayed at the museum until retiring in 1941, but he was
forced to take a series of leaves for health reasons during his last years, and he
wrote much less. Just as dismayed as his colleagues, he bemoaned the uncertain
climate that the “naturalists” at the museum faced, including lower salaries and
poorer working conditions, all while the professors at the new University of
Brazil who had similar scientific and teaching duties were treated to special
perks.102
Scientists at the National Museum had never constituted a homogeneous
group. Roquette-Pinto was of a nonreligious bent, and his views on society
and education were rooted in positivist ideals. He fought against both racism
and the extinction of indigenous societies and cultures. Although he had been
responsible for organizing and coordinating film censorship in the post-1930
era, he battled to keep educational radio and the National Institute of Educational Cinema free from the propaganda intentions of the Vargas administration, coordinated by the Department of Propaganda and Cultural Promotion,
which was transformed into the Press and Propaganda Department in 1939.
Mello Leitão was a creationist (not unlike most biologists in his day) and a
deeply religious anticommunist who had espoused eugenics-based racist positions in the early 1920s. His relationship with Roquette-Pinto, however, softened his stance. He was a colleague of Roquette-Pinto during the founding
of the ABE, and although he did not sign the Pioneers Manifesto, he was in
practice a loyal defender of the principles of the Escola Nova. Sampaio, for his
part, was an admirer of Italian fascism who harbored blatant militaristic propensities, manifested in his obsession with scouting. And none of his writings
leave any doubt about his extremely authoritarian tendencies. The men apparently worked around their differences and did not allow them to get in the way
of their collective efforts, as attested by the fruitful products of their endeavors.
They conducted their activities within the walls of the museum but also worked
together with innovative professionals outside the institution, including liberal
thinkers like Anísio Teixeira and Fernando Azevedo.103
The problems that began to plague the National Museum in 1934, along with
the Capanema ministry’s sudden denigration of the institution, must be framed
within the larger context of the educational question in Brazil and the complex
web of political groups that occupied the national stage. When the Provisional
Government first came to power, its political platforms and creation of the
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MESP had raised great hope for true educational renewal. But as an increasing
number of actors entered the fray, other ideals gained strength. Education was an
arena of disputes, with the greatest tensions being between Catholic groups and
the advocates of secular education. The fight for education was experienced as a
political fight for the country’s soul. This climate gave rise to very different projects on how to reverse Brazil’s backwardness and steer it down the path toward
civilization.104
Adamantly opposed to the ideals of the Escola Nova, Catholic groups were
aggressively making headway in the political realm. While they had initially
condemned the movement of 1930, they soon came to see the new conjuncture
as an opportunity to undo the radical separation of church and state written
into the Constitution of 1891, a legacy of positivist republican activism. Catholics had been reorganizing since 1922, when they had founded the Dom Vital
Center, headquartered in Rio de Janeiro. The center’s key goals were to bring
nonpracticing Catholics into the church and to intercede in debates and initiatives in the national public sphere. Top leaders at the Dom Vital Center, like
Jackson de Figueiredo and Alceu Amoroso Lima, argued that the educational
reforms underway were prejudicial to the Christian formation of young people.
They also criticized the emphasis on scientific training rather than on a humanist education, and accused proponents of the Escola Nova movement of
encouraging the advent of a Bolshevik pedagogy, placing boys and girls in the
same classroom and promoting equal schooling for students from different social strata.105
Rancorous articles published in the magazine A Ordem, launched in 1921,
pressured authorities to cede Catholics more political influence. They found a
strategic ally in the education minister Francisco Campos. He was not a militant Catholic and had in fact been an enthusiastic educational reformer in
Minas Gerais, but he felt that support from the church and lay Catholics was
strategic to strengthening the new government. In April 1931, an MESP decree allowed public schools to offer religious teaching as an elective, breaking
with the secular tradition instituted under the Constitution of 1891. Catholics
celebrated the decision while continuing to demand greater space in the Vargas administration. This rapprochement between the government and Catholic
interests was not without its paradoxes. Campos’s reform of secondary education, initiated in April 1932, displeased Catholic groups, who were critical of the
emphasis on technology and science in the teaching curricula, the prevalence
of secular premises, and the pedagogical principle of practical education. These
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groups also attacked the work of Anísio Teixeira and Fernando Azevedo, who
held top posts in public education in the states of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.
They accused these men of being communists and of destroying Christian faith
among young people. The same year that Campos enforced his reform, activists
from the Catholic movement deserted the ABE, signifying a declaration of war
on Escola Nova proponents and evincing the deep divide between the nonreligious and Catholics when it came to education policies.106
Brazilian Catholics were jubilant when the name of God was included in
the preamble of the new constitution in 1934, and when collaborative ties were
re-established between church and state. They also applauded Capanema’s appointment as minister of education and public health, which ushered in the
development of a new educational project for Brazil and the swift overthrow
of Escola Nova principles. Against this backdrop, Anísio Teixeira was openly
persecuted. Despite his fondness for U.S. liberal thought and the fact that he
had introduced Dewey’s educational ideas to Brazil, he was labeled a communist. As director of the Department of Education for the Federal District since
1931, Teixeira had been working to implement far-reaching educational reform
from elementary through university levels. As part of this effort, he had spearheaded the founding of the University of the Federal District, which realized
the educational dreams of liberal Rio intellectuals. In his July 1935 speech at the
inauguration of the university, Teixeira delivered a veritable ode to freethinking as he proclaimed the new institution’s commitment to the great liberal and
humanist traditions. Alceu Amoroso Lima, powerful head of the Dom Vital
Center, took the occasion to write a letter to Minister Capanema in which he
declared this to be the straw that would break the camel’s back and unleash
Catholic discontent.
Those were days of major political upheaval. Vargas was candidly unhappy
about the new constitution, which called for elections in 1938 but did not allow
him to run. Across the country, workers were going out on marches and strikes.
Right- and left-wing radicalization was visible in the ascension of the fascist
movement known as integralism and in the communist movement. In March
1935, a small group of intellectuals and military officers formed the National
Liberation Alliance (ANL), whose ultimate goal was to fight fascism and imperialism. Luis Carlos Prestes, a member of the Brazilian Communist Party, was
nominated president of the alliance, and thousands of people quickly swelled its
ranks. The confrontation between the government and the ANL sparked strong
anticommunist sentiment. Vargas handed down a National Security Law on
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April 4 of the same year, and a communist uprising was crushed on November 23—and used to justify a harsh crackdown by the regime.107
The wave of repression reached Teixeira, who was removed from his post at
the University of the Federal District. He responded by leaving Rio de Janeiro
and taking refuge in his hometown of Caetité, located some four hundred miles
from Salvador in an isolated area of the Bahian sertões, where he remained
until the end of the Estado Novo in 1945.
Fernando Azevedo also suffered with the rise of the Catholics. In 1935, Amoroso Lima wrote to Capanema to complain about the possibility that Azevedo
might be appointed to the General Directorate of Public Instruction. According to Amoroso Lima, Azevedo’s technical skills and intelligence were irreproachable, but his presence would serve as a kind of rallying point, because he
stood for an educational program that was all too familiar and had already been
rejected. In Catholic circles, his appointment would bring nothing but “bewilderment and indignation.”108
Capanema’s reign as minister, from 1934 to 1945, reframed the education
question in Brazil. The Catholic Church earned the right to take part in religious teaching at public schools. Gender differences made their way into the
educational system: the instruction of girls would focus on domestic skills,
while vocational education in business, industry, and agriculture would be introduced for the sons of working-class families. Children of the elite would
follow the classic or scientific track upon entering high school, but major emphasis would be placed on the study of languages and on a patriotic, humanist
education, to the detriment of the biological, physical, and chemical sciences.
Emphasis was put on higher education, which was ascribed the task of training
intellectual leaders; in addition, a single teaching standard was to be followed
by all universities in Brazil, including the University of São Paulo, founded in
1934 by the state government.109 Capanema founded the University of Brazil in
1937 and fought against alternative higher education projects. The operations of
all universities had to be sanctioned by his ministry. In 1938, he asked Vargas to
abolish the University of the Federal District, arguing that it did not meet the
benchmark for approval—burying Anísio Teixeira’s initiative for good.110
It was in this context that the National Museum lost the prestige it had
won under the Provisional Government. While its members did not openly
challenge Capanema’s projects, the museum’s renaissance under RoquettePinto had been propelled by the ideas of the Escola Nova and belief in scientific teaching, secular education, and dissemination of the knowledge produced
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at the museum with young patrons, girls and boys alike, through a variety of
museum initiatives. The museum had become emblematic of a set of ideals embraced by its “professors,” who championed the Escola Nova idea that egalitarian education was a way of offsetting social inequality. Museum scientists
had thus taken the opposite tack to Catholic groups, who felt education had
“as its purpose, the adaptation of the unequal to a naturally hierarchical social
order.”111
It is worth noting that during the days of hardship, it was a woman who
was the central figure of resistance: the anthropologist Heloísa Alberto Torres,
museum director as of 1938. While Capanema worked to tailor the education of
girls to the development of domestic skills (some high schools offered classes
that awarded a “housewife” certificate), Director Torres fought bravely within
an institution so bereft of resources that it was sometimes forced to close its exhibit halls to visitors. At the end of the Estado Novo, the museum was attached
to the University of Brazil. Currently part of the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro, it still occupies the same building in the Quinta da Boa Vista that harbored the dreams of Roquette-Pinto and his team.
Putting aside their lamentations about the museum’s sad situation, Mello
Leitão and some of his colleagues launched a promising new initiative: the Society of the Friends of the National Museum. A clear response to the museum’s
fall from grace, the new society was yet another sign of the vitality and creativity of its members. By then, Mello Leitão had become a successful arachnologist with an enviable scientific résumé and contacts the world over. He still
held the respect of the government and in 1937 and 1945 was appointed Brazil’s
cultural representative on two major international trips. He had illustrious disciples, such as the ecologist and ornithologist Augusto Ruschi, who in 1948,
together with the Society of the Friends of the National Museum, founded the
Prof. Mello Leitão Museum of Biology, in Santa Teresa, Espírito Santo State,
now one of Brazil’s centers of biological research. The next chapter will explore
the establishment of the society and some aspects of Mello Leitão’s later career,
particularly his participation in international science circles and his role as an
influential educator in the field of biology.

3
The Making of a Biologist
Humanity is greatly indebted to zoology, especially from the dawning of this
century on, when it shifted from contemplation to activism. Many people still
have the idea that the zoologist is a harmless madman, tinkering away with
his innocuous, useless obsession. . . . Taxonomy was an indispensable step, but
it yielded no immediate fruit. It was only when the field moved to the study
of ecology, of the relations of animals with their environments and with other
animals, that it became clear what tremendous benefits can be gained from
knowing our fauna.
—M e l lo L e i tã o, 19 4 3

The Society of the Friends of
the National Museum

W

hen Mello Leitão invited Brazilians to collect

specimens from
different regions of the country, pack them properly, and ship them
to the National Museum, one of those who answered his call was
young Augusto Ruschi, born in the interior of the state of Espírito Santo in
1915, the son of Italian immigrants. As a boy, he spent his days playing with
plants and insects on Chácara Anita, the small farm owned by his agronomist father. In 1925, he and his family moved to the city of Vitória, the state
capital. His elementary school teacher, the writer and poet Maria Estela de
Novaes, had a keen interest in natural history and encouraged her student.
Perhaps she was the one who put him in contact with the National Museum, to
which Augusto began sending shipments of material he gathered in the woods
around the region—material that reached the hands of Mello Leitão. In 1932,
the young man sent him boxes of larvae from a pest that had been attacking
orange groves. Filippo Silvestri, a zoologist with the agricultural college in
Portici, Italy, was one of those who received Ruschi’s material through Mello
Leitão. In 1937, Silvestri paid a visit to Brazil, and he and Mello Leitão traveled to Espírito Santo to meet the twenty-two-year-old in person.1
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It was an era of turmoil for the National Museum, as discussed in the last
chapter. But some of its members launched a project meant to give the institution a boost of energy. On July 21, 1937, the businessman and philanthropist
Guilherme Guinle (1882–1960) met with researchers Mello Leitão, Alberto
Sampaio, Paulo Roquette-Pinto (son of Edgard Roquette-Pinto and a naturalist at the museum), Alberto Childe, and Paulo Campos Porto (1889–1968, botanist), among others. Guinle’s presence was important and represented much
more than the financial support of his millionaire family. He was a pioneering entrepreneur, an “enlightened” nationalist, and a sympathizer of the National Liberation Alliance, whose participation had been decisive during early
twentieth-century modernization projects in Rio de Janeiro; he had also had a
steady hand in the definition of public health policies for the poor. His brother
Carlos Guinle (1883–1969) had worked alongside Roquette-Pinto at Rádio Sociedade as a board member in the 1920s.2
The meeting attendees decided to establish a society to help support the museum—along the lines of the Société des Amis du Muséum National d’Histoire
Naturelle in Paris—and start a magazine. They also discussed the bylaws of the
new organization, drafted by Mello Leitão. Approved and published that same
year, they stipulated that the society would safeguard the cultural heritage of
the National Museum in five basic ways: by helping to enrich its collections
and library; by keeping private collections from being passed to foreign institutions; by offering assistance to expeditions of Brazilian and foreign naturalists,
as long as they ultimately added to the museum’s collections; by promoting
the establishment of zoos and reserves for flora and fauna; and by doing its
utmost to foster better knowledge of Brazilian flora and fauna and respect for
the nation’s indigenous peoples with a view to preventing their extinction. The
association was open to anyone interested, and it defined very flexible levels of
membership fees, ranging from five mil réis a month up to twenty contos de
réis or more, payable in cash or through donations of collections or books.3
Guilherme Guinle was appointed president; Mello Leitão, vice-president;
and Campos Porto, secretary. The first and only issue of the magazine Uiára
came out in late 1937. Its title harkened back to Roquette-Pinto’s reference to
the legend of Uiára in his book of essays Seixos rolados. In that essay, RoquettePinto had said that Brazil held a secret of nature: the song of Uiára, seductive
and irresistible, sensed in the country’s “mountains and valleys, in its forests
and rivers,” where “beautiful things” stir great and deep love. Whoever caught
a glimpse of Uiára—the idealization of Brazil—would not be able to resist
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her and would be cast into the depths of “her charms” and lost in the “love of
her wonders.”4 In his introduction to the first issue of the society’s magazine,
Roquette-Pinto declared his enthusiasm for the National Museum, “a miniature of the Fatherland,” to which he had devoted decades of his life. He praised
Guinle, “an illustrious brasiliano who will leave behind a legacy of patriotism
bound up with lofty initiatives and achievements.”5 Paulo Roquette-Pinto then
offered a brief historical overview of the institution, highlighting the period
when his father had been director, from 1926 to 1935, and making special mention of the Assistance Service for the Teaching of Natural History and its activities. The issue also contained nine popular science articles, signed by Mello
Leitão, Alberto Sampaio, and Alberto Childe, among other National Museum
scientists.
The magazine was printed on high-quality paper and featured black-andwhite photographs with excellent resolution, as well as a number of drawings.
Two images appear on the cover: on the top half, a mythological creature, part
animal, part human, wades through a lake surrounded by dense vegetation—a
brasiliano landscape. The title appears to be submerging into the water, like the
readers who are expected to dive in, fascinated by nature. A 3-D cross-section
drawing of an agate rock is on the bottom half, its deep-layered terraces reminiscent of a miniature cave (figure 22).
In regard to the society’s goal of creating nature reserves, Mello Leitão had
one very specific proposal. As mentioned earlier, the visit of the Italian entomologist Filippo Silvestri had prompted Mello Leitão to go to Santa Teresa to
meet Ruschi, his young correspondent, who came up with the idea of setting
up a biological station in the region. In 1939, Ruschi donated fifteen contos de
réis to the Society of the Friends of the National Museum to buy a 346-acre lot
in an area where he was doing important research on orchids; the flowers were
in urgent need of protection, and this justified the establishment of a small biological station. Mello Leitão celebrated the initiative in the pages of his book
A vida na selva, where he sang the praises of the society for purchasing “a small
but highly interesting fauna and flora reserve.” The acquisition required lengthy
negotiations and involvement by the museum’s director, Heloísa Alberto Torres.6 Ten years later—and a year after Mello Leitão’s death—Ruschi founded
the Prof. Mello Leitão Museum of Biology on the property and began publish
ing the journal Boletim do Museu de Biologia Mello Leitão.
The Society of the Friends of the National Museum disbanded in the early
1940s.7 The building that housed the museum was deteriorating badly and had

Cover of the first issue of the magazine Uiára, 1937.
Courtesy of Biblioteca do Museu Nacional.

Figure 22.
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to be closed for repair in 1941. In 1944, a fire caused extensive damage. In 1946,
a short piece in the newspaper A Noite decried the situation: in the past, the
museum had been “an important research center, served by figures as learned as
a Roquette-Pinto, a Mello Leitão, a Professor A. J. Sampaio.” The paper also
mentioned the museum’s noteworthy publications and the many visits paid
by students during its golden age. It still held a vast collection of documents
and material invaluable to science teaching. There one could find “a summary
of our fauna, our flora, our mineral resources, and documentation on our aborigines”—in short, the museum was a priceless treasure and its state of utter
neglect, a crime. The newspaper said the museum had morphed into “a ghost
house, its doors closed for over a year and a half,” the victim of the lack of interest of the Ministry of Education and Public Health (MESP) under Capanema.
An appeal was made to the acting minister, physician Ernesto de Souza Campos, asking him to attend to this “plaintive case, above all for those who had
known and admired the excellence of this organization in the past.”8
The three personages chosen by A Noite to evoke the glory days of the National Museum—whose careers had intersected in the 1920s and 1930s, as we
saw in the first chapter—had by then become distanced from the museum.
Sampaio would die before the end of 1946, following a long illness. Shortly after helping found the Society of the Friends of the National Museum, together
with Mello Leitão, he took a leave of absence that stretched into all of 1938, and
in 1941 he retired. He did, however, still find time to publish some major works.
In 1942 he translated into Portuguese three chapters on botany from Georg
Marcgrave’s Historia Naturalis Brasiliae, with commentaries of his own, and in
1944 he released A alimentação sertaneja e o interior da Amazônia, as mentioned
earlier.9 Mello Leitão paid tribute to his “dearly departed friend” in a lengthy
speech before the Brazilian Academy of Sciences (ABC) given on the first anniversary of his passing. He reminisced about their joint initiatives, dating to
the 1920s, and talked a bit about the botanist’s career abroad.10
Roquette-Pinto had transferred to the recently established National Institute of Educational Cinema (INCE), where he was a leading figure from 1936 to
1946. He remained heavily committed to projects to transform Brazil through
the use of media and invested much energy in educational film and the blending of culture, art, and technology. Once installed at the INCE, he resumed
many of the projects initiated with the publication of the defunct Revista Nacional de Educação. Several factors converged in his favor. For one thing, in 1934,
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Vargas had proclaimed cinema a “book of shining images” through which people would learn to love Brazil and have faith in the destiny of their fatherland.
For another, Capanema’s establishment of the INCE was part of a strategy to
strengthen his ministry, a “way to cement its role within the government.”11 The
minister thus pulled educational cinema back into his decision-making orbit.
He appointed Roquette-Pinto to head up the new agency because he had been
a pioneer in the field since his time at the National Museum in the late 1920s.
In 1936, Roquette-Pinto traveled to Europe, at Capanema’s behest, to observe educational cinema in countries like Germany, France, and Italy—the latter was a forerunner in the area, and Roquette-Pinto had been corresponding
with Luciano de Feo since 1927.12 A total of 252 educational films were made
during Roquette-Pinto’s tenure at the INCE, and he had a direct hand in many
of them, including three in 1937 (about the rabies vaccine, the skies over Brazil,
and the Victoria amazonica plant), two in 1939 (about the yellow fever vaccine
and the electric eel), and one in 1942 (about physical and chemical experiments). He also worked with filmmaker Humberto Mauro on the production
of three other movies, whose themes were the discovery of Brazil, the early
adventurers of Brazil known as bandeirantes, and the ceramics of the Marajó
Island indigenes.13
In the year that Mello Leitão helped establish the Society of the Friends
of the National Museum and was elected its vice president, he was enjoying
a growing reputation as a zoologist with expertise in arachnids, both at home
and abroad. His participation at a recent congress in Mendoza, Argentina, had
earned him notable attention. He was also part of an intricate web of researchers
and institutions that were accumulating knowledge of arachnids and furiously
publishing scientific papers and articles for the public at large. In 1937 alone, he
released three titles in the Brasiliana Collection, fourteen papers in scientific
journals, and two articles in popular magazines. This was the same year he quit
his job at the National Museum. Following the November 1937 coup, DecreeLaw 24, of November 29, prohibited individuals from holding more than one
paid public position, and Mello Leitão opted to stay at the Higher School of
Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine, probably because he thought it
would be the most advantageous place for his scientific work. In 1938, he was
named an honorary member of the National Museum, and for the rest of his life
he kept in touch with the institution through his longtime disciples in the study
of arachnids. He also remained an active member of the Society of the Friends.
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In later years, he taught zoology at the University of Brazil in the philosophy
(1939–41), veterinary medicine (1941–46), and agronomy (1946–48) programs. He
also served a term as president of the ABC from 1943 to 1945.
Of the three great enthusiasts during the golden age of the National Museum, Mello Leitão was the only one to forge a true career as a scientist and
find acceptance in Brazilian and international academic circles. Convinced of
the potential of biogeography—a topic to which he was particularly devoted in
the final years of his life—Mello Leitão embraced a Pan-American ideal and
won esteem beyond the borders of Brazil. In an era when there were no courses
specific to the field in Brazil, Mello Leitão made his name as a biologist.
In my estimation, by the first half of the twentieth century we are justified in
speaking of biology as a field of scientific knowledge in Brazil. I have defended
the hypothesis that biology was an influential player in Brazil’s political life at
a time when the term “natural history” still ruled the study of fauna and flora.14
Biology came into being as a field at a time when scholars dedicated to nature
and especially to the study of living organisms were conducting research and
disseminating their findings, while at the same time endeavoring to respond to
the challenges of the day and always in dialogue with a series of historical and
social transformations. According to these scientists, dried specimens, insects,
and taxidermied animals arranged in cabinets and on shelves at the National
Museum were just the first stage of knowledge, to be followed by a more complex approach, framed as the study of life: bio + logos. They felt that natural history, with its predilection for collecting specimens, was incapable of answering
the questions then on the agenda and represented merely a preliminary step in
the tasks they had set and the role they saw themselves fulfilling in society.
This chapter will explore the international networks in which Mello Leitão’s
participation as an arachnologist intersected with Brazil’s policies in foreign affairs. This is followed by a discussion of the pinnacle of his career in Brazil—his
election as president of the ABC—and his continued work in science commu
nication through the writing of textbooks. As a researcher, Mello Leitão combined the best of academic scholarship with a deep concern for the education
of high school students and future teachers at normal schools. Always, Mello
Leitão approached the practice of biology as an activist, believing not just in
the transformative nature of knowledge but also in the strategic role he believed should fall to biologists. He reaffirmed the notion of a republic of scientists who were reliable guides for government leaders and for the governed, at a
time when men like him were envisioning an age of biology.
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I have chosen to focus on Mello Leitão for specific reasons. His career stands
as a thought-provoking reflection of the complex situation of natural history
within the broader field of biology during the first half of the twentieth century.
Interestingly enough, although he criticized mere collecting of specimens and
pure and simple classification, he himself was always a tireless collector and
zealous taxonomist. Mello Leitão acquired great renown in zoology without
ever discarding natural history. His approach to the field was dynamic, with a
view to its renewal; he kept well abreast of the changes in his area of expertise,
especially those regarding zoogeography and ecology.
In 1937, when the National Museum began grappling with major challenges
and its staff members were deprived of their scientific status, Mello Leitão opted
to resign from his post, despite his declared unconditional esteem for the insti
tution. It may well be that he believed that in this way he could achieve peer
recognition and avoid being a target of the disdain that so many then felt for
natural history and those devoted to it. In order to understand how Mello Leitão
made a name for himself as a biologist among his contemporaries, we must look
closely at the variety of strategies he employed, his scientific relationships, and
his activities; we must also follow his footsteps well beyond the walls of the National Museum.

Biology without Borders
In 1949, the Argentinean collection Biblioteca de Autores Brasileños released
its twelfth volume, La vida en la selva, a translation of Mello Leitão’s 1940 title
for the Biblioteca Pedagógica. The introduction was written by Federico Daus
(1901–88), a leading Argentinean geographer and professor and the author of
a number of classic books about his country. The publication was posthumous,
since Mello Leitão had passed away in December 1948 following a serious illness
(figure 23). Daus lamented the fact that one of “the most prominent names in
the intellectual world,” a scientist of “remarkable universal renown” respected by
the greatest Argentinean entomologists, and the author of a “bountiful and polymorphous” set of works had vanished from the scene when his book was nearly
ready. After presenting some biographical information about Mello Leitão, Daus
went on to extol both the scientific value of La vida en la selva and its literary
merit, poignant tone, and wise, sensitive descriptions.15 Until then, Mello Leitão
was probably unknown to Argentina’s general reading public, but his name was
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Argentinean edition of La vida en la selva, by Mello Leitão.
Courtesy of Biblioteca Nacional de Uruguay.

certainly not unfamiliar in academic circles, since he had long engaged in productive exchange with various institutions and researchers there, as well as in
other Latin American and European countries and in the United States.
In “O livro de minha vida” (The book of my life), Mello Leitão’s handwrit
ten autobiography—which he intended to be read by his grandchildren—he of
fered a retrospective evaluation of his career. As he wrote there, his peers held
him in the highest regard, and he had been paid tribute many times over by scientists from Argentina, England, Germany, Brazil, Switzerland, Uruguay, Italy,
and Latvia who had named nine new genera and twenty-three new species
in his honor (figure 24a and b). He was a prodigious writer, having published
fifteen papers in the field of medicine, 117 popular science articles in magazines
and newspapers, 212 specialized zoology texts for scientific journals, ten biology
textbooks, three theses, four book translations, a biology glossary, and, in the
Biblioteca Pedagógica, five books for the series Brasiliana and two for the series
Scientific Training. He had debuted in arachnology in 1915 with an article in

A
List of genera and species named in honor of Mello Leitão
by other scientists. Handwritten by Mello Leitão in “O livro de minha vida.”
Courtesy of Academia Brasileira de Ciências.

Figure 24a and b.

B
Figure 24a and b.

(Continued  )
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the Zoology series in the magazine Brotéria (published in Braga, Portugal), in
which he took the opportunity to urge readers to mail him their own arachnid
specimens.16 Over the years, he kept in touch with other researchers, exchanged
specimens, and was a corresponding member of countless scientific institutions.
Mello Leitão built up an admirable network of relationships, through which he
earned admiration in various corners of the world. His career is exemplary not
only because of its trajectory in specialization but also as a reflection of the construction of biology as a specific field in Brazil. He began his work in medicine
and then moved to the crossroads of natural history, education, and biology,
eventually cementing his standing as a biologist specializing in arachnids and
as a university professor of zoology.
His attendance at conferences and his participation in exchange programs
figured large in this process. As we saw in the first chapter, Mello Leitão went
to Europe in 1926 to intern at pediatric clinics and at the National Museum of
Natural History in Paris, where he met top zoologists, many of whom he corresponded with later.17 As important as this trip was to Mello Leitão’s career, it
was his recruitment to the National Museum in Rio de Janeiro that would prove
truly decisive in his relations with foreign researchers and institutes. Shortly after he joined the museum (exempted from taking the qualifying exam because
he had fulfilled an alternative prerequisite, the publication of outstanding scientific works),18 Mello Leitão was appointed to represent his country during the
first round of a cultural exchange program between Brazil and Uruguay.
The program grew out of a treaty signed in 1918 to recover a debt that Uruguay owed Brazil. A bridge was to be built between the two countries (work began in 1927, and the bridge was inaugurated in 1930), while other monies would
be allocated for trips aimed at tightening cultural ties.19 The first Brazilian commission, appointed by the MESP, comprised Humberto de Campos (member
of the Brazilian Academy of Letters), Rosalina Coelho Lisboa ( journalist and
writer), Armanda Álvaro Alberto (member of the ABE),20 Renato Pacheco
(physician and president of the Brazilian Sports Confederation), Ernani Lopes
(president of the Mental Hygiene League), and Mello Leitão, then of the National Museum and the Rio de Janeiro Normal School.21
Mello Leitão arrived in Montevideo on October 23, 1931, charged with the
chief mission of observing high school education in Uruguay. He visited many
preparatory, secondary, and normal schools, plus teachers associations. He also
taught classes at the University of Montevideo, gave a lecture on the “wonderful
life of spiders,” and was compared to Fabre and Maeterlinck by the Uruguayan
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press.22 During all his visits, Mello Leitão drove home the need for stronger
intellectual relations between Brazil and Uruguay as well as increased interaction in the realms of science, literature, politics, and education. He referenced
Brazil’s early twentieth-century foreign policy under the diplomat Rio Branco,
when sights had been set on continental solidarity.23 Mello Leitão said he was
delighted by everything he saw and that he had arrived in Uruguay as a Brazilian but would return to Brazil wholly Uruguayan. He extended this desire for
closer relations to other countries in South America too, countries that often
knew nothing about each other because they were more attached to Europe
than to their neighbors. An effort had to be made to work toward the “invaluable goal of forming great intellectual families” and toward “an exceptional future for the new America,” where “brothers” would match the feats attained in
other continents.24
Mello Leitão backed the Provisional Government’s general foreign policy,
which at first largely continued the Pan-American policies that Rio Branco had
put in place in hopes of overcoming Brazil’s isolation within Latin America,
especially with regards to the Plata River region. The same newspapers that followed the entourage of Brazilian scholars in Montevideo, Buenos Aires, and La
Plata reported on the conference between Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay that
was held in Montevideo a few weeks later, in December 1931, to promote favorable foreign trade conditions for livestock exports from the three countries.25
The trip meshed well with some of Mello Leitão’s longstanding pursuits.
Since 1920, he had published eight papers on South American arachnids, in addition to his numerous studies on Brazilian species. He had established contact
with the Bernardino Rivadávia Museum of Natural History in Buenos Aires
and had received several Argentinean specimens for classification. In 1929, at
an event held at Brazil’s National Academy of Medicine, he met entomologist
Ergasto Cordero, from Montevideo, and physiologist Bernardo Houssay, from
Buenos Aires. Thanks to his 1931 exchange trip, he had the opportunity to deepen
these bonds, and it was with this in mind that he headed to Buenos Aires at his
own expense as soon as he was done in Uruguay. In the Argentinean capital, the
Bernardino Rivadávia Museum of Natural History honored him at a special session, where he gave a lecture on the zoogeography of South American Opiliones,
an arachnid order commonly known as daddy longlegs, or harvestmen. He met
a number of entomologists there, most notably José Canals, and initiated what
were to become rewarding collaborations with him and other researchers.26
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In 1935, Mello Leitão traveled to Europe, having been appointed by the
Ministry of Agriculture as Brazilian envoy to the Sixth International Congress
of Entomology in Madrid and the Twelfth International Congress of Zoology
in Lisbon. The Ministry of Agriculture no doubt sponsored his participation
because the government had come to see the value of the practical applications of entomology to agricultural problems, as discussed in chapter 1. Mello
Leitão’s proposal to hold the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology in
Rio de Janeiro was approved at the event in Lisbon. Unfortunately, nothing
ever came of it, because, as he said, there was a lack of interest back in Brazil,
and so the country missed out on a “magnificent opportunity.”27
Not long after this trip, Mello Leitão received several honors, attesting to his
rising acclaim. He was made a corresponding member of the Chilean Academy
of Natural Sciences (1936), the La Plata Museum of Natural Sciences (1936),
and the Societé Scientifique du Chili (1937). The Natural History Museum of
Basel sent him collections of spiders for classification, while the Natural History
Museum of Barcelona shipped him some daddy longlegs.28 The trip had yielded
another bonus: the arachnologist was able to attend a series of discussions on
zoogeography, further piquing his interest in the topic. In 1937, he published
Zoogeografia do Brasil as part of the Brasiliana Collection; a revised, expanded
version was released in 1947, a product of the author’s further studies in the field.
In April 1937, Mello Leitão was assigned by both the Ministry of Agriculture and the National Museum to attend the Second Meeting of the Natural Sci
ences, in Mendoza, Argentina. His participation secured him a definitive place
in the international arachnology network, in addition to strengthening his connections with the Latin American scientific community.
The largest number of papers at the conference were presented on the zoology of invertebrates. While Mello Leitão was not the only Brazilian present, he
organized his country’s contributions and was truly in his glory at the meeting.
He was the first to speak and gave a paper on the zoogeography of Argentinean
spiders. He read another four papers at other gatherings and, according to the
minutes, was the sole attendee whose presentations on the zoology of invertebrates received “lengthy applause.”29
At the close of the meeting, Mello Leitão was named to represent the La
Plata Museum of Natural Sciences at the Seventh International Congress of
Entomology, scheduled to be held in Berlin in 1938. Tensions with Germany
notwithstanding—1938 would prove a horrific year as the Nazis intensified
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their persecution of the Jews and their expansionist efforts—this appointment
was a special tribute and won Mello Leitão recognition as one of the leading experts on South American spider species. His scientific collaborations accounted for the description of 450 new species in Argentina alone; when he
passed away in December 1948, this figure represented half of the known spiders in that country.30
The decision to name Mello Leitão to represent the La Plata museum at the
event in Berlin came at a moment when Brazilian foreign policy was leaning
toward rapprochement with Germany. The minutes of the meeting in Mendoza fail to provide any insight into what Mello Leitão himself or any other
researcher in attendance thought about his selection, but the choice must have
been very well received by the Brazilian government. Trade relations between
Brazil and Germany had been growing since 1934. In 1935, Germany and Brazil
had begun working together to fight communism. The Vargas administration
wavered between aligning with the United States—which stood for free trade
practices and the pursuit of liberal democracy—and Germany. “Poor in foreign
currency,” Germany “wanted to gain ground in the Latin American region” by
bartering goods and “promoting nationalist authoritarianism.”31
Relations between Brazil and Germany were strong in April 1937 when
Mello Leitão was named to this mission. A few months later, the German press
celebrated Brazil’s November 1937 coup, while relations between Brazil and the
United States suffered. But Brazil’s flirtation with Nazi Germany soured in
the following months. Oswaldo Aranha, named minister of foreign affairs in
March 1938, was resolute about firming up relations with the United States and
demanded that Vargas steer Brazil in this direction. He found a willing ear in
the Brazilian dictator, annoyed as he was about the news of Nazi demonstrations in southern Brazil and about Germany’s plans for the region, home to
many German immigrants. In 1938, there were increasing signs that the German government would enforce a policy of protecting its citizens wherever
they might be, and this displeased the Brazilian government. The Nazis had
organized a Brazilian branch, with its main offices in São Paulo and representatives in other states with sizable clusters of German immigrants. In April
1938, Vargas began enforcing a series of measures in response: foreigners were
banned from political activities in Brazil, education was nationalized, Portuguese became the official language in Brazilian schools, and teaching establishments were forbidden to accept foreign financial aid.32 This was the backdrop
against which Mello Leitão’s trip to Berlin did not take place. He nevertheless
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Number of papers and articles published by Mello Leitão, 1909–51.
Graph by Regina Horta Duarte. Data drawn from Mello Leitão, “O livro de
minha vida”; and Kury and Baptista, “Arachnological Papers.”

Figure 25.

published a paper in the annals of the event, and his appointment is mentioned
in his biographical data on file with the ABC.33
In Mendoza, Mello Leitão had adopted a rather ambivalent stance—not
unlike Brazilian foreign policy during those years. He accepted the assignment
in Berlin but in interviews and at social events, he consistently emphasized the
need to forge ties within Latin America. He declared that he was enthralled
with everything: he extolled Argentina’s nature, the beauty of the city of Mendoza, the fine organization of the event, the merit of the researchers in attendance, the fertile land and its plentiful viniculture, and the importance of the
wine industry. He ended his talk by expressing an “ardent wish for American
fraternity.”34
The trip yielded professional returns. Not long after, Mello Leitão would be
welcomed as a corresponding member of the Valparaiso Scientific Society (1938),
the Colombian Academy of Exact, Physical, and Natural Sciences (1939), and the
National Academy of Sciences in Córdoba, Argentina (1940). During this period,
his scientific publications also reflected a growing reputation and intense devotion to his work. As shown in figure 25, the zenith of his publications in zoology
came in the 1940s, when his papers appeared regularly in Brazilian journals. His
zoology papers in foreign journals reached their highest number shortly after his
attendance at international conferences in 1935 and 1937, testimony to how these
events figured into his growing prominence. His publication of popular science
articles hit a peak during the days of the Revista Nacional de Educação, although
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still falling short of the levels reached in 1922–23, when he wrote a science column
for the Rio newspaper O Imparcial. Mello Leitão left the National Museum and
opted for the Higher School of Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine
the same year that he returned from Mendoza. His absence was no doubt one
of the factors behind the museum’s decline. Edgard Roquette-Pinto had already
left, and now the institution was losing one of its most famous researchers at
home or abroad and one who had been a tireless collaborator with the Assistance
Service for the Teaching of Natural History.
Mello Leitão was steadfast in his relationship with the museum throughout
his life. He consulted the library often, published in the museum’s journal, collaborated regularly with his former disciple, José Lacerda de Araújo Feio (likewise an entomologist, Feio became head of the museum much later, in 1967),
and always made sure to send several offprints of his published papers to the
institution. In 1938, the museum served as intermediary between Mello Leitão
and Britain’s Natural History Museum, which shipped the expert a collection
of Proscopiidae insects for classification. In 1944, during one of the darkest periods in the history of the museum, he sent it a Christmas gift: some specimens
of arachnid species not yet among its collections. The accompanying card, addressed to Director Heloísa Alberto Torres, was written in an affectionate tone
and signed “old friend.”35
The researcher also left some of his personal belongings at the museum.
Feio’s archive holds two bound albums, one containing newspaper clippings
of articles written by Mello Leitão from 1922 to 1926; they have been carefully pasted in and dated, though most do not indicate place of publication. In
the second album, the compiler cut and pasted newspaper clippings of interviews or reports about the arachnologist; these are in chronological order, with
date and place of publication annotated. The clippings range from 1925 to 1945,
which tells us that either Mello Leitão himself or a member of his family left
the book at the museum long after his departure, with the conscious intent of
documenting his career and, more importantly, bearing witness to the weight
of his work.
The second album holds many news reports and photographs from his final
trip abroad, in 1945. Berlin had been seized from the Nazis, and Japan had just
announced its surrender when the Brazilian committee, Mello Leitão included,
arrived in Montevideo on September 3. Like his previous visit, in 1931, this trip
was part of the Brazil-Uruguay cultural exchange effort inaugurated by the 1918
bilateral treaty. Mello Leitão had participated in the first mission, and now he
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joined this one—the last of the Vargas era, since the ruler would be deposed a
few weeks later, on October 29. Oswaldo Aranha had resigned as minister the
previous year in protest over the Brazilian government’s repressive policies, and
at the time of Mello Leitão’s trip, the Estado Novo dictatorship was rapidly
losing face.
There were three in the group this time. Accompanying the arachnologist
were the poet Maria Eugênia Celso, granddaughter to famed Brazilian poet
Afonso Celso, along with Elmano Cardim, director of the Jornal do Commércio.
The newspapers in Montevideo heralded this as the most brilliant mission to
date. For the first time in the history of the republic, the Uruguayan Senate
received intellectuals who did not belong to its body of parliamentarians, and
Mello Leitão’s address was included in its annals. The three Brazilians were also
honored at a special session of the private cultural institute known as Atheneo,
which had no connections with either state or church and was a pioneer in the
innovation of secular education in Uruguay.36
Mello Leitão gave lectures on scientific exploration in the Brazilian Northeast at the Uruguayan Historical and Geographical Institute, on new directions
in biogeography at its National Museum of Natural History, and on araneism
(arachnidism) at the Greater University of the Republic School of Medicine.
He was received by a number of authorities, including the greatest Uruguayan
biologist of the day, Clemente Estable.37 The Museum of Natural History and
the Historical and Geographical Institute paid him special tribute. Brazil’s Min
istry of Foreign Affairs had tasked Mello Leitão with evaluating the promotion
of Brazilian scholarship inside the borders of its southeastern neighbor. And,
once again, the researcher extended his trip to include Buenos Aires, where
he was likewise received with honors and his portrait was unveiled at the Bernardino Rivadávia Museum of Natural History. He lectured at the La Plata Mu
seum of Natural Sciences, the University of Buenos Aires School of Exact,
Physical, and Natural Sciences, and the Argentina Entomological Society, and
he met with other zoology professors from Argentina.38
At the time, Brazil’s relations with Latin American countries were robust,
thanks to the tenacious Pan-American policy enforced by the Vargas administration, supplanting the uncertainty characteristic of the early years of the
Estado Novo and its strategy of “pragmatic equidistance.”39 In January 1942,
Brazil abandoned its neutrality and officially broke off relations with the Axis,
aligning instead with the Allies. In August 1942, it declared war on the Axis and
in 1944 sent troops of the Brazilian Expeditionary Force to fight in Italy.
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In the cultural realm, Brazil had already initiated a sure and steady push to
draw closer to other countries of the Americas, as reflected in the 1941 launching of Pensamento da América (American thought), a supplement to the Estado
Novo’s official newspaper, A Manhã, both of which were published as part of
“a joint project by the Press and Propaganda Department and intellectuals from
the modernist movement who held key posts in Vargas politics.”40 The supplement was meant to foster cultural relations among South American countries.
It featured articles on an array of topics, like literature, music, history, politics,
and folklore, all intended to redraw the image of America and bring Brazilians closer to their neighbors. The supplement was a component in a broader
movement for international cooperation and exchange, which stimulated “trips,
book translations, scholarships, language courses, art exhibits, and concerts.” It
also worked to establish chairs at universities and special sections within libraries and to encourage exchanges of books.41
The desire to strengthen bonds, as exemplified by Pensamento da América,
was not without precedent in Latin American foreign policy. In 1936, the InterAmerican Conference for the Consolidation of Peace, held in Buenos Aires,
had called for the exchange of educational films, publications, and works of art.
The Biblioteca de Autores Brasileños was launched in 1937 (as mentioned earlier, its twelfth volume was by Mello Leitão). After Oswaldo Aranha accepted
the post of minister of foreign affairs in 1938, he had worked relentlessly to
enhance Pan-American relations and had signed agreements with Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, Colombia, Panama, the Dominican Republic, Venezuela, Bolivia, Cuba, and Peru. In 1939, Brazil participated in the First American Congress of National Commissions for Intellectual Cooperation, held in
Chile, where it was represented by the diplomats Abelardo do Prado and Luz
Pinto as well as by Roquette-Pinto, then director of the INCE.42
In the case of Uruguay, exchanges had begun quite early, with Mello Leitão’s
1931 trip kicking off a series of initiatives. The Uruguay-Brazil Institute was
founded in Montevideo in August 1940; it had a library and offered courses in
Portuguese. The endeavor proved so successful that in July 1945 Uruguayan lyceums began offering Portuguese as an elective,43 just a few short months before
Mello Leitão arrived there in the company of the Brazilian mission.
Mello Leitão was quite familiar with the spiders of Uruguay and Argentina.
When he arrived in these countries as an envoy of the Brazilian government,
he was immediately received by entomological research institutes, whether
his journey was official (as in Montevideo) or not (as in Buenos Aires and La
Plata). He published in local journals, visited museums and got to know their
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collections, met with local scientists, and was honored. Through his correspondence and publications, Mello Leitão became part of a broad Pan-American
network devoted to arachnids, and through his work he in turn reinforced this
web. While Oswaldo Aranha was busy signing cultural agreements until his res
ignation in 1944, Mello Leitão exchanged spiders, scorpions, and offprints with
colleagues in a wide range of countries.
A perusal of some brief introductory notes to his papers provides a notion
of this give-and-take. In 1931, Mello Leitão published a paper on the arachnids of Argentina in which he expressed his gratitude to Emilio Gemignani of
the Bernardino Rivadávia Museum of Natural History in Buenos Aires and to
Carlos Bruch and José Canals, both of the La Plata Museum of Natural Sciences, all of whom had sent him specimens. In another paper, published in 1939,
he thanked “Mr. Richards,” of the Imperial College of Science and Technology
in London, for shipping him a small collection of spiders collected in British
Guiana. This contact would be repeated in 1941. Shortly before he passed away,
Mello Leitão published a paper on three hundred spiders of British Guiana; the
specimens had been sent to him by Britain’s Natural History Museum, thanks
to the kindness of the researcher E. Browning. There are myriad similar examples from other countries and from regions in Brazil. This network really began
flourishing in 1940, as Mello Leitão gained surer footing as an internationally
respected arachnologist. In publications from 1940 on, he conveys his gratitude
to various researchers, including Ergasto Cordero, for daddy longlegs collected
around Caracas; Professor Lizer y Trelles, from Buenos Aires, for specimens
gathered in the vicinity of Mount Aconcagua; and Ruiz Leal, for daddy longlegs from different locations in Colombia. The U.S. arachnologist Harriet Exline
Frizzell had kindly sent him spiders from different places in Peru, Mexico, and
Ecuador, and he had identified and described several new species among them.
A naturalist priest in Colombia, Nicéforo María, had sent Mello Leitão a sizable collection of Colombian arachnids, which enabled him to assemble an early
catalog of spiders from Colombia, where very little was known about the country’s arachnid population. Francisco Campos and Carlos Porter, professors in
Ecuador and Chile, respectively, had shipped him spiders in 1945. One of his last
publications—posthumous in fact—acknowledges “Sr. W. Weyrauch,” of Peru,
who provided a small collection of arachnids gathered in different parts of the
country.44
The periodicals to which Mello Leitão submitted his work and the different languages in which they were published also speak to his success within
this worldwide web of researchers. Of his 212 papers on zoology (198 of which
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are about arachnids), 69 appeared in foreign journals and 61 in other languages
(French, Spanish, or English).45 With each publication, he sent offprints to a
roster of colleagues in other countries, a fact corroborated in his correspondence with the National Museum after he left it and in the archives of natural
history museum libraries in Montevideo, La Plata, and Buenos Aires. There are
41 offprints of papers by Mello Leitão at the library of the National Museum
of Natural History in Montevideo, many stamped with the words “compliments of the author.” Others bear handwritten dedications, such as “with kindest regards,” “with the sincerest friendship of Mello Leitão,” or “with fondest
remembrance from Mello Leitão.” The libraries of the La Plata Museum of
Natural Sciences and the Bernardino Rivadávia Museum of Natural History
in Buenos Aires hold some offprints, but they mostly have copies of his books
in Portuguese, like A biologia no Brasil, Zoogeografia do Brasil, and História das
expedições científicas no Brasil. Since Mello Leitão forwarded copies of his writings to other researchers, we can surmise that many other articles and books
could be found in private archives or in the individual files of scientists in in
stitutional archives.

South American Spiders
Biogeography—a branch of biology devoted to the distribution of living organisms across space and time—surpassed mere collection building, natural
history, and morphology and instead built knowledge at the crossroads of various fields, such as geography, climatology, geology, ecology, evolution, and paleontology. The field was born within the heart of natural history during the
eighteenth century, first with the writings of Linnaeus and Buffon—often
called the “father” of biogeography by the history of science—and, in the nineteenth century, with the work of Humboldt and Louis Agassiz. In 1859, when
Darwin devoted chapters 11 and 12 of On the Origin of Species to biogeography, he radically revised the field, shifting it away from creationist explanations
and natural history toward the study of populations of living organisms. At
almost the same time, Alfred Russel Wallace (1823–1913) laid the foundations
for new inquiries in the manuscript he delivered to Darwin in 1858, following
his scientific observations on the Malay Archipelago.46 Despite Darwin’s con
tribution to a renewal of biogeography, the theoretical bases of the discipline
followed the prevailing currents among biologists during the early decades of
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the twentieth century, that is, rejection of the Darwinist theory of evolution
based on natural selection. In the early 1930s, Mello Leitão dedicated a number
of studies to zoogeography from an evolutionary perspective based on the idea
of harmonious, cooperative relations between living organisms and drawing
from the theory of mutual aid.
Because of his biogeographical perspective, Mello Leitão’s career far exceeded simple engagement with other arachnid scholars. As we have seen, he
published journal papers on species in Argentina, Colombia, Paraguay, and
Peru, among other countries, and became a leading figure in the study of South
American spiders. He never confined himself to national borders but selected
the continent as his geographical unit, based on notions of a South American
zoogeography. Rejecting the pigeonholes of “Brazilian spiders” or “Argentinean
spiders,” he focused on identifying the occurrence of South American species.
As he saw it, given the contiguity of Latin American borders and the similarity
of physical and climatic conditions, boundaries between countries were often
useless abstractions when it came to understanding spiders.
Mello Leitão’s travels to Uruguay as a Brazilian cultural representative in
1931 and 1945 laid the groundwork for a number of important transformations.
Although some things remained constant—for example, by 1931 he had already
identified himself as a zoologist and scholar of living organisms and their biogeography, lecturing on the “wonderful life of spiders” and the “zoogeography
of South American daddy longlegs”—many other things changed over this
period.
In 1931, the newly instated Provisional Government was stirring great expectations in Brazil. Hopes were high that a harmonious, corporatist, conflict-free
society could be built, ruled by a strong, central state under the firm leadership
of Getúlio Vargas. All of this, according to the new line of thought, contrasted
with the exaggerated decentralization of the republic before 1930, which had
been governed by selfishness, individual interests, competition, and the victory
of the strong over the weak and unprotected. This was not an isolated movement, for liberal values were in sharp decline worldwide.47 The profound rejection of Darwin then prevalent among scholars of biology had political connotations and should be understood in this larger historical framework, as I
argued in the first chapter.
When Mello Leitão took his trip in 1945, however, things were quite different. The final years of the Estado Novo had seen a major backlash in Brazilian
civil society. The press and public opinion persistently criticized the government
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for contradictorily backing democratic regimes abroad while maintaining a dictatorship at home. In October 1943, the Mineiros Manifesto, signed by influential members of the liberal elite, demanded a return to democracy. The same
year, Brazil’s powerful National Student Union organized an important drive
against authoritarianism, culminating with a march in December. Oswaldo
Aranha resigned as minister of foreign affairs in 1944 in protest against the
government’s repressive actions.48 In the international arena, the United States
emerged as the paramount defender of world freedom, and Western societies
looked upon political and economic liberalism with increasingly kinder eyes.
It was within this context that Mello Leitão introduced new elements into
his biological perspective. Even though it cannot be said that he adopted a
radical change of paradigm, it is interesting to note a softening of his rejection
of Darwinism. In the paper he presented in Montevideo, entitled “New Directions in Biogeography” (delivered in Spanish but published in Portuguese in
1945), he makes observations about variation and natural selection, citing both
Darwin and the ornithologist Ernst Mayr, one of the celebrated biologists responsible for the rehabilitation of Darwinism. In his text, Mello Leitão specifically references the “very recent definition of species” by Mayr. In a particular
item on selection, he explains that, given the pressure caused by the variability of living organisms, “new forms and competition surface within one species, triggered precisely by excessive density and an inadequate food supply.” A
few lines later, he refers to the deep impression that the distribution of South
American animals had made on Darwin and the importance accorded to geographic isolation in the theory of the origin of species.49
Between 1931 and 1945, Mello Leitão forged ties with Latin America at the
same time that he was studying incidences of arachnids in his South American
zoogeography. In 1931, in preambles to his lectures, he rued the fact that he
did not know Spanish and said he hoped he would be understood if he spoke
slowly. In an effort to overcome the language barrier, he relied on a resource
that had become routine at the National Museum and illustrated his presentation with a slide show. His apology was sincere: when Uruguayan newspapers
announced his lectures in 1945, they emphasized that the arachnologist would
present all of his talks in Spanish.50
The idea of a Pan-American community of entomologists also comes across
quite clearly in the 1946 release of Mello Leitão’s Glossário biológico, a general
reference work of technical terms. He dedicated the volume to professors Angelo Moreira da Costa Lima of the National School of Agronomy of Rio de
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Janeiro, Ergasto Cordero of the National Museum of Natural History in Montevideo, and Max Biraben of the National University of La Plata, models of
“wise men who are an honor to South American science.”51

Life on Earth
In 1947, when Mello Leitão published the second edition of Zoogeografia do
Brasil, he said it was practically a new book, both because it was so much longer
but also because its approach was so different. The author had caught sight of
a reality that showed no respect for the borders on political maps, and his new
knowledge had tempered the nationalist leanings that had originally spurred his
sharp interest in fauna inside Brazil.
Looking beyond Mello Leitão’s experiences in scientific exchange, we can
discern something else that accounts for his somewhat conflicted nationalist leanings, something directly bound up with the history of science in his
day. Biogeography was still a recent field then, receiving a great impetus in the
twentieth century as it interacted with the dilemmas and challenges of a rapidly
changing world. As Mello Leitão himself noted, better means of communication and safer, faster travel had facilitated, as never before, access to places where
people could find forms of life distinct from those in their native lands, pressing home the actuality of biological diversity. These increasingly frequent encounters with the diversity of life deepened people’s perception of world space.
Biogeographical research boosted knowledge about the long history of planetwide movements of diverse plant and animal species. If nineteenth-century
European naturalists visiting foreign shores had shipped taxidermied specimens of exotic fauna back to the shelves of Old World museums, twentiethcentury biologists shifted their gaze to the voluntary or passive flows of life. The
idea of people in motion was joined by the notion of a planet of living organisms taking part in extended, complex spatial dynamics.52
Mello Leitão’s contemporaries discovered the instability of what once
seemed stable. The very ground over which humans, animals, and plants moved
began to move as well. The classic theory of continental bridges—according
to which the original connections between permanent continental blocks had
eventually worn away or sunk—was proving ever more unsatisfactory. In 1915,
Alfred Wegener proposed his continental drift theory. Now part of our worldview, the theory was at first harshly repudiated in scientific circles. Although
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Wegener’s book was republished in 1920, 1922, and 1929, his ideas only came to
be accepted in the late 1950s, when studies of paleomagnetism furnished a new
understanding of the marks that the earth’s magnetic field had left on rocks,
and it thus became possible to draw inferences about the behavior of the magnetic field in earlier times and about the shifting of tectonic plates.53
Our Brazilian zoologist was quick to warm to the theory of continental drift,
beguiled by the idea that the continental masses had once made up a common
land, Pangaea, but had then moved apart. It seemed to be a persuasive explanation for the history of the distribution of living organisms across the earth’s
surface. On a shared planet, the risks of extinction were a warning to the world.
By consulting ornithological checklists, Mello Leitão tallied the birds that had
recently disappeared from different corners of the world. He also listed the dangers of indiscriminate hunting for food, adornment, or sporting pleasure. He
noted the destruction of habitats through agricultural activity and pollution as
well as through the imbalances resulting from people’s careless management of
species. He pointed to species that had been involuntarily dispersed by the action of man—like snails, fleas, cockroaches, fungi, mosquitoes, and parasites—
ultimately harming human societies. He described imbalances and extinctions
taking place across all continents and oceans. Man was at fault, because he dispersed species unsustainably, disturbed precious areas of isolation, and destroyed
natural habitats, thereby recklessly disrupting the unity and diversity of life on
earth, with unforeseeable consequences. Alongside processes of extinction, environmental catastrophes were already affecting the world in those years, an issue that went well beyond national borders. Mello Leitão cites an international
committee to defend fauna that denounced the death of massive numbers of
aquatic birds after ships discharged spent crude oil into the ocean. Even though
Pangaea had been split apart, the bonds between life on earth would not be broken without consequences.54 As a man of his time, Mello Leitão was influenced
by a kind of global perception, which now, decades later, is one of the most notable features of our contemporary thinking about nature.

Scholar and Educator
On May 11, 1943, Mello Leitão attended a special meeting of the ABC, of
which he had been a member since 1917. It was his swearing-in ceremony as the
academy’s new president. He was replacing Arthur Moses (1886–1967)55—his
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friend since medical school, a biologist at the Oswaldo Cruz Institute, and the
speaker who would welcome him as president.
Those were somber times. The previous summer, Germany had torpedoed a
series of Brazilian ships, compelling the Brazilian government to declare war
on August 31. In a meeting held just after the attacks, the academy approved a
motion in support of the government’s decision. When Mello Leitão took the
floor to defend the motion, he declared that all Brazilians were outraged and in
mourning. A few months later, during his inaugural speech at the academy, he
hailed Brazil’s decision to send troops to Italy and stressed that scientists could
make a crucial contribution to the war effort. Moreover, he was hopeful about
the eventual “victory of Civilization.”56
When Arthur Moses introduced Mello Leitão as the next president, he
listed the considerations that ranked him as an exceptional scientist. In addition to his prodigious specialized scholarship, Moses said, Mello Leitão had
written outstanding textbooks for high school and college students that introduced state-of-the-art information and relied predominantly on examples of
Brazilian flora and fauna. Moses also noted that the Brazilian arachnologist’s
body of scientific work was well known throughout the international community, and he cited the illustrious entomologists who had sung his colleague’s
praises: Clarence Hoffman, for example, had labeled him the world’s foremost
expert on South American spiders, while Alexander Petrunkevitch declared his
treatises to be seminal works in the field.57 Moses praised Mello Leitão as an ac
tive, steadfast participant at ABC meetings, where he joined in discussions and
presented papers.
Since its founding in 1916, the academy had promoted scientific specialization and the formation of distinct fields of knowledge.58 During his inaugural
speech in 1943, Mello Leitão spoke about the construction of the field of biology in Brazil, focusing specifically on zoology. He said zoologists in the twentieth century were playing an increasingly active role in society. They had pointed
out the distinction between Aedes aegypti and other, harmless mosquitoes, after
researching and demonstrating their biological cycle, habits, and ecology, making it possible to fight yellow fever in major urban areas throughout Brazil. By
studying each region’s fauna, zoologists had been able to assess the real risks of
the occurrence of certain human illnesses. In addition to associating the presence of Aedes aegypti with yellow fever, they had also linked anophelines to malaria, sand flies to leishmaniosis, triatomes (kissing bugs) to Chagas disease,
and Australorbis to South American schistosomiasis. Economically speaking,
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the work of zoologists had also proven vital by identifying the causes of the insect plagues that decimated crops and caused animal epidemics. Similarly, the
field had drawn a distinction between truly poisonous animals and those that
are not only harmless but actually essential to ecological balance in different
biogeographic regions. By revealing the life cycles of precious species and indicating the practices most suitable for protecting marine and lacustrine fauna,
zoologists had helped improve fishing activities. Moreover, they had shown
that much wildlife is extremely useful, warned governments about the risks of
extinction, and worked for the creation of reserves and national parks. In short,
Mello Leitão argued that zoology lies at the core of human life and the health
of populations; is essential to the agricultural, livestock-raising, and fishing industries; and stands as a major force behind the protection of large natural areas—it is a science of and for life.59 He also asserted that the field performed
an economic, social, and, chiefly, political role. Yet after trumpeting biology as
a science capable of forecasting with “the rigor of mathematical formulas,” exact and unbiased, Mello Leitão slipped up and remarked that biology had cast
aside contemplation in favor of “activism” in the twentieth century—giving us
evidence of the historical evolution of the field’s scientific practices.60
Mello Leitão was inarguably a leader in the construction of zoology as a
field in Brazil. His 1937 book A biologia no Brasil identified the Brazilian pioneers in biology, searched for the field’s origins, and offered contemporaries a
linear, progressive, and cumulative vision of the history of this science. It was
as a zoologist that Mello Leitão joined the University of Brazil in 1939. In late
1937, when the Estado Novo barred people from holding more than one public
job, he had left the National Museum and opted for his post at the Higher
School of Agricultural Science and Veterinary Medicine. Only two years later,
when he had to resign from the Higher School in order to accept a university
teaching position, he sent the director an official letter in which he displayed
his love for the school where he had spent twenty-six years, arguing that he
was merely doing his duty by leaving it, “obeying orders from the President of
the Republic to hold the chair of Zoology at the newly established National
School of Philosophy.”61 His words show that he felt he had been summoned
to take up an important national duty.
No less important was Mello Leitão’s defense of the scientific specificity
of biological knowledge in his textbooks, used by generations of high school
and normal school students. From 1917 to 1946, Mello Leitão published ten
textbooks, some of which were multivolume works or appeared in more than
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one edition. As mentioned earlier, he also released a glossary of scientific terms
meant as a reference work for anyone interested in learning biology.62 Considering that many schools, like the prestigious Colégio Pedro II, continued to
call the class Natural History until the 1970s, it is no minor detail that normal
schools in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo added Educational Biology and General Biology to their curricula in 1930.63
It is also important to bear in mind the historical nature of school curricula
and the fact that syllabus content is not a given; rather, it is the result of complex processes of transformations in disciplines that occur both during social
disputes within the greater social framework and also during internal disputes
at schools themselves.64 With this in mind, we should take note that “zoology,”
“botany,” and “biology” were predominant terms in the titles of Mello Leitão’s
textbooks, supplanting so-called natural history and manifesting his firm conviction that biology—the science of living organisms—should be a specific topic
in school curricula. Of his eleven textbooks, only one retained the term “natural
history” in its title.
In his preface to Biologia geral in 1940, Mello Leitão spelled out his intent
to produce textbooks that were in line with the notion of biology as a specialization. Casting aside a tradition confined to morphological descriptions, he
wanted this book to afford students a “synthetic view of living organisms and
their relations to each other and to the environment in which they live.” He
accentuated the value of learning the principles of biophysics and biochemistry, cell physiology, reproduction, genetics, and ecology and the critical study
of doctrines of evolution—precisely the subjects of his chapters. Even though
school curricula still termed the course “natural history,” the approach in Mello
Leitão’s books and his dominant epistemological perspective prodded content
toward the teaching of biology.
Mello Leitão’s emphasis on images and examples of Brazilian flora and
fauna meshed well with nationalist projects, with his advocacy of science communication, and with the goal of expanding knowledge through practical teach
ing tied to daily life. Textbooks were a strategic element in the construction of
biological knowledge in Brazil, and Mello Leitão was one of the most important textbook writers of his day.
Scholars competed not only in authoring textbooks but also in getting them
published and adopted at schools. One of these disputes constituted a significant episode in Mello Leitão’s career. In a critical review that he submitted at
the request of the National Textbook Commission in 1941, he condemned the
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adoption of the book Zoologia, by Waldemiro Potsch, a teacher at Colégio Pedro II. Potsch sued him in 1944, claiming that Mello Leitão’s negative review
was nothing more than an effort at monopolizing the market in biology books.
Besides filing suit, Potsch wrote a lengthy dossier to sustain his accusation that
Mello Leitão had committed plagiarism multiple times over in his books. The
arachnologist responded by publishing a book in which he refuted the accusations point by point. A report by a court-ordered expert proclaimed his innocence, but the suit dragged on until January 1948, when it was finally decided
in his favor, a few months before his death.65 Mello Leitão was much aggrieved
by the lawsuit and the accusations, as is apparent in his autobiography, which
closes with a reference to the court decision and the fact that he was cleared of
all accusations. Some of his texts from the time of the lawsuit vehemently censure the practice of slander, including the speech he delivered in Montevideo
during the 1945 cultural mission: after explaining how man had proven ever
more capable of defending himself from the poisons emitted by other animals,
Mello Leitão pointed out that there were much more vicious venoms, like slander, which he compared to totalitarianism.66
It was in the midst of this dispute that Mello Leitão, already a zoologist of
renown, chaired the ABC from 1943 to 1945. Under his presidency, the ABC
commemorated the fourth centennial of the death of Copernicus (1473–1543),
the bicentennials of the births of Condorcet (1743–94) and Lavoisier (1743–94),
and the bicentennial of La Condamine’s expedition. Mello Leitão also received Argentinean, U.S., French, and Polish scientists, including Theodosius
Dobzhansky, the noteworthy neo-Darwinist geneticist.67

Fontainebleau, 1948
Shortly after the end of World War II, organizations for the protection of
nature in a number of countries joined forces to form an international body,
following up on a proposal first made over thirty years earlier during the 1913
International Conference on the Protection of Nature in Berne and ratified
during a second gathering, held in Paris in 1923. The International Office for
the Protection of Nature was subsequently founded in Brussels in 1928, but it
grappled with growing challenges due to new global upheaval. After World
War II, the Swiss League for the Protection of Nature assumed leadership in
a new push to establish a worldwide organization. In 1947, the International
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Conference for the Protection of Nature, held in Brunnen, Switzerland, finally
approved the formation of an international union. Its members then asked
UNESCO to throw its support behind an event in Paris, where the new institution would be founded and organized.68
The Conference for the Establishment of the International Union for the
Protection of Nature took place in Fontainebleau, France, from September 30
to October 7, 1948. Documents from the event indicate that only one Brazilian
was in attendance, Cândido de Mello Leitão, as a representative of the Brazilian government and of the National Commission for the Protection of South
American Fauna.69 It is noteworthy that documentary files held by the National Museum and the ABC contain data on the zoologist’s involvement in a
wide diversity of organizations but not one word about this nongovernmental
commission, which presented itself as Brazilian (it was, after all, a “national”
commission) but also proposed to work beyond the borders of the country, targeting the “defense of South American fauna.”
Mello Leitão was hardly on the sidelines at the event. He was a member
of the steering and program committee and of the finance committee. During the session on the definition of national parks, he took the floor to endorse
the adoption of more accessible nomenclatures that would make it easier for
ordinary people to understand notions of ecology. His rejection of hermetic
language likely to confine the debate to strictly scientific circles was a position
eventually embraced by the majority of those present.70
The Fontainebleau conference was Mello Leitão’s last major activity. He
passed away a few weeks later, on December 14, 1948, the victim of cancer. His
obituaries, too, ignore his participation at Fontainebleau, obscuring Brazil’s
(admittedly minimal) participation in the international postwar movement to
protect nature.
Over the course of his lengthy professional life, Mello Leitão was more than
just a naturalist or even an eccentric pediatrician devoted to collecting and classifying spiders. Little by little, he moved beyond the epistemological limits of
natural history, transforming himself into a biologist—more specifically, into
an arachnologist. He researched spiders as living organisms and studied their
historical distribution across space, investigating not only their anatomy, histology, and physiology but also their ecology and etiology. On top of identifying,
classifying, and naming arachnid species, Mello Leitão examined their venoms,
habits, and traits: how they built their webs and cared for their offspring; the
dispersion of families of cellar spiders; how the structures and arrangements
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of their eyes influenced their visual acuity and thus important aspects of their
lives, like stalking prey. His career began with experiences in collecting and
classification but then shifted to the construction of a research perspective of
broader scope, in which arachnids were living organisms to be studied, along
with their zoogeography. His scientific trajectory stands as an undeniable example of the making of a biologist in Brazil in the first half of the twentieth
century.
While bearing in mind that the story of any given individual transpires
within a framework of complex social relations and of unfolding history, we
must also take into account the coming into being of the historical subject,
during which he, along with his contemporaries, devises new practices within
his own time and together with his contemporaries. A scholar of spiders, Mello
Leitão was indeed an expert in webs, and it was as part of them that he learned
his craft. Within these networks of personal and institutional relations, histor
ical actors built and shared knowledge while they constructed roles for themselves and their peers, the institutions where they worked, and the science they
practiced.

Conclusion

I

n January 2015 —summer vacation and high tourist season in Brazil—
patrons found the doors of the National Museum closed. The museum usu
ally receives some seven thousand visitors a week during this time of year,
but its funds had been abruptly cut off as a consequence of a nationwide po
litical and economic crisis. There was no money to pay for either cleaning or
security services, and exhibits were suspended for several weeks. In a widely
distributed press release explaining the situation, the museum board decried
the fact that such was the fate of Brazil’s oldest science institution—just three
short years from commemorating its bicentennial, in 2018.
Today, the National Museum is part of the Federal University of Rio de Ja
neiro, in turn under the aegis of the Ministry of Education. Nestled in the midst
of nearly eleven acres of botanical gardens, the museum is home to historical
archives, libraries, research laboratories, and graduate courses, as well as host to
public exhibits on biological anthropology, archaeology, ethnology, geology, pa
leontology, and zoology. Since 1927, one of its extension projects, the Assistance
Service for the Teaching of Natural History, has been designing and sponsor
ing educational initiatives, advising teachers, and stimulating the minds of young
students.
The National Museum has long been a privileged locus for scholarly reflec
tion on Brazil. In the nineteenth century, it sheltered the dreams of the newly
independent nation’s intellectual elites, who wanted to join Europe as part of
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the civilized world. In the early twentieth century, the museum served as a point
of departure for the conquest and rediscovery of Brazil, as its members turned
their attention to the interior of the nation and its sertões and thick forests.
Flora and fauna, minerals, indigenes, and people of mixed descent were viewed
as hieroglyphics waiting to be deciphered in the hope that they would reveal the
path to nation building. The National Museum’s current mission is to be a stew
ard of Brazil’s scientific memory and produce innovative knowledge applicable
to environmental protection and social transformation. Its limitations and ac
complishments mirror the educational, cultural, and research challenges pecu
liar to Brazil. When I heard it had closed its doors for lack of funding, I found
myself asking how Edgard Roquette-Pinto, Alberto José de Sampaio, and Cân
dido de Mello Leitão would react to the news if they were alive today and could
see the museum continuing on shaky ground, vulnerable to the prevailing po
litical and economic winds—a status quo reminiscent of their times and always
the source of great consternation.
This book has explored the history of the National Museum from 1926 to
1945, focusing on the union of scientific practice and political life, the emer
gence of scientific specializations and initiatives in science communication, and
the careers of three of the museum’s most active members. In Brazil, the time
frame of this study witnessed the formation of biology as a field in its own
right—a historical transformation all the more meaningful because many of the
activities taken up by this nascent science displayed an inherent political con
tent. The excitement and creativity of these researchers as they set about model
ing new ways of producing and communicating knowledge must be understood
in the broader context of the political battles and social confrontations then
underway in Brazilian society. Yet much more than simply echoing or stem
ming from a particular context, the scientific practices that were forged in the
hallways, laboratories, and workshops of the National Museum were an integral
part of the making of history during those years.
Writing at the juncture of political history and the history of science, I have
tried to steer away from any dualistic criticism of these scientists. A critique of
reason as the only possible form of knowledge should not lead us to discredit
reason out of hand, for that would bear the mark of intolerance. Scientists are
condemned neither to authoritarian postures nor to blind rationalism. Their
relations with the powers that be do not always put them in conflict with a
population that is the victim of their attentions and interventions. When sci
ence and power work hand in hand, the purpose is not necessarily to refine new
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strategies for domination and social heteronomy. Knowledge in any form—
be it scientific, folk, traditional, artistic, or historical—involves the exercise of
power, and the relations between science and power are extremely complex.
Historiography must shun its penchant for assigning the role of victim to some
and oppressor to others. When we demonstrate that the historical viewpoint
is vital to the study of scientific practices, we lend intelligibility to scientific
endeavor, and this should be one of the overriding goals of the history of sci
ence.1 By examining the history of the production of knowledge, we are able
to take into account the larger background of the political, cultural, and social
circumstances in which scientists have engendered and shared new knowledge.
If we are to arrive at a more rational understanding of the role that scientific
endeavor has played in the formation of societies down through time, we must
avoid what Marc Bloch called the “satanic enemy of true history: the mania for
making judgments.”2
Nor can the history of science be written as a saga of pioneers, which would
be the flip side of taking a dualistic attitude. As I wrote in the introduction,
it might be tempting to interpret the work done at the National Museum as
indicative of the awakening of many of our current apprehensions in the realm
of environmental initiatives, inclusive education, and myriad other areas. The
search for origins tends to blind the historian to the complexity of historical
development, obscuring the manifold possibilities that were at play in the past
as well as the fact that, at any given moment, the future is indefinite. When im
pelled by an “embryogenic obsession”—to borrow Bloch’s term—we run a great
risk not just of searching for an origin that explains but also of believing that
this beginning might suffice as an explanation.3
When I researched the professional histories of Roquette-Pinto, Mello
Leitão, and Sampaio, I observed how they had shaped their scientific activities
at a time when various fields of knowledge were still blurred with natural his
tory and how this enabled them to transit between disciplines and among sci
entific, artistic, and technological projects. This same set of circumstances also
enriched the science communication efforts that they embraced with such ide
alistic enthusiasm. Yet, all the while, they pursued specialization in their own
fields. The most successful example in this regard was Mello Leitão, who be
came a nationally and internationally recognized biologist. As these men fought
to promote a renaissance at the National Museum, they also wanted the insti
tution to foster specialized production in a range of areas, with biology serving
as a flagship of the sciences. They presented the field as key to addressing and
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potentially solving many of the problems of life that were then having an im
pact on human, animal, and plant populations all across the national territory.
At the same time, the reigning attitude was authoritarian; in the eyes of these
National Museum scientists, the only truly valid knowledge was the knowledge
they possessed and wanted to disseminate. Their voluntarism derived from the
belief that historical change should be accomplished by an intellectual elite
rather than achieved through the effective construction of citizenship.
These men were intensely involved with the society in which they lived; they
were committed to debating problems and solutions, devising strategies, and
taking part in the game of politics while trying to put politics at the service
of their proposals and their dreams. Their actions, expectations, and criticisms
were imbued with a boldness and inventiveness that inspires reflection, as does
the backdrop of turmoil and paradoxes at the National Museum in their time.
For all these reasons, the history of Brazil’s activist biology poses the intellec
tual enterprise as one of creative action and the construction of knowledge as a
form of potentially transformative, engagé political praxis.

Timeline of Brazilian History
(1889–1945)

First Republic
1889–1930

Brazil declared its independence from Portugal in 1822 but main
tained the monarchy, under the rule of the Bragança dynasty.
Slavery lasted until 1888. On November 15, 1889, members of the
army established the republic. The Constitution of 1891 stipulated
that the new republican state would be democratic, presidentialist,
federalist, and secular. The military dominated the first two pres
idential administrations, but as of 1894, civilian political groups
held sway. State oligarchies with ties to commodity production, es
pecially coffee, relied on election fraud to control the presidency
and Congress. Because illiterate persons were denied the right to
vote, much of the population was excluded from formal political
life, and social inequality remained strong. Although this period
of Brazilian history is often viewed negatively—and pejoratively
called the Old Republic—it was also a time of industrialization,
urban growth, immigration, the formation of a working class and
labor movement, the rise of cultural and intellectual movements,
and the firm demarcation of the nation’s borders.
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Revolution of 1930
1930

This armed movement began on October 3, 1930, when dis
contented dissident oligarchs joined forces with pockets of the
middle classes and with young army officers (the latter known
as tenentismo). All were critical of what they saw as the excessive
liberalism of the First Republic, corrupt elections, and the gov
ernment’s weak response to the country’s problems. Victorious
on November 3, 1930, the movement carried Getúlio Vargas into
power and put in place a nationalist, centralizing, and interven
tionist state. It was a watershed in the history of the Brazilian re
public, inaugurating economic nationalism under the strong arm
of the state. Historians have long debated whether the movement
should in fact be labeled a “revolution.” Some contend it was just
the opposite: a strategic rearrangement by the ruling elites meant
to contain the leftist revolutionary proposals espoused both by
anarchist unions, since the 1910s, and by the Brazilian Commu
nist Party, founded in 1922.

Provisional Government
1930–1934

Under the Provisional Government, Vargas ruled by so-called
decree-laws. The new government comprised a number of groups,
with young army officers predominating. The latter advocated a
strong, centralized government, statism, economic diversification,
infrastructure development, and the enactment of new health and
education policies, while they also wanted social rights to remain
under state control. In order to facilitate implementation of these
measures, elections to the Constituent Assembly were postponed.
Significant changes took place from 1930 to 1934: the enactment
of labor laws, public education reform, the creation of both elec
toral and labor tribunals, passage of the secret ballot, and granting
women the right to vote. The government also decreed a num
ber of codes in regard to nature and territory, like the Game and
Fish Code, Forest Code, Mine Code, Water Code, and Animal
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Protection Code. The constitution was finally enacted on July 16,
1934, and Congress elected Vargas president. New, direct elections
were slated to take place in 1938, when Vargas would not be eli
gible to run again. The fact that conservative Catholic groups had
been gaining ground was embedded in the preamble to the new
constitution, which invoked the name of God, countering the lay
nature of the Brazilian state as established following the Procla
mation of the Republic.

Constitutional Government
1934–1937

When Vargas took office as president, he was unhappy about the
new constitution, which limited his powers, which until then had
been wholly discretionary. To stand strong against the politi
cal class, he forged tight bonds with the army’s high command.
In a complex political situation, social conflicts and right- and
left-wing political radicalism made inroads. In 1935, a number of
political sectors joined forces to fight fascism and imperialism
by founding the National Liberation Alliance, drawing thou
sands of supporters across the country. That same year saw a
wave of strikes, and these, plus the alleged Communist threat,
were invoked to justify enactment by decree of the National Se
curity Law, which abolished democratic guarantees and defined
crimes against the state. Escalating political clashes and a cli
mate of anticommunist paranoia culminated in the November
1937 military coup. With the support of the high command of
the armed forces, Vargas shut down Congress and transformed
his presidency into a dictatorship.

Estado Novo
1937–1945

In 1937, Getúlio Vargas enacted an authoritarian, centralizing con
stitution that placed great power in the hands of the head of
the executive branch. Government intervention in the economy
was the order of the day, aimed at fostering development and
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Timeline. Compiled by Regina Horta Duarte.

industrialization. Vargas intended to shape a new nation and
regenerate the lives of Brazilians. In 1939, he founded the Press
and Propaganda Department, an agency that engaged in in
tense, systematic political propaganda through all media and
was also responsible for censoring any cultural or intellectual
expression against the regime. The Estado Novo was critical of
Brazil’s liberal democratic past, which it associated with the cor
ruption characteristic of the early years of the republic. In April
1942, the country joined the fight against the Axis alliance, act
ing in blatant contrast to the authoritarian, corporatist nature
of the Vargas regime. When World War II ended, the victory
of liberal democracy in the West shook the foundations of the
Estado Novo. On October 29, 1945, Vargas was deposed by the
army. Since there was no vice president, the Federal Supreme
Court held power until elections took place.
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